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Sunday, Dec. 13  •  2 p.m.  •  Savannah Convention Center 
Wednesday, Dec. 16  •  10 a.m.  •  Paulson Stadium in Statesboro 
Wednesday, Dec. 16  •  3 p.m.  •  Paulson Stadium in Statesboro 
Thursday, Dec. 17  •  10 a.m.  •  Paulson Stadium in Statesboro
GRADUATE
Thursday, Dec. 17  •  3 p.m.  •  Paulson Stadium in Statesboro 
Photography: A professional photographer will take 
a picture of you as you cross the stage. A proof of 
this picture will be emailed to you at your Georgia 
Southern email address and mailed to your home 
address so that you may decide if you wish to 
purchase these photos. Find out more about this 
service at GradImages.com. 
Live Broadcast: There will be a live broadcast 
via the University’s Facebook page at 
Facebook.com/GeorgiaSouthern or can 
also be viewed via the web on the Georgia 
Southern Commencement Live Feed Page at 
GeorgiaSouthern.edu/commencement.
Diplomas/Transcripts: Diplomas will be mailed 
to the graduates at their diploma mailing address 
or their permanent home address. Diplomas will 
be mailed six to eight weeks after graduation for 
students who have applied for graduation and 
completed all requirements.
COMMENCEMENT NOTES 
Accessibility Access: If your guest requires 
accommodations for a disability, accessible seating 
is available. Guests entering the stadium from the 
designated handicap parking area should enter 
through the Media Gate or Gate 13 (Statesboro 
Ceremony). Accessible seating for the Savannah 
ceremonies are available on the right hand side near 
the back of the Exhibit Hall. Please see the map for 
accessible seating on the commencement website. 
If you have questions, please contact the Student 
Accessibility Resource Center at 912-478-1566.
Sign Language: American Sign Language 
interpreting is available. Guests who need access 
and desire close proximity to the ASL interpreter 
may choose to sit in Section J of Paulson 
Stadium (Statesboro Campus).  In Savannah, the 
interpreter will be visible on the big screen from all 
seating areas.
More info: For more information or  
access to ceremony maps, please visit  
GeorgiaSouthern.edu/commencement  
or scan the QR code.
FOR YOUR SAFETY 
Face-coverings are required to be worn at all times. Public health guidelines and protocols ensure Eagle Nation stays safe. 
Please pay attention to signage at the venue or visit GeorgiaSouthern.edu/commencement for more details.
Ushers are stationed throughout the venue to assist you.
Police Officers are also available on location.
In Case of Emergency—Follow the directions given by the usher and police officer nearest you.
Medical Emergency—Ask the nearest usher for assistance. The usher will contact EMS on location.
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HISTORY OF GEORGIA SOUTHERN
The roots of Georgia 
Southern University 
begin in Savannah.
In 1906, Georgia Southern 
founders from Bulloch County 
met with state legislators 
and leaders from competing 
counties at the DeSoto Hotel, 
where they won the bid for the 
First District A&M School to 
be located in Statesboro.
In 1935, just a half-mile 
away from the DeSoto, 
Armstrong was founded at the 
historic Armstrong House on 
Bull Street.
In both cases, local leaders like 
Lonnie Brannen and Albert 
M. Deal from Statesboro, 
and Lowry Axley and Thomas 
Gamble in Savannah, 
understood the impact that 
education would have on the 
workforce and the business 
prospects of the region, and 
they put their resources behind 
their beliefs.
In 1924, First District A&M 
School expanded its mission 
and became the Georgia 
Normal School, training 
teachers at the college level 
for the first time. By 1959, 
the Board of Regents changed 
the school’s name to Georgia 
Southern College, a four-year 
college with diverse programs.
In 1964, Armstrong had 
also achieved four-year college 
status, and just two years later 
completed its new campus on 
the southside of Savannah. The 
move was controversial to many 
locals and city leaders because 
the southside was considered 
“out in the country.” Back then, 
Abercorn Extension ended at 
a barricade right in front of 
the campus.
However, the move proved to 
be visionary, and the southside 
became an integral part of the 
city in later years.
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In 1980, Georgia Southern 
created its first ROTC program 
with Mercer University’s help. 
Four years later, the University 
assumed responsibility for 
ROTC at Armstrong, and 
the cadres have been linked 
ever since.
Today, our ROTC programs 
draw some of the best and 
brightest from around the 
country, and our cadets are 
routinely among the best in 
the nation.
Our ties to the military don’t 
end there. Fort Stewart is the 
largest Army base east of the 
Mississippi, and has provided 
a huge opportunity for us to 
connect with our community. 
In 1998, Armstrong worked 
with Georgia Southern and 
other USG institutions to 
create the Liberty Center—
now the Liberty Campus—
which serves the large 
population of active-duty 
and veteran military and 
their families. Both Georgia 
Southern and Armstrong have 
been designated Military-
Friendly institutions for 
years, a trend we will proudly 
continue as a consolidated 
University.
With the reinstatement of 
football in 1982, Georgia 
Southern began to get noticed 
on the national stage. During 
the Eagles run of championships 
under head coach Erk Russell, 
enrollment doubled. 
By 1990, this explosive 
growth and the hard work 
of faculty and staff led to its 
designation as a university. 
Just six years later, Armstrong 
gained university status as 
well, and the two institutions 
expanded their program 
offerings and regional impact.
In 2017, Georgia Southern 
and Armstrong consolidated to 
become one Georgia Southern 
University, and is now the 
largest public university south 
of Atlanta and the fifth largest 
in the state. Focused on student 
success, the University seeks 
to help our students get the 
firsthand, experiential training 
that will help them enter 




Georgia Southern is now 
the fifth largest public 
university in Georgia and 
the largest south of Atlanta.
Georgia Southern University 
is now ranked as an “R2” 
high research institution, 
placing it in the top 6% of 
all institutions ranked by 
the Carnegie Classification 
of Institutions of Higher 
Education. The “R2” 
designation is the second-
highest classification for 
research institutions.
Named “Military-
Friendly” school for 
the ninth year in a row by 
Victory Media, publisher 
of G.I. Jobs, STEM Jobs and 
Military Spouse magazines, 
and ranked number one in 
the best schools for 
military students by Best 
for Vets Colleges.
For the 10th year in a row, 
Georgia Southern University 
was named one of the 
nation’s top eco-friendly 
campuses in The Princeton 
Review’s Guide to 361 Green 
Colleges: 2020 Edition.
Georgia Southern ranked 
in the top 5% in 11 
categories, including 
diversity and best 
programs by College 
Factual for 2021.
Jiann-Ping Hsu College 
of Public Health is ranked 
first in the nation for 
a master’s degree in 
public health by SR 
Education Group.
Georgia Southern University’s 
Department of Biology 
is the largest center 
for biology research 
and education in 
southern Georgia.
Georgia Southern’s 
Allen E. Paulson College 
of Engineering and 
Computing opened the 




in August 2015, with the first 
cohort graduating in 2019. 
The program is one of only 
20 in the nation and one of 
only three in the Southeast 
United States.
The Armstrong Campus in 
Savannah was designated as 
the first college campus 
in the country to have 
a collegiate chapter 
of the National Latina 
Organization MANA, 
which represents the interests 
of Latina women, youth 
and families in the areas 
of education, health and 
well-being, financial literacy, 
equal and civil rights and 
immigration reform.
The Eagle Battalion is 
proud to have one of the 
largest Army ROTC 
Nursing programs 
in the nation. Georgia 
Southern’s School of Nursing 
is consistently ranked among 
the top in the country. The 
strong relationship between 
these elite programs has 
ensured that our nurse cadets 
receive top quality education 
and experience while being 
held to high academic and 
ethical standards, preparing 
them to become both Army 
officers and leaders in the field 
of medicine.
Georgia Southern University 
established its first 
permanent scientific 
field station known as the 
Effingham Wetlands. The 
property of about 1,400 acres, 
is located in Effingham and 
Chatham counties.
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The Betty Foy Sanders 
Georgia Artists 
Collection, one of Georgia 
Southern University’s largest 
permanent collections, 
recently celebrated its 51st 
anniversary. The collection 
was established in 1967 
by former Georgia first 
lady Betty Foy Sanders, a 
Statesboro native.
Georgia Southern University 
received an honorable 
mention designation for 
the most recent Climate 
Leadership Awards from 
Second Nature and the U.S. 
Green Building Council. 
The Climate Leadership 
Awards recognize advanced 
leadership in sustainability, 
climate change mitigation 
and resilience at college 
and university campuses. 
The honorable mention 
designation is the second 
highest an institution 
can receive. The finalists 
included only nine four-year 
institutions, among them, 
Furman University, Duke 
University, two Ivy League 
schools and three universities 
from California, all widely 
known and supported 
for their commitment to 
sustainability. Second Nature 
is a national nonprofit that 
works to accelerate climate 
action in, and through, higher 
education.
Georgia Southern’s online 
programs are consistently 
ranked among the best 
in the nation, including 
the top 10 online universities. 
These include No. 1 rankings 
for best online master of 
educational leadership, online 
Ph.D. programs, bachelor 
in information technology, 
master in Computer Science 
and online BSN degrees. The 
University also ranked first in 
online master of educational 
leadership, higher education 
administration, master of 
business administration, 
master of economics, master 
of accounting, master in 
coaching, doctorate in 
nursing practice, master in 
exercise science and sport 
management.
Georgia Southern is accredited 
by the Southern Association 
of Colleges and Schools 
Commission on Colleges 
(SACSCOC) through the 
year 2025. This demonstrates 
the University's commitment 
to the highest educational 
standards.
According to a University 
System of Georgia report, 
Georgia Southern University 
has an annual economic 
impact of just more 
than $1 billion on the 
region it serves. The report 
says Georgia Southern 
is a significant part of 
the USG’s $16.8 billion 
economic impact on the 
state of Georgia. The report 
said 11,535 jobs can be 
tied to Georgia Southern, 
contributing to an annual 




GEORGIA SOUTHERN  
UNIVERSITY
Georgia Southern University is the state’s largest and most comprehensive 
center of higher education south of Atlanta. With nearly 140 degree 
programs at the bachelor’s, master’s and doctoral levels, Georgia Southern 
has been designated a Carnegie Doctoral/R2 university and serves more 
than 26,000 students from all 50 states, Washington, D.C., and Puerto 
Rico as well as 102 nations.
With three vibrant campuses — the Statesboro Campus, the Armstrong 
Campus in Savannah and the Liberty Campus in Hinesville — Georgia 
Southern offers an attractive campus environment that encourages learning, 
discovery and personal growth. Georgia Southern is accredited by the 
Southern Association of Colleges and Schools and has earned special 
accreditation from professional and academic associations that set standards 
in their fields.
Emphasizing academic distinction, excellent teaching, research and 
student success, Georgia Southern enrolls both undergraduate and 
graduate students through nine colleges: the Allen E. Paulson College 
of Engineering and Computing, the College of Arts and Humanities, 
the College of Behavioral and Social Sciences, the College of Education, 
the College of Science and Mathematics, the Jack N. Averitt College of 
Graduate Studies, the Jiann-Ping Hsu College of Public Health, the Parker 
College of Business and the Waters College of Health Professions.
Founded in 1906, Georgia Southern has grown to three campuses: a 
900-acre quintessential college setting in Statesboro, featuring Georgian-
style, red-brick historic buildings and modern contemporary buildings set 
amid pines and oaks and home to more than 20,000 students; a 268-acre 
arboretum campus just minutes away from historic downtown Savannah 
and a short drive from the sunny beaches of Tybee Island with more than 
100 programs and some 6,000 students; and a modern, state-of-the-art 
facility in Hinesville geared for local and military-affiliated students.
Georgia Southern fields 17 NCAA teams with storied programs that have 
achieved national accolades on and off the field. In addition to six FCS 
national football championship flags flying at Allen E. Paulson Stadium, 
Georgia Southern teams and individuals regularly compete for conference 
and national honors. In 2014, Georgia Southern moved to the Football 
Bowl Subdivision’s Sun Belt Conference, claiming the Sun Belt crown 
in its first season in the Conference. In 2015, the team won the 17th 
GoDaddy Bowl in its first season of bowl eligibility, and recently achieved 
its second bowl victory at the 2018 Raycom Media Camellia Bowl. The 
University’s athletics teams include football, men’s and women’s basketball, 
baseball, volleyball, men’s and women’s golf, men’s and women’s tennis, 
indoor and outdoor track and field, cross country, swimming and diving, 
softball, men’s and women’s soccer and women’s rifle.
The University also has an active alumni program serving 120,000 alumni 
around the world. Some of the University’s prominent alumni include: 
Otis S. Johnson, Ph.D., a two-time mayor of Savannah (Armstrong); 
country music star Luke Bryan; Mike Davis, executive director of the 
United States Golf Association; Stratton Leopold, Hollywood producer 
and local entrepreneur (Armstrong); Hala Moddlemog, retired president 
of the Metro Atlanta Chamber; and Dan Cathy, chairman, president and 
chief operating officer of Chick-fil-A.
For more information, visit GeorgiaSouthern.edu.
THE SEAL
The Georgia Southern 
University seal symbolizes 
the University and its history. 
The seal depicts the Marvin 
Pittman Administration 
Building, which was built in 
1907 and anchors Sweetheart 
Circle, the iconic lawn of picturesque live oaks, magnolias 
and pecan trees that are indicative of southeastern and coastal 
Georgia. The Circle's main entrance is featured as a brick-walled 
gateway, with each side topped by a lamp of knowledge. Three 
stars symbolize the legacy and traditions of all three campuses 
that comprise the University and their rich histories — the 
Armstrong Campus in Savannah, the Liberty Campus in 
Hinesville and the Statesboro Campus. The year, 1906, indicates 
the founding date of Georgia Southern University as the First 




The presidential medallion 
and chain, worn by the 
president of Georgia 
Southern University as part 
of the president’s academic 
regalia, symbolizes the 
University and signifies the 
authority and responsibility 
of its highest executive 
office. Georgia Southern’s 
presidential medallion and 
chain is a custom-designed, 
handcrafted work of art.
Professor Christina Lemon 
and Georgia Southern 
alumna Madeline Shelor 
collaborated on the custom design and creation of the medallion 
and chain using a combination of traditional methods and new 
technology. 
The medallion is a three-and-one quarter inch circular pendant 
form made from sterling silver and accented with two blue 
Sapphire cabochon stones (smooth rounded stones). The 
dimensional medallion design features a cast sterling silver relief 
of the Georgia Southern University seal design. The center of 
the seal design includes a relief image of the iconic Marvin 
Pittman Administration building on historic Sweetheart Circle. 
Encircling the central seal design are stylized oak leaf and acorn 
motifs, the enduring emblem of strength, stability, honor and 
longevity. Each oak leaf is crafted in relief and hand engraved. A 
smaller oak leaf motif continues on the reverse side.
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VISION STATEMENT
People. Purpose. Action: Growing ourselves to grow others!
At Georgia Southern University, our learner-centered culture 
prepares us to think, lead, teach and serve. We value collaboration, 
academic excellence, discovery and innovation, integrity, openness 
and inclusion and sustainability. We promote talent and economic 
development to enhance quality of life through scholarly pursuits, 
cultural enrichment, student life and community engagement across 
distinctive campuses. Our success is measured by the global impact of 
our students, faculty, staff and alumni.
MISSION STATEMENT
VALUES
Collaboration: Georgia Southern University embraces shared 
governance, teamwork and a cooperative spirit that shapes our 
engagement with students, faculty, staff and communities.
Academic Excellence: Georgia Southern University academically 
challenges students, providing them with the knowledge, 
experiences and support they need to develop into productive and 
responsible citizens.
Discovery and Innovation: Georgia Southern University promotes 
environments and technologies that encourage and facilitate creative, 
problem-solving collaborations among students, faculty, staff and 
community partners.
Integrity: Georgia Southern University creates a caring, respectful 
environment that is deeply committed to ethical decision-making in 
the spirit of collegiality.
Openness and Inclusion: Georgia Southern University values 
the diversity of all people, communities and disciplines with an 
unwavering commitment to equity and inclusion.
Sustainability: Georgia Southern University is a conscientious 
steward of resources and supports the well-being of students, faculty, 
staff and communities.
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Jack N. averitt college of graduate StudieS
Light Blue Doctor of Education 
Apricot Doctor of Nursing Practice 
Royal Blue Doctor of Philosophy 
Teal Doctor of Physical Therapy
Citron Doctor of Psychology 
Salmon Pink Doctor of Public Health
Light Blue Education Specialist
Drab Master of Accounting 
 Master of Arts
White  English
White  History
White  Professional Communication Leadership
White  Social Science
White  Spanish
Light Blue Master of Arts in Teaching
Drab Master of Business Administration 
Light Blue Master of Education
Brown Master of Fine Arts
Kelly Green Master of Health Administration 
Pink  Master of Music
Peacock Blue Master of Public Administration 
Salmon Pink Master of Public Health
 Master of Science
Copper  Applied Economics
Science Gold  Applied Geography
Science Gold   Biology
Sage Green   Communication Sciences and Disorders
Science Gold   Computer Science
Science Gold   Criminal Justice and Criminology
Sage Green  Kinesiology
Science Gold  Mathematics
Citron  Psychology
Sage Green  Sport Management
Orange Master of Science in Applied Engineering 
Gold   Master of Science in Applied Physical Sciences 
Orange         Master of Science in Civil Engineering 
Orange Master of Science in Electrical Engineering 
Science Gold Master of Science in Information Technology 
Orange           Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering 
Apricot               Master of Science in Nursing
Sage Green        Master of Science in Sports Medicine
college of artS aNd HumaNitieS
Black Associate of Arts




White  Modern Languages
Pink  Music
Dark Blue  Philosophy
Brown  Theatre
White  Women’s, Gender and Sexuality Studies
White  Writing
White  Writing and Linguistics
Brown Bachelor of Fine Arts
Gold & White  Bachelor of Interdisciplinary Studies 
Pink  Bachelor of Music
 Bachelor of Science
Light Blue  Art Education
Silver  Communication Studies
Crimson  Journalism
Crimson  Multimedia Journalism
Crimson  Multimedia Film and Production
Crimson  Public Relations
college of BeHavioral aNd Social ScieNceS
 Bachelor of Arts 
Science Gold  Anthropology 
Aquamarine  International Studies 
Science Gold  Law and Society 
Dark Blue  Political Science
Citron  Psychology
 Bachelor of Science
Maroon  Child and Family Development 
Science Gold  Criminal Justice and Criminology
Maroon  Fashion Merchandising and Apparel Design 
Maroon  Interior Design
Aquamarine  International Trade 
Citron  Psychology
Sage Green  Recreation
White  Sociology
alleN e. PaulSoN college of  
eNgiNeeriNg aNd comPutiNg
Gold Bachelor of Information Technology
 Bachelor of Science
Science Gold  Computer Science
Orange Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering 
Orange  Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering 
Orange Bachelor of Science in Construction
Orange Bachelor of Science in Construction Engineering 
Orange  Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering 
Science Gold  Bachelor of Science in Information Technology 
Orange Bachelor of Science in Manufacturing 
Engineering 
Orange  Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering
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college of educatioN
Light Blue Bachelor of Science in Education
college of ScieNce aNd matHematicS
Black Associate of Science
 Bachelor of Arts
Science Gold  Biology
Science Gold  Chemistry
Science Gold  Geography
Science Gold  Geology
Science Gold  Physics and Astronomy
 Bachelor of Science
Science Gold  Biology
Science Gold  Biochemistry
Science Gold  Chemistry
Science Gold  Geography
Science Gold  Geology
Science Gold  Mathematical Sciences
Science Gold  Physics
JiaNN-PiNg HSu college of PuBlic HealtH
Sage Green Bachelor of Science in Public Health
Parker college of BuSiNeSS
 Bachelor of Arts
Copper  Economics
Drab Bachelor of Business Administration
Drab Bachelor of Science in Business Economics
WaterS college of HealtH ProfeSSioNS
Sage Green Bachelor of Health Sciences
 Bachelor of Science
Sage Green  Communication Sciences and Disorders 
Maroon  Nutrition and Food Science
Gold  Rehabilitation Sciences
Gold  Respiratory Therapy
Sage Green  Sport Management
Sage Green Bachelor of Science in Kinesiology
Kelly Green Bachelor of Science in Medical Laboratory 
Science 
Apricot Bachelor of Science in Nursing




Undergraduate students, who accomplish a high level of academic 
achievement, as reflected by their grade point average, receive 
distinction as follows:
3.5-3.69 Cum Laude
3.7-3.89 Magna Cum Laude 
3.9-4.0 Summa Cum Laude
Students graduating with honors are distinguished at 
commencement exercises by a blue and white honor cord attached 
to the left shoulder of their gowns. Their distinction is recognized by 
notation on their diplomas and on their academic transcripts.
uNiverSity HoNorS Program ScHolarS
The University Honors Program offers a special Honors curriculum 
to a select group of academically talented students. In addition 
to high academic standards, the Program requires a substantial 
commitment to community service and experiential learning. The 
diplomas of graduating University Honors Program Scholars are 
distinguished by the Honors designation.
NOTE: Since programs are prepared in advance of the receipt of final 
grades, the listing of candidates and honor recipients may, in some 
instances, be inaccurate. Also, in addition to GPA, there are other 
requirements to qualify for graduation with honors. After graduation 
and all final grades are recorded and all degree requirements are 
complete, honors are re-calculated and will be added to diplomas and 
transcripts, if honors are achieved.
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THE SYMBOLS OF ACADEMIC TRADITION
MACE
Leading the Processional of faculty and administration is the Macebearer, the faculty member 
holding the rank of Professor with the highest seniority of service at Georgia Southern University.
The mace is a two-and-one-half foot shaft and sphere of cast Everdur bronze and carved 
American walnut. This representation of the ceremonial symbol of office and authority was 
designed and crafted in 1988 by Thomas P. Steadman, associate professor of art. Its angular 
forms and low-gloss finishes are reminiscent of the medieval battle mace from which the more 
scepter-like academic mace evolved.
The design of the mace blends forms suggested by native flora of south Georgia. The magnolia 
leaves and stems encircling the head of the mace in a double helix symbolize Georgia 
Southern’s link with its region. A small ballast rock, found on the Georgia coast and traced to 
probable British origin, is embedded in the finial base of the shaft representing the foundation 
of the institution.
REGALIA
The academic regalia worn by faculty and administration at today’s commencement ceremony 
traces its origin to that worn by faculty and students at medieval European universities. The 
robes and hoods have evolved as ceremonial garments signifying level of degree, academic 
field, and the awarding institution. Today’s gowns for associate, baccalaureate, master's, 
education specialist and doctoral degrees are made of a rayon blend, always black. Associate 
and bachelor's gowns have pointed sleeves and are worn closed. The master's gowns, also worn 
closed, have an oblong sleeve with a base that hangs open at the wrist.
The specialist and doctoral gown is the most elaborate, with a much fuller cut and velvet panels 
on the sleeves, around the neck, and down the front. These panels may be black or the color 
that symbolizes the subject field in which the degree was earned.
The hoods are black, three and one-half feet long, lined with the official colors of the 
institution, and trimmed in velvet in the color of the degree field.
Caps in the form of mortar boards are made of cotton poplin or a similar material. The tassel 
may be any one of three different colors—black, metallic gold, or the color representative of 
the major field in which the degree was earned.
DOUBLE EAGLE
The Double Eagle Society is an incentive program and a joint initiative between the College of 
Graduate Studies and the Alumni Association of Georgia Southern. This initiative was created 
to recognize our alumni who have earned two (or more) degrees from Georgia Southern: one 
undergraduate degree and one graduate degree or two graduate degrees.
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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT
Dear Graduates,
Congratulations to the Class of 2020! This is a wonderful occasion for you and for Georgia 
Southern, and we are enormously proud of what you have accomplished. As you turn your 
tassel and look beyond your time here at Georgia Southern, I hope that you take great pride in 
achieving this milestone in your journey – we are so excited to celebrate with you today.
I applaud you for the hard work you’ve put in to get ready for the next chapter in your life. 
By choosing to pursue a degree at Georgia Southern, you’ve not only chosen to build a sure 
academic foundation for yourself, you’ve also decided to pursue the real-world, first-hand 
experiences that will set you apart from your peers. Many of you have engaged in significant 
research projects, translating your theoretical learning to solve practical problems here and now. 
Some of you have traveled to other countries, where you’ve been introduced to new cultures, 
languages and ideas. And some of you have immersed yourself in campus life, service and 
leadership, where you’ve learned about yourself and your impact on the world around you. 
With the investment you have made in your future, you are now prepared to take the 
knowledge, skills, and credentials you’ve acquired to leave here and make an extraordinary 
impact on our region, our state, our nation and beyond. Your success is our success, and our 
world needs your talents, your passion and your innovative ideas to steer us ahead into a bright 
future. We are counting on you, and I have never been more confident in our future.
As you leave here today and take the next step in your journey, we welcome all of you as the 
newest members of Georgia Southern alumni. Eagle Nation is strong, and takes pride in our 
traditions, our values and the quality of our graduates. You have joined the ranks of great 
leaders in Georgia and around the world who represent the best of Georgia Southern. As you 
find success in whatever path you take, I encourage you to find ways to serve your community 
and impact others, so those who follow you will have the same opportunities to succeed that 
you have found.
Congratulations again, and best wishes to you all.
Dr. Kyle Marrero 
President, Georgia Southern University 
People. Purpose. Action: Growing ourselves to grow others! 
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ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
FACULTY MARSHALS, READERS & SPEAKERS 
SavaNNaH uNdergraduate ceremoNy
2 P.m., SuNday, decemBer 13, 2020
MARSHALS
 JiaNN-PiNg HSu college of PuBlic HealtH CHARLES OWENS, MSA, Clinical Associate Professor,  
  Health Policy and Community Health
 college of educatioN DEBORAH THOMAS, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Associate Dean of  
  Curriculum, Instruction and Initial Educator Preparation
 alleN e. PaulSoN college of  
 eNgiNeeriNg aNd comPutiNg REINHOLD GERBSCH, Ph.D., Director for Industrial Relations
 Parker college of BuSiNeSS TIMOTHY D. CAIRNEY, Ph.D., Professor, School of Accountancy
 college of ScieNce aNd matHematicS AMY POTTER, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Geology and Geography
 college of artS aNd HumaNitieS DEBORAH REESE, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Writing & Linguistics
 college of BeHavioral aNd Social ScieNceS LARA WESSEL, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Political Science
 WaterS college of HealtH ProfeSSioNS SARA PLASPOHL, Dr.P.H., Associate Dean,  
  Waters College of Health Professions 
READERS
 JiaNN-PiNg HSu college of PuBlic HealtH EMILY EISENHART, MSSc, Instructor,  
  Health Policy and Community Health
 college of educatioN ALISA LECKIE, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Assistant Dean for Partnerships  
  and Outreach, College of Education
 alleN e. PaulSoN college of  ASHRAF SAAD, Ph.D., Associate Dean, 
 eNgiNeeriNg aNd comPutiNg Allen E. Paulson College of Engineering and Computing
 Parker college of BuSiNeSS STEVEN D. CHARLIER, Ph.D., Associate Professor and Chair, Management
 college of ScieNce aNd matHematicS HEATHER JOESTING, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Biology
 college of artS aNd HumaNitieS  ELIZABETH DESNOYERS-COLAS, Ph.D., Professor, Communication Arts
 college of BeHavioral aNd Social ScieNceS  JOSHUA WILLIAMS, Ph.D., Associate Professor and Associate Chair,  
  Psychology
 WaterS college of HealtH ProfeSSioNS DAVID BRINGMAN, DPT, Assistant Professor, Rehabilitation Sciences
JAMES “JIM” THOMAS, JR.
James “Jim” Thomas, Jr. is a retired Green 
Beret Officer (US Army) and a 40-year 
resident of Liberty County. He also retired 
from Department of Defense civil service 
in March of 2006. He is currently running 
his consulting firm. He has been active 
in the local community for more than 33 
years. He was elected Mayor of Hinesville 
in November 2007 and served two terms. He is a former member of 
the Liberty County Hospital Authority for 14 years and the Armstrong 
University Foundation Board, He currently serves on the Hinesville 
Development Authority, Hinesville Military Affairs Committee. He 
is a member of the NAACP, MENSA, INTERTEL, 11 Black Men 
of Liberty County, Manna House Board and several other local civic 
organizations.
Jim obtained his BA in Business Management and Administration 
from Saint Leo University. He has completed graduate studies 
in Business Management from Central Michigan University and 
Executive Management training from the University of Maryland.  He 
is a trained and experienced Engineering Project Manager. 
As a former Department of Defense civil service employee, he served 
as a liaison between Fort Stewart, Liberty County, city of Savannah 
and the city of Hinesville. He was the Project Manager for the Joint 
Use Airport Committee and Project Manager for the construction 
for “Warriors Walk” (a memorial to our fallen soldiers and civilians at 
Fort Stewart) and many other buildings and facilities at Fort Stewart 
and HAAF. He recently co-chaired a committee that completed the 
construction of the Veterans Memorial Walk in Hinesville, Ga.
He is married to Claudia Elmore Thomas for 56 years and they have 
four children, four grandchildren and eight great grandchildren.
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10 a.m., WedNeSday, decemBer 16, 2020
MARSHALS
 JiaNN-PiNg HSu college of PuBlic HealtH JOSEPH TELFAIR, Dr.P.H., MSW, MPH, Professor, Associate Dean,  
  Jiann-Ping Hsu College of Public Health
 college of artS aNd HumaNitieS  OLIVIA EDENFIELD, Ph.D., Professor, English
 college of BeHavioral aNd Social ScieNceS  ALICE HALL, Ph.D., Professor, Child & Family Development
READERS
 JiaNN-PiNg HSu college of PuBlic HealtH JOANNE CHOPAK-FOSS, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Health Policy and  
  Community Health
 college of artS aNd HumaNitieS  BRAD EDWARDS, Ph.D., Senior Lecturer, English 
  JAMES WOODS, Ph.D., Professor, History
 college of BeHavioral aNd Social ScieNceS KRISTINA M. PATTERSON, Ph.D., Assistant Professor,  
  Public Administration 
  SCOTT TAYLOR, MA, Adjunct Instructor, International Studies
SKYLER HENRY
Emmy Award-Winning 
Journalist Skyler Henry is a Washington, 
D.C. based correspondent for CBS 
Newspath, CBS News’ 24/7 newsgathering 
service for CBS stations and broadcasters 
around the world. He’s covered a variety of 
stories including the 2020 presidential race 
for the White House and politics across the 
country. His career has taken him from Los Angeles to the nation’s 
capital where’s he’s interviewed top city, state and federal officials 
and helped break and cover some of the country’s most talked 
about moments. 
Skyler earned his Bachelor of Science degree in Multimedia Information 
from Georgia Southern University in 2011. He strongly considers his 
time here in Statesboro as some of the most influential in his life. From 
his countless hours spent working at the campus radio station, 91.9 
‘The Buzz’ in the Williams Center to his time at the RAC getting to 
work on projects to help encourage healthy lifestyles for the campus, 
all of it, Skyler credits as foundational to his career as his work covering 
Georgia Southern Football helped make him part of his first regional 
Emmy-Award winning team. 
Skyler hails from Stone Mountain, Georgia and lives in Washington, D.C. 




3 P.m., WedNeSday, decemBer 16, 2020
MARSHALS
 WaterS college of HealtH ProfeSSioNS STEPHEN ROSSI, Ph.D., Professor and Associate Dean,  
  Waters College of Health Professions
 alleN e. PaulSoN college of  RAMI HADDAD, Ph.D., Associate Professor, 
 eNgiNeeriNg aNd comPutiNg Electrical & Computer Engineering
READERS
 WaterS college of HealtH ProfeSSioNS NICHOLAS SIEKIRK, Ph.D., Assistant Professor,  
  Health Sciences and Kinesiology 
  NIKIYA LEWIS, DNP, Assistant Professor, School of Nursing
 alleN e. PaulSoN college of  DAVID SCOTT, Ph.D., Professor and Chair, Civil Engineering & Construction 
 eNgiNeeriNg aNd comPutiNg  ELIZABETH RASNICK, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Information Technology
RUSSELL MCMURRY
Russell R. McMurry, P.E., serves as 
commissioner for the Georgia Department 
of Transportation, the state agency 
responsible for the nation’s 10th largest state 
transportation system, with an operating 
budget of over $3.5 billion and a staff of 
nearly 4,000.  Commissioner McMurry 
began his career with the department in 
1990 as an engineering intern working in construction; he served in 
a variety of roles prior to being named chief engineer. He was then 
appointed by Governor Nathan Deal as the department’s planning 
director before being appointed as commissioner by unanimous vote 
of the State Transportation Board in 2015.
McMurry currently serves as secretary/treasurer of the American 
Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) 
as well as chair of the Council on Highways and Streets and a 
member of the Strategic Management Committee; he is a member 
of the national AASHTO-AGC-ARTBA Joint Policy Committee; 
and is a board member for the Atlanta Transit Link Authority (ATL), 
Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority (MARTA), State Road 
and Tollway Authority (SRTA), the State Depository Board and the 
Board of Trustees of the Georgia Outdoor Stewardship Trust Fund. He 
is a member of the College of Engineering & Information Technology 
(CEIT) Corporate Advisory Committee at Georgia Southern 
University as well as the University of Georgia College of Engineering 
Advisory Board.
McMurry has received numerous accolades and recognitions, including 
being named Georgia Trend’s 2018 Georgian of the Year, and is 
consistently included in its list of the 100 Most Influential Georgians. 
He was also named one of Atlanta’s most powerful leaders in Atlanta 
Magazine’s “Atlanta 500” and named as one of James Magazine’s 2017 
and 2019 Most Influential Georgians. McMurry graduated cum laude 
from Georgia Southern University with a bachelor’s degree in civil 




10 a.m., tHurSday, decemBer 17, 2020
MARSHALS
 college of educatioN SHELLI CASLER-FAILING, Ph.D., Assistant Professor,  
  Middle Grades and Secondary Education
 college of ScieNce aNd matHematicS MICHELE MCGIBONY, Ph.D., Professor, Chemistry & Biochemistry
 Parker college of BuSiNeSS RAND W. RESSLER, Ph.D., Professor and Associate Dean, Economics,   
  Parker College of Business
READERS
 college of educatioN KYMBERLY HARRIS, Ph.D., Associate Professor,  
  Elementary and Special Education 
  LUCAS JENSEN, Ph.D., Associate Professor,  
  Leadership, Technology and Human Development
 college of ScieNce aNd matHematicS ERIC GATO, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Chemistry & Biochemistry 
  LOREN MATTHEWS, Ph.D., Lecturer, Biology
 Parker college of BuSiNeSS JOSEPH S. RUHLAND, Ph.D., Associate Professor and Chair, Finance 
  L. DWIGHT SNEATHEN JR., Ph.D., Associate Professor,  
  School of Accountancy
KAIN WEAVER
Kain grew up in Ringgold, GA, prior to attending Georgia Southern University, where he studied Biology with an 
emphasis in the pre-medical sciences, as well as Modern Languages: Spanish. Kain graduated Summa Cum Laude and 
proceeded to obtain his doctorate in medicine from the Mercer University School of Medicine, Savannah Campus. 
Kain is currently a second year resident physician at Atrium Health in Charlotte, North Carolina, where he is 




3 P.m., tHurSday, decemBer 17, 2020
MARSHALS
 Jack N. averitt college of graduate StudieS  CHECO COLON-GAUD, Ph.D., Professor and Associate Dean, 
  Jack N. Averitt College of Graduate Studies
READERS
 Jack N. averitt college of graduate StudieS  JOANNE CHOPAK-FOSS, Ph.D., Associate Professor,  
  Health Policy & Community Health 
  BRITTON MCKAY, Ph.D., Professor and Associate Dean,  
  Parker College of Business
TERESA MACCARTNEY, MPA
Teresa MacCartney currently serves 
as the Executive Vice Chancellor of 
Administration at the Board of Regents 
of the University System of Georgia.  
MacCartney began her career at the 
Governor’s Office of Planning and Budget 
(OPB) in 2001. She held various leadership 
positions within state government, 
including Senior Policy Advisor at the Georgia Student Finance 
Commission, Deputy Director at OPB and Deputy Superintendent at 
the Georgia Department of Education.  MacCartney was appointed 
as the Chief Financial Officer for the State of Georgia and Director of 
OPB by Governor Deal in October 2012 and held the positon for over 
six years. 
She currently serves as the chair of the Georgia Higher Education 
Facilities Authority Board, board member of the Georgia Lottery 
Corporation, board director of the Jekyll Island Foundation, board 
director of the Augusta University Health SPC and a board of trustees 
of the Leadership Georgia Foundation.
Teresa MacCartney earned a Bachelor’s Degree in Science and a 
Master’s Degree in Public Administration from Georgia Southern 
University. She and her two children reside in Marietta, Georgia.
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tHe Platform Party 
KYLE MARRERO, DMA, President
DISTINGUISHED GUEST SPEAKERS:
2 p.m., Sunday, December 13 
 JAMES "JIM" THOMAS, JR., Former Mayor, City of Hinesville
10 a.m., Wednesday, December 16 
SKYLER HENRY, Correspondent, CBS Newspath
3 p.m., Wednesday, December 16 
RUSSELL MCMURRY, P.E., Commissioner, Georgia Department of Transportation
10 a.m., Thursday, December 17 
KAIN WEAVER, M.D., Resident Physician, Carolinas Medical Center
3 p.m., Thursday, December 17 
TERESA MACCARTNEY, MPA, Executive Vice Chancellor, University System of Georgia
TAJUAN R. WILSON, Ed.D., Associate Vice President for Inclusive Excellence and Chief Diversity Officer 
RON STALNAKER, MBA, Chief Information Officer
CARL L. REIBER, Ph.D., Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
ROBERT L. WHITAKER, MBA, Vice President for Business and Finance
SHAY DAVIS LITTLE, Ph.D., Vice President for Student Affairs
TRIP C. ADDISON, MBA, Vice President for University Advancement
JOHN R. KRAFT, Ph.D., Interim Dean, College of Arts and Humanities
RYAN SCHROEDER, Ph.D., Dean, College of Behavioral and Social Sciences
ALLEN C. AMASON, Ph.D., Dean, Parker College of Business
AMY R. HEASTON, Ed.D., Interim Dean, College of Education
MOHAMMAD S. DAVOUD, Ph.D., Dean, Allen E. Paulson College of Engineering and Computing
ASHLEY D. WALKER, Ph.D., Dean, Jack N. Averitt College of Graduate Studies
A. BARRY JOYNER, Ph.D., Dean, Waters College of Health Professions
STUART H. TEDDERS, Ph.D., Dean, Jiann-Ping Hsu College of Public Health
DELANA A. GAJDOSIK-NIVENS, Ph.D., Dean, College of Science and Mathematics 
LISANDRA R. CARMICHAEL, Ph.D., Dean, University Libraries
TRINA R. SMITH, MLIS, Chair, Staff Council
KAHRIA HADLEY, President, Student Government Association, Senior, Marketing & Economics
CHRIS NOWICKI, M.Ed., Board Member, Alumni Association (Savannah)
ALTON M. STANDIFER, M.Ed., President, Alumni Association (Statesboro)
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Program 
 *ProceSSioNal  PomP and CirCumstanCe (Military March No. 1, Op.39)  
  By Edward Elgar
Performed By: Georgia Southern University  
Symphonic Wind Ensemble
Conducted By: ROBERT DUNHAM, DMA,  
Professor of Music, Director
 maceBearer  PAMELA BOURLAND-DAVIS, Ph.D., Chair and Professor,  
Communication Arts
 *NatioNal aNtHem  SAVANNAH 
TAYLOR COOPER, Senior, Bachelor of Music, Music Education
  STATESBORO 
MEGHANN ASHEY, Graduate Student, Master of Music, Vocal Performance
 Welcome  PRESIDENT MARRERO
 iNtroductioN of Sga PreSideNt  PRESIDENT MARRERO
 Sga PreSideNt MS. KAHRIA HADLEY
 iNtroductioN of alumNi aSSociatioN rePreSeNtative PRESIDENT MARRERO
 alumNi aSSociatioN rePreSeNtative SAVANNAH 
CHRIS NOWICKI, M.Ed., Board Member, Alumni Association 
  STATESBORO 
ALTON M. STANDIFER, M.Ed., President, Alumni Association  
 iNtroductioN of tHe SPeaker PRESIDENT MARRERO
 commeNcemeNt addreSS  2 p.m., Sunday, December 13 
JAMES "JIM" THOMAS, JR., Former Mayor, City of Hinesville
  10 a.m., Wednesday, December 16 
SKYLER HENRY, Correspondent, CBS Newspath
  3 p.m., Wednesday, December 16 
RUSSELL MCMURRY, P.E., Commissioner,  
Georgia Department of Transportation
  10 a.m., Thursday, December 17 
KAIN WEAVER, M.D., Resident Physician, Carolinas Medical Center
  3 p.m., Thursday, December 17 
TERESA MACCARTNEY, MPA, Executive Vice Chancellor,  
University System of Georgia
 iNtroductioN of tHe ProvoSt PRESIDENT MARRERO
 recogNitioN of emerituS faculty aNd douBle eagleS PROVOST REIBER
 recogNitioN of HoNor graduateS PROVOST REIBER
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 PreSeNtatioN of caNdidateS 2 p.m., Sunday, December 13
 Jiann-Ping Hsu College of Public Health DEAN TEDDERS
 College of Education DEAN HEASTON
 Allen E. Paulson College of  
 Engineering and Computing DEAN DAVOUD
 Parker College of Business DEAN AMASON
 College of Science and Mathematics DEAN NIVENS
 College of Arts and Humanities DEAN KRAFT
 College of Behavioral and Social Sciences DEAN SCHROEDER
 Waters College of Health Professions DEAN JOYNER 
  10 a.m., Wednesday, December 16
 Jiann-Ping Hsu College of Public Health DEAN TEDDERS
 College of Arts and Humanities DEAN KRAFT
 College of Behavioral and Social Sciences DEAN SCHROEDER
  3 p.m., Wednesday, December 16
 Waters College of Health Professions DEAN JOYNER 
 Allen E. Paulson College of  
 Engineering and Computing DEAN DAVOUD
  10 a.m., Thursday, December 17
 College of Education DEAN HEASTON
 College of Science and Mathematics DEAN NIVENS
 Parker College of Business DEAN AMASON
  3 p.m., Thursday, December 17
 Jack N. Averitt College of Graduate Studies DEAN WALKER
 coNferriNg of degreeS PRESIDENT MARRERO 
  PROVOST REIBER
 *alma mater SAVANNAH 
TAYLOR COOPER, Senior, Bachelor of Music, Music Education
  STATESBORO 
MEGHANN ASHEY, Graduate Student, Master of Music, Vocal Performance
 **receSSioNal English Folk Song Suite by Ralph Vaughan Williams
  Performed by: Georgia Southern University Symphonic Wind Ensemble 
Conducted by: ROBERT DUNHAM, DMA, Professor of Music, Director
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* AUDIENCE PLEASE STAND
** AUDIENCE PLEASE STAND AND REMAIN STANDING UNTIL THE PLATFORM PARTY, FACULTY AND CANDIDATES HAVE EXITED THE FIELD.
We would like to thank the Georgia Southern University volunteers for their assistance with today’s ceremony.
The Jack N. Averitt College of 
Graduate Studies was established in 
1969 under the leadership of Dr. Jack 
N. Averitt, a history professor and 
dean emeritus who served Georgia 
Southern University for 35 years. 
The College provides guidance for 
students in more than 65 graduate 
degree programs in eight colleges. 
Through the College, students 
experience hands-on training and 
engage in leading-edge research 
with world-class faculty. The College 
of Graduate Studies also provides 
the foundation for the University’s 
graduate program growth and 
development, and supports 
excellence in graduate education, 
and the research and scholarly 
activities associated with it.





Dissertation: Professionalizing Emergency Medical 
Services (Ems): Still at the Crossroads




Dissertation: The Retention of African American 
College Students in East Georgia State College as 
Perceived by African American Male Students, 
Faculty, Staff, and Administrators




Dissertation: Looking Through a Culturally 
Proficient Lens: Georgia Elementary ESOL 
Teachers’ Perceptions of School Leaders




Dissertation: The Rose who Grew from Concrete: 
Utilizing Memoir to Promote Teaching and 
Leading for Equity in Education for Black Girls




Dissertation: Performing Identities of the Auditory-
Verbal Deaf Students in Classrooms: A Teacher’s 
Performative Memoir




Dissertation: Becoming a Mexican American in 
the U.S. South: Autobiographical Narrative of 
Liberation




Dissertation: Schools for Profit or Schools for 
Education? A Christian School Principal’s 
Perspectives
Major Professor: Robert Lewis Lake, Ed.D.
Summer 2020
Doctor of Education
Ana Maria Zurita Garcia
Dissertation: Students’ Perceptions of Smartphone 
Use at Home and at a High School Regarding a 
New Smartphone Policy: A Case Study 




Dissertation: Between and Behind the Lines: The 
Life of High School Coaches




Dissertation: Athletics as a Life Curriculum: Lessons 
Learned Through Different Aspects of Athletics




Dissertation: The South Will Rise Again, But Did 
It Ever Really Fall? A Southern Family’s Stories 
of Feminism, Critical Geography, and Southern 
Identity: A Memoir




Dissertation: Dare We Speak of It: The Teaching of 
Evolution in Private Schools of An Urban Middle 
Georgia Setting




Dissertation: in the Shadows of the Liberty Bell: 
Racial Microaggressions, Repression, and 
Redemption in a Northern Predominantly White 
High School.





Dissertation: Does Dual Enrollment Impact CTAE




Dissertation: The Impact of an Intensive Blended 
Learning Reading Intervention on Standardized 
Assessment Scores




Dissertation: The Impact of School Tasks on the 
Leadership Self-Efficacy of Principals and 
Assistant Principals
Major Professor: Juliann S. McBrayer, Ed.D.
Fall 2020




Dissertation: An Examination of the Use of 
Computer-Based Formative Assessments




Dissertation: A Phenomenological Exploration of 
Principals’ Influence on Teacher Attrition




Dissertation: Perceptions of the Impact Mathematics 
Support Classes Have on Student Achievement




Dissertation: The Relationship Between Co-Teaching 
Partnerships and Student Achievement




Dissertation: Rey-ifying a New Heroine: A 
Curriculum of Femininity In 'Star Wars' Films




Dissertation: The Relationship Between Servant 
Leadership and Teacher Retention and Student 
Achievement
Major Professor: Teri Denlea Melton, Ed.D.
Fall 2020
Doctor of Nursing Practice
Nidsa Doris Baker
Clinical Project: A Team-Approach to Kicking 
Colorectal Cancer in the Behind (Butt) to Increase 
Colorectal Cancer Screening in an Underserved 
Population: A Quality Improvement Program
Project Chair: Jill Beckworth, DNP
Spring 2020
Doctor of Nursing Practice
Kim K. Johnson
Clinical Project: Significant Improvement 
of Somatic Symptom Disorder with Brief 
Educational Intervention by PMHNP in 
Primary Care
Project Chair: Carole F. Bennett, Ph.D.
Spring 2020
Doctor of Nursing Practice
Ophelia Alice Abbey
Clinical Project: Developing a Parental Decision-
Making Tool to Decrease Antibiotic Usage in 
Treatment of Upper Respiratory Tract Infection 
in Children
Project Chair:  
Sheri Carey, DNP, APRN, PCNS-BC, CCRN
Spring 2020
Doctor of Nursing Practice
Tony Lewis Sparks
Clinical Project: Gastroesophageal Reflux versus 
Gastroesophageal Reflux Disease in the Infant 
Patient: Educating Both Parent and Provider
Project Chair: Ellen Hamilton, DNP
Spring 2020
Doctor of Nursing Practice
Carla Denise Edwards
Clinical Project: Bereavement Education for 
Emergency Department Nurses to Improve Care of 
Patients Experiencing Early Perinatal Loss 
Project Chair: Susan Hendrix, Ph.D.
Spring 2020
Doctor of Nursing Practice
Yvette Nicole Cruz
Clinical Project: Improving Awareness and 
Management of Sub-optimally Controlled 
Hypertension That Can Lead to Heart Failure in 
Patients with Type 2 Diabetes
Project Chair: Virginia Ann Hollack
Spring 2020
Doctor of Nursing Practice
Mary Ann Anderson-Parris
Clinical Project: Can the Use of Telepsychiatry in 
Primary Care Settings Improve Patient Outcomes 
in Southeast Georgia Rural Populations?
Project Chair: Marian Tabi, Ph.D.
Spring 2020
Doctor of Nursing Practice
Maria Rosa Sostre
Clinical Project: Using Cognitive Style Interventions 
to Improve NP’s Communication to Combat 
Vaccine Hesitancy.
Project Chair: Marian Tabi, Ph.D.
Spring 2020
Doctor of Nursing Practice
Julie Laing Giardina
Clinical Project: Changing Health Behavior for 
Diabetes Self-Management: Using Motivational 
Interviewing in Primary Care to Support Self-
Care Strategies
Project Chair: Helen Taggart, Ph.D.
Spring 2020
Doctor of Nursing Practice
Lisa Ann Batten
Clinical Project: Correlation Between Diabetes 
Knowledge and Glycemic Control Among 
Adult Patients with Type 1 or Type 2 Diabetes 
Mellitus: A Study Using the Michigan Diabetes 
Knowledge Test.
Project Chair: Linda Tuck, Ph.D.
Spring 2020
Doctor of Nursing Practice
Tristia N. Knight 
Summer 2020
Doctor of Physical Therapy
Hayley Katherine Abell
B.S.Ed., University of Georgia, 2017
Major Professor: Kathleen Schaefer, DPT
Spring 2020
Doctor of Physical Therapy
Sydney Lewis Askew
B.S., University of North Carolina, 2017
Major Professor: Kathleen Schaefer, DPT
Spring 2020
Doctor of Physical Therapy
Delicia Kadeidra Bell
B.S., Armstrong State University, 2016
Major Professor: Kathleen Schaefer, DPT
Spring 2020
Doctor of Physical Therapy
Jordan T. Brown
B.S., Armstrong State University, 2017
Major Professor: Kathleen Schaefer, DPT
Spring 2020
Doctor of Physical Therapy
Spencer Reid Calhoun
B.S., Armstrong State University, 2016 
Major Professor: Kathleen Schaefer, DPT
Spring 2020
Doctor of Physical Therapy
Kaitlyn Jones Cawley
B.S., Armstrong State University, 2016 
Major Professor: Kathleen Schaefer, DPT
Spring 2020
Doctor of Physical Therapy
Jackson James Cervi
B.S.Ed., University of Georgia, 2017
Major Professor: Kathleen Schaefer, DPT
Spring 2020
Doctor of Physical Therapy
Kendall Morgan Claire
B.S., Lander University, 2016
Major Professor: Kathleen Schaefer, DPT
Spring 2020
JACK N. AVERITT COLLEGE OF GRADUATE STUDIES
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Doctor of Physical Therapy
Stephanie Marie Daniel
B.S., University of South Carolina, 2016
Major Professor: Kathleen Schaefer, DPT
Spring 2020
Doctor of Physical Therapy
Alexander Thomas Davis
B.S.Ed., University of Georgia, 2016
Major Professor: Kathleen Schaefer, DPT
Spring 2020
Doctor of Physical Therapy
Dixie Danielle Edalgo
B.S., Armstrong State University, 2017
Major Professor: Kathleen Schaefer, DPT
Spring 2020
Doctor of Physical Therapy
Jacob Chandler Fogarty
B.S., University of West Georgia, 2016
Major Professor: Kathleen Schaefer, DPT
Spring 2020
Doctor of Physical Therapy
Sarah Catharine Gilmartin
B.S.Ed., University of Georgia, 2017
Major Professor: Kathleen Schaefer, DPT
Spring 2020
Doctor of Physical Therapy
Savanna Ashley Gladue
B.S., Armstong State University, 2017
Major Professor: Kathleen Schaefer, DPT
Spring 2020
Doctor of Physical Therapy
Alexis Agnes Gonzalez
B.S., Georgia Southern University, 2015
Major Professor: Kathleen Schaefer, DPT
Spring 2020
Doctor of Physical Therapy
Zachary L. Gretsch
B.S. Emmanuel College, 2015
Major Professor: Kathleen Schaefer, DPT
Spring 2020
Doctor of Physical Therapy
Michelle Kaitlin Halladay
B.S., Kennesaw State University, 2014
Major Professor: Kathleen Schaefer, DPT
Spring 2020
Doctor of Physical Therapy
Nicholas Pieter Holley   
B.S., Kennesaw State University, 2016
Major Professor: Kathleen Schaefer, DPT
Spring 2020
Doctor of Physical Therapy
Rachael Nichole Lacey   
B.S., University of North Georgia, 2017
Major Professor: Kathleen Schaefer, DPT
Spring 2020
Doctor of Physical Therapy
Hannah Leah Lawson   
B.S.Ed., University of Georgia, 2017
Major Professor: Kathleen Schaefer, DPT
Spring 2020
Doctor of Physical Therapy
Hunter Landon Lewis   
B.S., Valdosta State University, 2016
Major Professor: Kathleen Schaefer, DPT
Spring 2020
Doctor of Physical Therapy
Alyssa Marie Martinek   
B.S.Ed., University of Georgia, 2016
Major Professor: Kathleen Schaefer, DPT
Spring 2020
Doctor of Physical Therapy
Stephanie Nicole Miller   
B.S., Armstrong State University, 2017
Major Professor: Kathleen Schaefer, DPT
Spring 2020
Doctor of Physical Therapy
Erin Elizabeth Moore   
B.S., University of Georgia, 2016
Major Professor: Kathleen Schaefer, DPT
Spring 2020
Doctor of Physical Therapy
Paige Elizabeth Patrick   
B.S., Indiana-Purdue University, 2017
Major Professor: Kathleen Schaefer, DPT
Spring 2020
Doctor of Physical Therapy
Jessica M. Prince   
B.S.Ed., University of Georgia, 2017
Major Professor: Kathleen Schaefer, DPT
Spring 2020
Doctor of Physical Therapy
James Bradley Rowe   
B.S., Young Harris College, 2017
Major Professor: Kathleen Schaefer, DPT
Spring 2020
Doctor of Physical Therapy
Bradley David Seuntjens   
B.S., University of Florida, 2015
Major Professor: Kathleen Schaefer, DPT
Spring 2020
Doctor of Physical Therapy
Matthew Harris Swafford   
B.S., Kennesaw State Univirsity, 2015




Dissertation: Investigating Relationships Between 
Social Networking and Mental Health Outcomes 
as the Result of Social Comparison




Dissertation: Perceived Credibility of Child Sexual 
Abuse Reporting




Dissertation: Trauma and Hardiness: A 
Developmental Perspective




Dissertation: Psychometric Properties of a New 
Measure for Orthorexia Nervosa: The Orthorexia 
Nervosa Scale (Ons) 




Dissertation: Identifying Protective Factors to 
Early Suicide Markers: The Buffering Effects of 
Savoring and Resilience




Dissertation: The Strong Families Program: 
Differential Impacts of Resilience and Parent 
Management Training
Major Professor: Candace Thresa Yancey, Ph.D.
Summer 2020
Doctor of Public Health
Oyindamola Akinso
Dissertation: Childhood Asthma Management 
Practices in Rural Nigeria: Exploring the 
Knowledge, Attitude, and Practice of Caregivers 
in Oyo State.
Major Professor: Atin Adhikari, Ph.D.
Spring 2020
Doctor of Public Health
Brandon Jerome Leftwich
Dissertation: Assessing Hotel Employee Knowledge 
on Risk Factors and Risk Management Procedures 
for Microbial Contamination of Hotel Water 
Distribution Systems
Major Professor: Atin Adhikari, Ph.D.
Fall 2020
Doctor of Public Health
Olatanwa Adewale
Dissertation: Assessing Public Health Workforce 
Informatics Competencies: A Study of Three 
Health Departments in Metro atlanta
Major Professor: Bettye A. Apenteng, Ph.D. 
Spring 2020
JACK N. AVERITT COLLEGE OF GRADUATE STUDIES
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Doctor of Public Health
Miatta Musu Eddina Dennis
Dissertation: Factors Associated with HIV Testing 
in Liberia: Findings from the 2013 Demographic 
Health Survey
Major Professor: Bettye A. Apenteng, Ph.D.
Fall 2020
Doctor of Public Health
Pascal Georges Felix
Dissertation: Application of Andersen’s Healthcare 
Utilization Framework in Examining the Use of 
Traditional Medicine in Kumasi, Ghana
Major Professor: Bettye A. Apenteng, Ph.D.
Fall 2020
Doctor of Public Health
LaShauna Larice Hunt
Dissertation: The Organizational Behavior of 
U.S. Hospices: Examining the Relationship 
Among Ownership, Market Structure, and 
Quality Through the Lens of the Institutional 
Theory Framework
Major Professor: Bettye A. Apenteng, Ph.D. 
Spring 2020
Doctor of Public Health
Brendan Chijioke Ibe
Dissertation: Racial Differences in Factors 
Influencing Childhood Overweight and 
Obesity in the US
Major Professor: Bettye A. Apenteng, Ph.D. 
Spring 2020
Doctor of Public Health
John Spencer Barron
Dissertation: An Assessment of Well Water Safety 
and Current Testing Regulations in Rural Georgia
Major Professor: Asli Aslan, Ph.D.
Fall 2020
Doctor of Public Health
Kristina Leigh Harbaugh
Dissertation: Attitudes Toward the HPV Vaccine 
Among University Students: Identifying Barriers 
to Vaccine Uptake
Major Professor: Joanne Chopak-Foss, Ph.D.
Spring 2020
Doctor of Public Health
Maria Isabel Olivas
Dissertation: Exploring Health Attitudes and 
Academic-Community Engagement of Faculty at 
Accredited Schools and Colleges of Public Health
Major Professor: Ashley Walker Colquitt, Ph.D.
Fall 2020
Doctor of Public Health
Kamalich Muniz-Rodriguez
Dissertation: Social Media Data Analysis, a Tool for 
Public Health Emergency Management During 
Natural Disasters 
Major Professor: Chun Hai Fung, Ph.D.
Fall 2020
Doctor of Public Health
Katherine Alice Pincura
Dissertation: Benzodiazepine Policy Map
Major Professor: Linda Kimsey, Ph.D.
Spring 2020
Doctor of Public Health
Enjoli Sherese Willis
Dissertation: Naloxone Availability in 
Georgia Retail Pharmacies 44 Months After 
Implementation of a Statewide Standing Order.
Major Professor: Linda Kimsey, Ph.D. 
Fall 2020
Doctor of Public Health
Joshua Albert Dufresne
Dissertation: Standardized Knowledge and Behavior 
of Food Protection Staff to Help Reduce the 
Potential for Incidences of Foodborne Illness
Major Professor: William A. Mase, Dr.P.H.
Summer 2020
Doctor of Public Health
Lolita Agnes McLean
Dissertation: Patient-Centered Medical Home 
Readiness Among Children and Youth with 
Special Health Care Needs in Alabama 
Major Professor: William A. Mase, Dr.P.H. 
Spring 2020
Doctor of Public Health
Brianna Chante Williams
Dissertation: Content Analysis of Institutions of 
Higher Education’s Sexual Assault Policies: 
Assessing Response to Sexual Assault in Georgia
Major Professor: William A. Mase, Dr.P.H.
Fall 2020
Doctor of Public Health
Denisha Markelle Allicock
Dissertation: Factors Associated with Advanced Care 
Planning: A Case Study of the Augusta University 
Medical Center Family Medicine and General 
Internal Medicine Clinic Using a Quant-Qual 
Sequential Design
Major Professor: Tilicia Mayo-Gamble, Ph.D.
Spring 2020
Doctor of Public Health
Emmanuel Afawuah Akowuah
Dissertation: The Effect of Patient and Hospital-
Level Factors On 30-Day Readmission After 
Initial Hospitalization Due to Stroke
Major Professor: Samuel Opoku, Ph.D.
Summer 2020
Doctor of Public Health
Tolulope Tayo Awolusi 
Dissertation: Sleep Characteristics and patterns in 
Children with Autism Spectrum Disorder
Major Professor: Kelly Sullivan, Ph.D. 
Fall 2020
Doctor of Public Health
Angela Denise Blackwell
Dissertation: Assessing the Perceived Barriers to 
Early Detection, Treatment and Management 
of Cervical Cancer Among Ghanaian Women 
Through a Social Ecological Lens
Major Professor: Samuel Opoku, Ph.D.
Spring 2020
Doctor of Public Health
Gloria Denise Boone
Dissertation: The Association of Demographic 
Characteristics and Social Vulnerability with 
COVID-19 Outcomes 
Major Professor: Gulzar Hussain Shah, Ph.D.
Fall 2020
Doctor of Public Health
Katrina Monique Brantley
Dissertation: Assessing the Work Climate and 
Turnover Intention of Home Visitors in Georgia
Major Professor: Samuel Opoku, Ph.D.
Fall 2020
Doctor of Public Health
Kavita Ashokkumar Gohil
Dissertation: Multiple Imputation Using Influential 
Exponential Tilting in Case of Non-Ignorable 
Missing Data
Major Professor: Hani M. Samawi, Ph.D.
Fall 2020
Doctor of Public Health
Jing Xiong Kersey
Dissertation: A New measure of Diagnostic 
Accuracy with Cut-points Criterion for K-Stage 
classification Disease Based on Concordance and 
Discordance 
Major Professor: Hani M. Samawi, Ph.D.
Summer 2020
Doctor of Public Health
Chen Mo
Dissertation: Generalization of Kullback-Leibler 
Divergence for Multi-Stage Diseases: Application 
to Diagnostic Test Accuracy and Optimal Cut-
Points Selection Criterion
Major Professor: Hani M. Samawi, Ph.D.
Spring 2020
Doctor of Public Health
Kimberly Michelle McCreary
Dissertation: Examination of violent risk-taking 
behaviors in youth 15-18 years of age associated 
with gender, race, and ethnicity using the 2017 
Youth Risk Behavior Survey and the Socio-
ecological Model
Major Professor: Gulzar Hussain Shah, Ph.D.
Fall 2020
Doctor of Public Health
Assegid Aga Roba
Dissertation: Predicting Providers’ Acceptance 
of Teleophthalmology for Emergency Eye 
Care: Transformational Leadership in 
Telemedicine Adoption
Major Professor: Gulzar Hussain Shah, Ph.D.
Fall 2020
① = Spring 2020 w = Summer 2020 e = Fall 2020
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Doctor of Public Health
Rakhi Trivedi
Dissertation: Exploring the Relationship between 
Social Determinantes of Health and Oral Health-
related Quality of life (OHRQOL) Among 
Adults: A Case Study in a Public Health Dental 
Clinic in Georgia
Major Professor: Gulzar Hussain Shah, Ph.D.
Summer 2020
Doctor of Public Health
Adeyemi Peter Adedokun
Dissertation: Students’ Perceptions of Smartphone 
Use at Home and at a High School Regarding a 
New Smartphone Policy: A Case Study 
Major Professor: Peggy Shannon-Baker, Ph.D.
Fall 2020
Doctor of Public Health
Addison Tyler Mickens
Dissertation: Perceptions of Physical Activity 
Engagement Among African American Emerging 
Adults at Georgia Southern University - 
Statesboro Campus
Major Professor: Stacy W. Smallwood, Ph.D.
Fall 2020
Doctor of Public Health
Brandon LaShawn Wilcher
Dissertation: Exploration of Access to Public Mental 
Healthcare
Major Professor: James H. Stephens, D.H.A.
Spring 2020
Doctor of Public Health
Kwanza Dijon Boone
Dissertation: Factors Influencing Shared Decision 
Making Regarding Prostate Specific Antigen 
Screening among Providers and African American 
Men: Evidence from the 2010-2018 National 
Health Interview Surveys (NHIS)
Major Professor: Kelly Sullivan, Ph.D.
Summer 2020
Doctor of Public Health
Allison Meryl Drew
Dissertation: Post-Traumatic Stress in Georgia 
Law Enforcement: Prevalence, Associations with 
Barriers to Help Seeking and Quality of Life, and 
the Modifying Effect of Environmental Exposure
Major Professor: Kelly Sullivan, Ph.D.
Summer 2020
Doctor of Public Health
Li-Ting Huang
Dissertation: Breast Cancer Disparities Throughout 
the Cancer Trajectory in Asian American Women
Major Professor: Kelly Sullivan, Ph.D.
Summer 2020
Doctor of Public Health
Karon Cherise Lewis
Dissertation: Eye Screening in U.S. Adults with 
Diabetes: Examination of Trends, Racial and 
Ethnic Differences, and Contribution of Medicaid 
Expansion, Meps 2010-2017.
Major Professor: Yelena N. Tarasenko, Dr.P.H.
Fall 2020
Doctor of Public Health
Deborah Adalo Kanda
Dissertation: Life Table Analyses of the Impact of 
Eliminating Particular Causes of Death Using the 
2016 United States Population
Major Professor: Robert L. Vogel, Ph.D.
Spring 2020
Doctor of Public Health
Congjian Liu 
Spring 2020 
Master of Fine Arts
Meredith Frances Conger
Thesis: Plot
Major Professor: Robert Farber, M.F.A.
Spring 2020
Master of Fine Arts
Nikolaus Dennis James
Thesis: Plausible Expositions with Possible Expeditions
Major Professor: Jeff P. Garland, M.F.A.
Fall 2020
Master of Fine Arts
Nicole Dolores James
Thesis: Place: Reinterpreting the Feminine
Major Professor: Jason A. Hoelscher, Ph.D.
Spring 2020
Master of Fine Arts 
Tameka Shante Phillips
Major Professor: Jason A. Hoelscher, Ph.D.
Master of Fine Arts
Makaili Jasmine Taylor
Thesis: Visual Feast
Major Professor: Jason A. Hoelscher, Ph.D.
Spring 2020
Master of Fine Arts
Marcus L. Cook, Jr.
Thesis: Understanding User Interface and User 
Experience
Major Professor: Santanu Majumdar, M.F.A.
Fall 2020
Master of Fine Arts
Ellyn Elizabeth Duncan
Thesis: A Study on the Visual and Verbal Languages 
of Typography
Major Professor: Jason Murdock, M.F.A.
Summer 2020
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Education Specialist
Sook Jin Abbott ①
Keata Lawrence Anderson w
Rachel Rae Baxter ①
Nicholas Lewis Bennett ①
Emma Marie Boles ①
Gretchen Pierce Brennan e
Ashley Mitchell Broxton ①
Amber Taylor Carter e
Joan Tiree Carter e
Cynthia Denise Causey ①
Casey Ann Chadwick e
Hannah Lee Chastain ①
Jennifer Janay Coleman e
Azriana Zaree-Nneka Conerly e
Beverly E. Crawford ①
Latoyia Denese Cutter ①
Karen Annette Duncan ①
Rebecca Suzanne Erwin ①
Brittany Christine Fahey e
Cheryl Fields ①
Kaleighla C. Finch ①
Teresa Lynnette Flemming ①
Jessica Foster ①
Pauline Eugennie Fraser e
Bynikini Madesseh Frazier ①
Whitney Cleveland Fulford ①
Sally Frances Gazaway ①
Jennifer Holland Geurin ①
Sally Rebecca Goff e
Yvonne P. Gray e
Anna Nash Gregory ①
Rebekah Smith Griffis e
Muriel Ivory Halfkenny ①
Elizabeth Ayers Hamilton ①
Kara Janel Hannah w
Dana Floyd Harper ①
Wyketta Shunese Haynes e
Patti Sumner Heaton ①
Tobie Renee Hendricks ①
Julie Elizabeth Hewitt w
Keenya Lashell Hicks e
Kayla Mache Jackson ①
Madeline A. Johnson e
Samuel Stafford King ①
Shawndra Marie Kolbeck ①
Sara Elizabeth Kostopoulos ①
Lucy Caroline Lamb ①
Patricia Lancaster w
Kay Rosemary Lilly ①
Heather Nichole Long e
Morgan Salise Peavy e
Pamela Danielle McDowell w
Kristin Ann Miller ①
Emily Frances Mills e
Shanice Nichelle Murphy ①
Ashley Phillips Oglesby e
Raven Hamilton e
Melissa Ann Paul e
Robin Roth Perry e
Roslyn Carol Pittman ①
Carly Lane Plonka e
Susan Franklin Presley w
Ansley Kessler Ray w
Julie Ann Reynolds e
Emily Haynes Richardson-Dion e
David Charles Rountree II ①
David Omar Lee Russell ①
Sha'Kyiah Flexieona Saddler ①
Ashley Senn ①
Velrastine Buford Shaw w
Dixie Marie Shoemaker ①
Ashley Elizabeth Smith ①
Cindy Lynn Spell ①
Nadezhda K. Sprole ①
Elizabeth Diane Stempinski w
Elizabeth Flanigen Stevens ①
Andrew Henry Stewart ①
Katherine Marie Stewart ①
Tara Shan'Tece Stripling ①
Breanna Nicole Tarzia ①
Alexandria Brooke Taylor ①
Melanie Vanessa Terrell e
Caitlyn Elizabeth Tillman ①
Lashelle L. Turner-Gaston ①
Mary Elizabeth Vaughn e
Erin Reznicek Wade ①
Ryan Wilcox ①
Jessica Danelle Williams ①
Ashlyn  McAfee Williamson ①
Master of Accounting 
Angel Alaine Adams ①
Abeer Muqbil A. Alhabardi w
Tracy Cowart Alligood w
Erika Ancrum e
Marcus Banks ①
Addison Joseph Barth e
Barrett Baugh, Jr. ①
Stafford Coleman Baum w
James Edward Beach III w
Rishika Bhandari e
Taylor Elaine Bolyard w
Wihan Botha e
Briana C. Brantley e
Aaron Claude Brown III e
William Miller Brown III w
Te'Jah Monae Browne e
Glenn Alan Carlson, Jr. w
Mallory Anne Charlton ①
Will Kendall Clark ①
James BraShad Cochran e
Arecia Danise Combs e
Krista Rose Cox e
Eric Bradley Davis e
Lewis Claxton Davis III e
Genesis De La Cruz e
Cody Don Dollar w
Jerry Ronald Doyle, Jr. e
Victoria Dawn Duckels e
Emily Morgan Edwards ①
Caitlin Marie Farmer e
Caitlyn Cassidy Faulk e
Gabrielle Taylore Fitzpatrick e
Christopher Matthew Fly w
Christian Michael French e
Ashton Glenn w
Gina Maria Green w
Nick Hall e
Abigail Taylor Harrison e
Eloy Bautista Hernandez, Jr. e
Brian David Jackson w
Jo-Bess Grenga Jenkins w
Braxton Aubrey Johns e
Rachel Bruce Jones e
Jenni Irene Karpowich ①
Keemah Kerr e
Linéa Marie Louise Knox e
Bradley Andrew Kostensky e
Victoria Elise Liggett e
Emily Aaron Martin e
Emma Nicole Mathews e
Joseph Chandler Maxwell w
Stephanie Anne Mayfield e
Brent Daughtry Mcnure w
Stephen Thomas Mikell ①
Haley Marie Miller w
Macy Diane Miller e
Christopher Lowell Mooney e
Bradley Thomas Morgan e
Austin Tyler Morse e
Baiyina Attalah Muhammad e
Timothy Robert Nichols e
Allyson Kelly O'Quinn e
Megan Breann Parker e
Krishna Janak Patel w
Robin V. Pope e
Tyra Marie Price e
Zachary N. Proctor w
Heather Diane Roan w
Briunna Latricia Robinson ①
Trent Michael Ronske e
Cailyn Jenna Sears e
Madison Nicole Self e
Rachel Noelle Shepherd w
Matthew Murphy Strob e
William Phillip Stuart ①
Patrick Jacob Taylor e
Nabonswende Brice Armel Tonde e
Hannah Noelle Towery w
Angela Rene Triplett ①
Lindsay Truscott w
Katherine Dair Wagner e
Lathon Joseph Whitley e
Michael Patrick Wilkins e
Meagen Kristen Wise ①
Master of Arts
Roberto Carlos Abeledo ①
Genavieve Marie Alt w
Jordan Elizabeth Banks ①
Michelle Bartley ①
Samantha Margaret Bauer ①
Jessica Alejandra Beard e
Ana Beasley w
Latasha Chante' Bell ①
Racheal Allison Black e
Robert Dalton Bryant ①
Amanda Bueno e
Yu Chia Chang ①
Kathy Lathrop Clampett e
Jordan Keith Clarke ①
Amanda Grace Clements e
Adam Brian Cusick ①
Cyconia Vanessa Davis w
Marissa C. Capizzi ①
Gina I. Donovan e
Michael Joseph Elmore ①
Naomi Rose Ericsson ①
Kelvin Escolero e
Megan Melissa Flanery e
Brianna Lynn Fredrick ①
Margaret Elizabeth Geddy w
Tony Quendell Allen Graddick w
Jasmin Nicole Green e
Lauren Della Piazza Hartke ①
Mary Henderson e
Abigail Grace Hey ①
Katherine Grace Hill ①
Lakia Gabrielle Hillard e
William Craig Hosch e
Dasny A. Hunt ①
Derick C. Hurst ①
Colleen Hutton Jama e
Aoba Kajima ①
Loukia Konstantinidou Millen e
Carmen Kramer e
Lilith Akasha Logan ①
Cesar Julio Maceira, Jr. e
Allison Anne Mills e
Megan M. Mobley ①
Stephanie Mae Pacheco Pedron e
Carlo Robert Perruzza e
Megan Y. Phillips ①
Ebone A. Robinson ①
Angelo Genaro Romero e
Brikkel De'ja Rucker ①
Tyler Montique Salters ①
Brianna Brown Schoonover ①
William Michael Somers ①
Charles Debs Sykes e
Dylan Cory Taylor ①
Crystal Jenee Tisby w
Master of Arts in Teaching
Brittany Evon Alao ①
Abigail Leigh Alexander ①
Arlether Ladonna Andrews ①
Natasha Alexandra Asselin ①
Kelli McGahee Balding ①
Lauren Tandy Ballard ①
Elissa Ann Sapp Blount ①
Meghan Ann Bodamer e
Thomas Michael Boland, Jr. ①
Robert Boudreau w
Christopher Daniel Bringer ①
Hope Jan-Ella Brown ①
Michelle Lee Carney ①
Eric Benjamin Celland e
Kaitlin Mary Conway ①
Gabrielle Grace Coumes ①
Karson Elijah Creamer ①
Austin Scott Czachowski ①
Audury Hollingsworth Dionne ①
Kimberly Key Dove ①
Travis Delbert Easter ①
Charles Jacob Elmore Jr. ①
Sara D. Evans ①
Jessica Lane Fanning ①
Sean Patrick Farrell ①
① = Spring 2020 w = Summer 2020 e = Fall 2020
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Claire Marie Fell ①
John Christopher Goodrich, Jr. e
Priscilla A. Gordon-McClain e
Sydney Louise Gosseck ①
Ashley Julia Hendricks ①
Alfred Mead Herndon ①
Troy Jacob Hester ①
Farryn Brittany Chapman Hewitt ①
Kimberly Ann Hickman ①
Melissa Pleasants Holt ①
Stephen Prentice Hoover ①
Michele Lyn Howard ①
Dasny A. Hunt e
Kirsten Haley Hwang ①
Colleen Hutton Jama ①
Courtney Rae Johnson ①
Natalee LaVan Johnson ①
Rachel Lynn Kent ①
Tiffany Whitney Shuman King ①
Nancy Elizabeth Landrum ①
Kendra Paulea Lane e
Alejandra M. Lara Chavez w
Kristin A. Lecomte e
Michael Jonah Ledbetter ①
Xania Nicole Lovingood ①
Shawquita S. Madden ①
German Enrique Madrid 
Cervantes ①
Jillian Marie McDonnell ①
Sean Michael Milligan ①
Benjamin Manufelavei Mitchell ①
Edward Cole Morris e
Amanda Hampton Moss ①
Brandy Lynne Nelson w
Kerri Lynn Nidiffer ①
Tanzineka Montya Palmer e
VeCynthia Jackson Parker w




Jesus Abraham Ramos e
Jordan Edward Rieling e
Jonathan Ross Riggins ①
Nicholas Federico Rodriguez ①
Aaryn Leigh Rogers w
Anna Rebecca Rozier ①
Kaitlyn Pope Salter ①
Jamie Elizabeth Saunders ①
Lindsey Wright Scott ①
Mindee Sellers ①
Dawn Renee Shakespeare-Barton ①
Emily Rose Shaw ①
Jack Guy Sinopoli III ①
Kalequa Shawntae Sloan w
Bobbie Jeanette Spamer ①
Kimberly Elisa Stevens ①
Nicholas Cody Stock e
Dillon Bernard Stuart ①
Megan Toole ①
Autumn Dawn Torres ①
Tina Tran w
Krista Maria Diaz Truesdell ①
Kyle Austin Tucker ①
Sumner Treston Lee White e
LaWanda Deneen Wilkerson ①
Carlie Ayn Williams ①
Leslie Jane Wilson ①
Kenneth Scott Woodall ①
Danit Tarell Wright e
Victoria Morgan Wright ①
Jennifer Rae Zellner e
Master of Business 
Administration
Alesha Amelia Abeledo e
Lakeshia Jamekia Abrams e
Clinton Doyle Adams e
John Michael Adkins e
Uche Isaiah Alexander ①
Annalee Ashley w
Serge Aristide Belemkoagba e
William M. Bishop III ①
Daniel Louis Bowling ①
Tiffany Nichole Butler e
Mark Anton Cebul w
Kendellan Maxine Chapman e
David Chisner ①
Brittany Alyson Crowe ①
Christopher William Dardis e
Gurfateh Singh Dhaliwal e
Destiny Nakia Dickey w
Mark Anthony Donato II e
Ryan Alexander Gibson w
Kenneth Bradley Goodwin w
Yurii Gusar e
Christopher Lawton Hamrick ①
Wendy Dell Harrison e
Selena McCaskill Harrow ①
Mahsa Hedayati e
Keosha R. Hill ①
Yongdi Hu e
Kevin Joseph Hutchinson, Sr. e
Cameron Douglas Jones e
Lindsey Nicole Junger e
Jacob Steven Kleem e
Colby Randall Lamb e
Sarah Lilly Law e
Heath Jerome Lloyd e
James A. Lunsford, Jr. ①
Tannia Majgaonkar w
Harkamal Preet Singh Matharu e
Timothy Ryan McCoy ①
Dylan Stuart Mecher ①
Suzanne Michelle Napier e
Nii Manor Nartey e
Ryan William Nease e
Courtney Isikeose Okojie e
Brandon R. O'Ree e
Melanie Ann Owens ①
Lori Grooms Palmer w
James Edward Pantelias ①
Rebecca Ruth Pearson ①
Ty Graham Pierce w
David Lawrence Plunkett w
Jordan S. Rimer ①
Lissette Rodriguez e
Matthew James Rollins ①
Brett Thomas Rushing w
Richard Delmar Schrepple ①
Hyeeun Shim e
Erika Witcher Simpson w
Alexander Everett Smith e
Michael Joshua Smith ①
Tara Tanisha Smith e
Andi Lee Flannery St. Pierre e
Collin John Stacey e
William Caleb Stanfield e
Jennifer Stirnkorb ①
Daniel Phillip Tamblyn II w
Walker Paul Tedders e
Tisha Trammell-Ayers w
Ifiok Udofia ①
Imani Adora Uzzell e
Desiree Lynn Valdez e
Patrick Wilson Wall w
Kesha L. Ward e
Stanley Nicholas Westbrook e
Dale Richard White w
Taisha Jamila Whitehead e
Brianna Elizabeth Wiley w
Gena L. Woods w
Tyler Bond Woodyard w
Master of Education
Valerie Kay Acquaviva w
Valerie K. Acquaviva e
Emily Lauren Acrey e
Judy Cecelia Adams e
Marcy Turner Adams e
Shelby Rhea Adams w
Miranda Elizabeth Aguilar e
Vivian Jean Alewine w
Lauren Taylor Allen ①
Scott Spicer Allen ①
Amanda Caroline Allred w
Annastasshia Retnoningdias Ames e
Sterling Monet Ancrum ①
Stephanie Kate Anderson e
Kaitlyn DeeAnn Andrews ①
Sarah Catherine Anklam w
Jessica Ann Ashley w
Samantha Hall Auldridge e
Kyle George Baboi w
Carolann Mcwaters Baer w
Haleigh Nicole Baker w
Ashley Brooke Baldwin w
Ashley Diane Ball w
Tamara Renee' Ballard e
Joshua Douglas Baluh w
Sydney Ariel Banks ①
Cainan C. Barnes e
Liana Gabriela Barrera w
Ralph Bassett ①
Sara Owens Bath ①
Amy Sheree Beasley e
Katelyn Brooke Beekman w
Jeffrey Scott Beinke e
LaPorsha NaShaundria Bell e
Grace Noelle Bellmer ①
Morgan Taylor Bennett e
Christine Thompson Pierce w
Veronica Deanna Billbe e
Domanek Kezia Blake ①
Heather Ann Blaker w
Laura Welch Blakes ①
Meredith Glyn Boatright w
Jessica Lynn Bond e
Jeremy Xavier Bonds e
Danielle Nichole Booker w
Faith L. Booker ①
LaJoi  Boone ①
Brian Jordan Bowman e
Millie Lee Boykin e
Lindsey Dale Brannen ①
Taylor Nicole Brantley e
Heather Kristina Brent e
Paige Lorraine Breuers e
Erin Lynne Bridges w
Simone Darecia Bright e
Kaylin Samantha Ashley 
Brockman e
Frances Katie Broderick e
Kimberly Brooks McLin e
Traci Marie Brookshire w
Quintaya Kierra Brown e
Richard Michael Brown w
Trelle Presonia Brown e
Joey N. Browning ①
Tyler Alessandra Brownridge e
Laura Elizabeth Renahe Bruster w
Steven Fulton Bullard ①
Lindsey Julia Burnsed e
Monica Murphy Burton e
Taylor Verneice Burton w
Jacquetta Johnson Butler ①
Joshua Conner Callicutt w
Sade Ianna Campbell ①
Sarah Kelley Campbell w
Jo Ann Carlyle w
Hannah Jane Carmichael e
Michael Darien Carruth w
Brianna Michelle Cason w
Dianna Eddington Cavanah w
Felicia M. Chandler e
Hali Austin Chase e
Chelsea Taylor Cheshire ①
Tammi Jo Childs e
Brittany Clark w
Tina Janee Clark Jackson ①
Matthew Allan Clayton w
Leigh Hancock Clemens w
Shirley Rae Close ①
Katherine F. Cobb w
Tiffany Michelle Coker ①
Bria Patrice Cole ①
Jason A. Collins e
Jessica Burgess Cook ①
Brianna Marquita Cooper e
Hunter Nicole Copelan ①
Andrew Cornell ①
Kayla Miranda Warren w
Stephanie Lynn Costley e
Rochelle Leigh Cote e
Jamie Lynn Cowart w
Cameron Crawford w
Rachael Leigh Crawford ①
ShaTavia Ashley Crawford e
Tymisha Martika Creightney e
Lauren Nicole Crosby e
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Vanna Victoria Cuthbertson w
Alexandra Kay Dalton ①
Sara Lynne Damery ①
George Sammie Daniels IV w
Barrett Andrew Darley w
Anthony W. Davis e
Seabon Bernard Davis Jr e
Amber Justine Deal e
Lyndsay Brackin Deal w
Jenna Elise Dees w
Heather Ann Delaney w
Kay Rebecca DeLoach ①
Catherine N. Dennis w
Sean Derek e
Charles Jason Dickens e
Auburn Diffie ①
Michael Lynn Dillard w
Kelsey Jane Dobbins w
Margaret Erin Douglas e
Jazminn Renae Downs e
Mallory Elizabeth Drake w
Merideth Turner Drake w
Mikaila Xavier Dunn e
Janieria Monique Dupree w
David Kyle Elmore w
Lydia Grace Elrod e
Malcom Xavier Emerson ①
Alison Dawn Lewey English w
Nathan Erwin ①
Imani Faith Etheridge ①
Scott Charles Ewing e
Corinna Marie Exum w
Audrey Margo Faulkner e
Briian Tiffani Fife w
Hester Suzanna Fleming w
Brionna A. Flood w
Amanda L. Floyd w
Shannon-Joy Foard w
Joseph Taylor Folsom w
Hayden Kirby Fraker w
Mikia Deshal Frazier w
Jasmine N. Freeman e
Joyner Tyson Freeman ①
Kelly Margaret French e
LaChonta Monique Fulcher e
Marissa Taylor Gaines w
Patrick D. Garmon e
Emily Paige Garroutte ①
Joshua Caleb Garroutte ①
Miranda Kaitlyn Garske ①
Julie Renee Gartner w
Nikia Lashaun Gay e
Susan Diane Gebhart e
Ca'Netta Y. General w
Ryan A. Gerlach ①
Britany Nicole Gibson w
Rachel Lauren Gibson w
Isabella Darby Giggard ①
Emily Brooke Gilleland w
Chelsey LaShae Gillilan ①
Meredyth Grace Glass w
Naivasha Kamaria Gleaves e
Tyra K. Glover e
Allyson Michele Goode e
Ellen Glenna Gourley e
Susan E. Gowin w
Simone Shauntelle Grant w
Pamela Latrice Green e
Samantha Nicole Green w
Ashley Garner Greeson ①
Katharine Joyce Griffith ①
Jesse Andrew Grigg w
Rebekah Michelle Grohn w
Ashley Hall ①
DeAndra Smith Hall w
Gera Niqiis Hall w
Dayna Halloran e
Tennille Latrice Hamilton w
Erica Claire Haney w
Brittany Nicole Harbin ①
Daphine Lenise Harris ①
Heather Anita Harrison w
Ceedra Shuntay Heard w
Heather Crapser Hegg ①
Morgan Bradshaw Henderson w
Madison Grace Hendricks e
Pamela Denise Hendrix w
Brandi Sweat Henry ①
Marclem Hernandez e
Sarah Elaine Herrin w
Herberte Nazariah Higdon ①
Desiree Tarantino Hinton ①
Jacey Michelle Hinton e
Sara Brooke Hobbs w
Adrian Amie Hodges w
Terrell Cooper Hoffman, Jr. ①
Sara Beth Holcomb w
Matthew Grant Holden w
Amy Butler Holland w
Amanda Lynn Holmes w
Sarah Denise Holt w
Anna Joy Holton e
Abby Eisenmann Holtzclaw w
Thomas William Holtzner, Jr. w
Chance Alden Hooper e
Jessica Lee Horton ①
Lexus R. Houston w
Samantha Renee Howard ①
Suzanne Faith Howard w
Allison Kay Hubbard w
Jasmine Tiara Hubbard e
Rebecca Shea Hudgins w
Amanda Victoria Hudson ①
Patrice Council Huffman ①
Bradley Michael Hunt ①
Chelsea Hurst ①
Lori Johnson Huston e
Julia Elise Hylinski w
Amanda Caroline Jackson w
Chayla Jackson e
Cicely Denise Jackson e
Ja'Kira N. Jackson ①
Jessica Jeanine Jackson e
Keenan Tremayne Jackson ①
Maggie Renee Jackson ①
Taylor Ja'nay Jackson w
Jessie Thompson Jarrard w
Sierra Jade Jarriel w
Ashleigh Lauren Jennings ①
Abbie Brinson Johnson ①
Breezy Bray Johnson e
Doneisha La'nica Johnson w
Haley Lanier Johnson ①
Mark Alan Johnson ①
Allison Brooke Jones w
Ashley Kristina Jones w
Lesley  Arsiree Jones e
Veronica Jones Sheehan ①
Brooke Lynne Jordan w
Jana Hall Jordan e
Jonelle J. Joseph e
Patricia Ann Jurek e
Lillian Marie Karcher e
Karsen Nicole Keech e
Katie Anne Keith e
Deidre Anne Kell e
Chelsea Nicole Kelley ①
Tarra Marie Kemmerly e
Ashley Brooke Killebrew e
Lindsay Blake King e
Samantha Dillon King e
Hannah Marie Koehler e
Eric Lafrae Koonce ①
Shelby Taylor Kuehl w
Nicole R. Land e
Precious Gail Landaverde e
Iesha Renee Lang w
Cassie Cae Lapp e
Simiat Funmilayo Latona e
Mecole Cooley Ledbetter ①
Zachary Taylor Ledbetter w
Lindsey Elisabeth Lee e
Sandra Marie Lee w
Matt Devin Leggett w
Alyson Shelby Lensing w
Tasha Gail Livingood w
Elizabeth Ann Lohrmann w
Gabrielle LaTrice Lolley w
Brittany Neil Lord e
Lindsey Alexis Lothridge w
Krista Lynne Maag w
Erika Ann Maddox ①
Deanna Raychel Margavich w
Geraldine Estefania Marroquin w
Anna Lee Martin w
Lauren Blakely Martin e
Chelsea Alexandra Mason ①
Anna Danielle Maynard e
Brandice Cherise Maynard e
Brittany Tyler Maynard e
Kerry Maureen Mccarthy ①
Aimee Alderman McDonald w
Rebecca Seay McGahee ①
Paige Dianna Mcgaughey ①
Jennsey Hale McGee w
Emily Renee Mcintire w
Jessica Ann McLeod e
Bianca D. Mcneal e
Abigail Marie Meert ①
Emily Mentrup ①
Bradlee Shawn Miller ①
Carolyn Jo Miller w
Dachele Ja' Nai Miller w
Shannon Marie Mitchell ①
Katherine Pettyjohn Molock ①
Jasmine Elizabeth Monlyn w
Cameron Michelle Moore ①
Kayla Marie Moore e
Shybria Alicia Moore ①
Skyler McKinly Moravits w
Moriah Beth Morey w
Kiersten Holland Morgan w
Mandy Adaire Morris e
Breanna Denise Moss ①
Mary-Chelsea Napier ①
Kaleigh Marie Nattrass ①
Santiago Nava, Jr. ①
Aolany Marie Navas w
Destiny Ann Nazzrie ①
Malobi David Ndozi-Ndikanwu ①
Amelia Neiger w
Kristi Hanson Nelson w
Jonathan Ashton Rodriguez e
Kerry Leigh Nemetz ①
Jennifer Ashley Nichols ①
Angela Dawn Norris w
Elizabeth K. Norris w
Ni'Kira Norris w
Michelle Alicia Nurse ①
Laurie Michele Olandt ①
Eric Scott Oldfield w
Jordan Claire Olson e
Madelyne Rae Osborne ①
Ashley Nicole Owings e
Dana Foskey Oxford e
Vanessa Pacheco ①
Heather Padgett e
Catharine Grimes Page e
Lessie Michaela Palmer w
Eryn M. Parker w
Cailin FaithAnn Parkerson e
Gernisha Leesha Parnell ①
Nicole Wiley Partain ①
Jennifer Brooke Passmore e
Shivani Patel ①
Jennifer Anne Patterson ①
Brittnie Marie Pattison w
Traci Anne Paulk ①
Christopher Blake Payton w
Tyler Weems Pennington ①
Desiree DeAnne Penton w
Claire Anne Pierce w
Danielle Taylor Pino w
Heather Yontz Pittman w
Katrina Maria Poff w
Kristin Nicole Pollock w
Kade Dylan Poole e
Meredith Ann Post w
Stephanie Catherine Postell e
Kayleigh Lynn Potokar ①
Summer Renee Powell w
Candice Renee Preble e
Jefanda C. Price e
Brandy Thomason Qualls e
Chasity Shavon Quick e
Shafaye Satrina Rainey w
Jordan Claire Raulerson w
Gina M. Renteria w
Brittany Rohland Rhodes w
Amanda Nicole Richards e
① = Spring 2020 w = Summer 2020 e = Fall 2020
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Jeffery D. Richardson w
Megan Joan Rickman e
Brittany Nicole Roberson w
Brianna LaShelle Roberts ①
Lindsey Brooke Roberts w
Tarryn Holly Roberts e
Staci Deanna Robinson ①
Desiree Sharon Robison-Juan w
Rodolfo Rodriguez w
Stephen Weatherford Roper e
Rebecca Ann Rowland w
Socorro Ruiz e
Jeanette Marie Rush w
Kara Alyssa Rutledge w
Cody Nicholas Ryal ①
Dana Shae Ryal ①
Karen Alicia Samaroo e
Sapheria Emani Samuels ①
Hannah Rae Sanchez Mancilla w
Casey Mariah Sandford e
Savannah Jane Scheyer e
Devin Lee Schroeder w
Maria Hope Scott e
Theodore R. Scoville e
Caitlin Delaney Seabolt w
Megan Lee Seamands e
Allison Estelle Selber e
Mary Paxton Sellers e
Haley Brook Shaw e
Nathaniel Elijah Shepard e
Alec Mcgee Shepherd w
Nicole Jasmine Sherrod e
Evita Dulane Shinholster e
Tina Spurlin Short e
Jessica Moore Shuff ①
Jaime Madison Sikes w
Quantesha Tamika Simpson ①
Candice Boyett Slade w
Allyson Haley Smith w
Anna C. Smith w
Cynthia Ann Smith w
Erika Marie Smith e
Hillary Brooke Smith ①
Jacqueline Wyhnett Smith w
Jane E. Smith ①
Kaitlyn Elaine Smith w
Kourtney Renee Smith w
Lyric Symone Smith w
Megan Elizabeth Smith w
Ashleigh Spurlock ①
Elizabeth Ashley Stanfield w
Anthony Jerome Stawiery w
Cenitra Denette Stevenson e
Jaclyn Leigh Stewart ①
Kristy Marie Stineman ①
Dana Michelle Stone w
Kevin Jamon Straughter e
Brittany Monique Streeter ①
Sunny Lee Strickland ①
Hannah Edge Suits w
Kelsey Wages Sutherland w
Erika P. Sutton e
Kelly Rose Szczerkowski ①
Kendra A. Tamaklo ①
Cecelia Denise Tammen w
Emily Welsh Tanner ①
Kelly Renee Tatum w
Alexandra H. Thackston w
Ashleigh Taylor Thames w
Susan Dillman Thigpen e
Priscilla Poisal Thomas w
Kayla Ashleigh Thompson w
Kelsey McKayla Thompson ①
Bailey Kathryn Thornton w
Dakota Tillman e
Crystal Lenae Townsend ①
Yolanda Cecelia Travis e
Mackenzie Lee Troupe w
Clayton Francis Truitt w
Mckensie Shanlyn Turner w
Rachel Peterkin Turner w
Sydnei Iman Turner w
Jalesha Eshay Turner-Davis ①
Heather Lyn Uhlman ①
Lydia Marie Ulrich e
Reginald Joseph Lalatag Ungos ①
Kaitlyn Marie Van Dyk ①
Andrew Van Epps ①
Whitney Roberta Van Gundy w
Monica Delgado Van Wagenen w
Sanitha Le Varghese e
Kristin Michelle Vaughn e
Julia Louise Villalobos e
Lesley Stewart Walden e
Claire Anna Waldmann w
Harmony Lynne Wallace e
Shannon Alexis Wanco ①
Ashley Washington e
Micaiah Tyron Watson w
Crystal Katrice Webb e
Jaclyn Nicole Weirauch w
Christine Lee West ①
Sarah Lynne Westhoff e
Leidy Maritsa White e
Lindsey Renee White ①
Angela Nicole Williams ①
Darlene Carmella Williams w
Darlene Carmella Williams e
Kiara Ashley Williams w
Zakia Terie Williams-Sledge e
Sasha Oglesby Willis ①
Joseph Rowland Wilson III e
Meghan Currie Wilson w
Kathleen Victoria Wiseman ①
Maggie Elizabeth Wisenbaker e
Tiffany Moore Wissmach e
Nicholas Wozniak III w
Eden Kelly Wright w
Traci Lynn Wright ①
Savannah Dawn Wyatt w
Cara Lucille Youmans e
Quintanany Deshay Jasmine 
Reneé Young e
Lisa Mary Zielenske ①
Natasha Jean Zwijacz ①
Master of Healthcare 
Administration
Ahmed Walid Alshams ①
Ryan Allan Anderson ①
Juan Manuel Bernal Lopez e
Seth Ryan Csan ①
Amari Mikayla Green ①
Abby Renee Higgenbotham ①
Haedyn Elise Kilgore e
Valerie Nicole Matrese w
Matthew William Mosley ①
Vinh The Nguyen ①
Kate Elizabeth Nichols ①
Madhurima Kailash Pagdaloo ①
Khazema Rauf ①
Jenna Renee Reeves ①
Daija Sheree Smith ①
Payton Adrianna Terrell e
Jennifer Erinma Udeogu w
Danny Jared Wells ①
Hannah Mckenzie White w
Master of Music
Molly Ann Anderson ①
Lucas Daniel Baughman ①
William Aaron Coburn ①
McKenzie Nicole Gallant ①
James Owen Glass ①
Kamron L. Glover ①
DeAundra Zhane Green ①
Charles Edwin Patterson III ①
Gabrielle D'Shawn Walker ①
Scott Cody Walker ①
Alan Weathers ①
Master of Public 
Administration
Nicole Prenelle Anelas e
Ivy Terwilliger Bolden w
Bryan Cameron Brooker e
Miranda Loraine Bunch ①
Austin Joseph Burgess ①
Danielle Jean Debien ①
Amanda Kathleen Herring ①
Nicholas Herre Klinge ①
Randall James Knauss ①
Dorian Scott Lambert e
Nicholas Adam Matthews ①
Stacie Ann McDaniel ①
Christopher Marquis Suggs ①
Ashley Nicole Thornton ①
Jordan Latrell Wallace ①
Dontavious Juwan Waller ①
Bryant DaJohn Williams e
Master of Public Health
Ariel Avana Alston w
Amanda C.D. Atkins w
Doyinsola Adebukola Babatunde w
Oluwatosin Fuad Balogun ①
Kira Jacques Bell ①
Bindhyashwari Chalise ①
Travis Michael Clark e
Aaron G. Farthing w
Caitlyn Renee Grunert ①
Jenna Rachelle Harris e
Michela E. Hizine ①
Hafsa Junaid e
Mario Keko w
Julian Daniel Kyles ①
Erica R. Ledel w
Jasmine Nicole Lewis w
Alexandria Ciéra Marbury ①
Alexis Gabrielle McGhee w
Elisabeth Grace Myers e
Chaverle Khamyka Patrice Noel ①
Samuel Ogechukwuka Nwaobi w
Justin John Nyasanga ①
Olagoke Olayiwola Osanyinlusi e
Ashley Annisa Paine ①
Aniqua Te’ara Pauldo ①
Fadhumo Eve Ragge e
Elizabeth Chapman Riegelman e
Sonam Dolma Sherpa e
Quentin Sherod Smith e
Isabel Mary Thomas ①
Joana Tome w
Lindsey Taylor Vaughn w
Reagan Haley Williams w
Master of Science
Marissa Alexis Abbondanzio ①
Alison Rae Adams w
Kara Morgan Adams e
Alexandra Margaret Allen ①
Brianna Nijhan Allen ①
Ibrahim Lanre Alliu w
Dana Matthew Arthur w
Felicia Renea Ashley ①
Aleh Asipchuk w
Stephanie Patricia Bailey ①
Jason Kingston Baker w
Demario Barber w
Angel Ann Beegle w
Jacorey Kenyon Belvin w
Diane Marie Benish ①
Joseph Benitez ①
Lindsay Alyse Berg ①
Alex J. Bern e
Lydia Renee Bickham e
Jason Boatman w
Charles Patton Bowen e
Taylor Renae Bradish ①
Frank Paul Braun IV e
Jason Charles Brooks ①
Phillip Owen Brown w
Hunter Kyle Bruce w
Carmelita Chaille Brunson ①
Robert Miller Brunson w
Jasmine  Nikita Bulger ①
Aaron DeShawn Bunton w
Paul Bupe, Jr. ①
Keeler Stewart Callahan w
Canaan William Campbell w
Haley Nicole Carter w
Tyler James Causer e
David Blake Cecil w
Caitlin Erica Chamberlain ①
Bailey M. Chandler ①
Lingling Chen w
Molly Elizabeth Child w
Chiamaka Frances Chimah w
Quintez T. Choice w
Sunia Hussain Choudhury ①
‡ = Summa Cum Laude † = Magna Cum Laude ✢ = Cum Laude ★ = University Honors Program Scholar
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Zayed Uddin Chowdhury ①
Cecilia Rose Ciaccia ①
Kelsea Aniela Cichocki w
Maggie Ann Clayton w
Molly Renee Closson e
Bonnie Ann Cobb e
Connor J. Collum ①
Krisha Conley ①
Eric Kent Conner III w
Haley Emmary Cook ①
Natalie Fayechessa Cook ①
Dalton E. Cousin ①
Xavier Corneilus Crain ①
Allison Nicole Cukrov w
Sydney Olivia Davis e
Shawna A. Defreitas e
William Towles Dettor III w
Hayley Brooke Dobson w
Kareem Nassry Douhne w
Kyle Chase Doyle w
Bless Dupeh w
Taylor Rae Eastridge e
Jonathan Lane Ecton w
Vincent M. Edwards ①
Chukwugozirim S. Ehirim e




Tyler Joneth Follman e
Caitlin Fountain e
Brittany Nakol Franks w
Matthew Friend w
Sarah C Fuller e
Joseph Edward Giamfortone III w
Alexandra N. Gilbert ①
Samantha Ann Gnall ①
Shelby Brooke Griffin ①
Katherine Elizabeth Hagins e
Cameron Bryce Hale w
Brianna E. Hall w
Jonathon Matthew Hall ①
Claire L. Halliburton e
Tracy Alison Hamilton e
Korrey Patrick Hammond w
Mary Elizabeth Hart w
Paige A. Hasty e
Elizabeth Viola Hawkins w
Joshua Brock Hawkins w
Kimberly Neva Hayes ①
Lindsey Susanne Heard e
Demi Maria Henschel ①
William  Henley Hodge w
Justin Damon Holliday w
Catalina Hooper Armenteros e
Andre Houser-Cross ①
Heath Sanford Hover w
Sidnay Huck w
Lauren Conner Humphries w
Mehtab Iqbal w
Mohammad Anwarul Islam w
Jeremy Jerome Jackson w
Shondale Lamar Jackson w
Mackenzie Shae Jeffries ①
Abigail C. Johnson ①
Sara Carroll Johnson e 
Tamica Monique Jones w
Mehakpreet Kaur w
Elizabeth Chinwendu Kenkwo w
Katherine Elizabeth Kennon e 
Joshua Adam Kerkau w
Sushmita Laila Khan w
Caroline Belle Kinskey e 
Nicole L. Kleinas ①
Elizabeth H. Kwok ①
Taylor Neal Lamb w
Crystal R. Langston w
Ryan Zachary Lawless ①
Brittani Hill Lawrence w
McKenzie Carol Leath ①
Maureen Claire Letostak ①
Matthew Walter Levendosky w
Kelsey Dawn Lewis ①
Michelle Lee Licari ①
Brandon Arthur Loewen ①
Matthew Preston Loftis ①
Matthew Preston Loftis ①
Lauren Nicole Lord w
Breianna Katelyn Maggard ①
Thomas Albert Mason III w
Madison Elizabeth McCabe ①
Kiera Ann McCormack w
Devin Kyle McGillan w
Jennifer Lee Mcginness e
William Meissner e
Zoya Chee Merisme ①
Scott Christopher Meyer e
Eric Lamont Miller w
Justin Tresler Miller ①
Courtney Tyler Mitchell w
Kristi Danielle Moore ①
Paula Jasmine Morales w
Rakolya Kelmaine Morrison w
Tyler W. Mueller e
Matthew Joseph Napier w
Cody Smith Neal w
Ryan Michael Neece w
Jaelyn Mi'Shae Nixon ①
Grayson Alexandra Noggle ①
Georgia Gozienne Chioma Nze w
Timothy L. Odom, Jr. ①
Danielle Marie Oehring w
Joseph Hammond Outlaw, Jr. w
Trae Allen Owens w
Biff Lee Parson w
Joshua Robert Pascal w
Keyur Rajesh Patel e
Grace Christine Prosperi e 
Lateef Rasheed e
Bethany Marie Owens Raymond ①
Lindsay D. Riggs ①
Sabria Roberson ①
Samuel A. Rodriguez w
Jonathan David Rose w
Adam Andres Rosso ①
Jordan Lee Rowley w
Henry Guilford Rowling w
Kristi Elyse Sagona ①
Kaylee Satterfield w
Bethany Ryan Sauer e 
Allyson Marie Schnetzer ①
Eric Charles Scott w
Melissa Wanda Shih ①
Jackson Cutright Sibley w
Kevin C. Sierra w
Michaela Douglas Simpson ①
Rebecca Hagan Smeak ①
Elizabeth A. Smith w
Erin Nicole Standley ①
Jenay Rachel Stone w
Garret John Strickland e
Jerry Edward Stuckey, Jr. w
Michael Scott Sundell ①
John Mark Sweat w
Tasnia Tabassum ①
Terrance L. Tarver e
Loriann L. Tedder ①
Mackenzie Marchelle Toler w
Naama Simcha Totayev ①
Terry Eugene Underwood w
Brianna M. Van Deursen w
Vanessa Anne Volz ①
Nicole C. Walden e
Joseph Mark Walker e
Shanice La’Tisha Walker w
Stephanie D. Walsh ①
Kristin Maria Watkins e
Macy Marie Weeks ①
Taryn Mariah Williams w
Tiffani B'Aundra Williams w
Lauren Elizabeth Wilson w
Michael Jon Wilson ①
Shannon Alexis Wimberly ①
Edwyn K. Wong ①
Wade Hamilton Woodall w
Aviaunna L. Young ①
Master of Science in Applied 
Engineering
Connor Manuel Ashford ①
Andrew James Blackmon e
Adam Benjamin Cade e
Daniel Antonio Castillo Pereira ①
Brannen Russell Chapman e
Danilo J. Coyago e
James Frederick Degnan e
Brianna Nicole Gogins w
Laterence Jovan Harper ①
Sterling Holcomb e
Conner Alan Hughes w
Momena Monwar ①
Benjiman August Morrow ①
Andre Chinedu Okosi ①
Angelika Sita Ouedraogo ①
Niraj Pudasaini e
Lauryn Paige Smith e
Morgan Booker Wright ①
Master of Science in Applied 
Physical Science
Christopher P. Anderson ①
Ricardo J. Belloso ①
Can Cai ①
Darien Alexander Harper e
Briana Jenae Kinnel ①
Prince Chimeremeze Ogbonna ①
Kenayana J. Thomas ①
Master of Science in Civil 
Engineering
Nurudeen Afolabi Abidoye e
Tracey Leigh Curtis e
Jyoti Bikash Das ①
Wesley Anthony Marshall e
Sultana Quader Tania ①
Sandra Aurelie Yankine ①
Md Kawser Bin Zaman ①
Master of Science in Electrical 
Engineering
Md Sadequr Rahman Bhuiyan ①
Joshua Danjuma Adha ①
Shuva Das ①
Shahriar Kabir ①
Tyler James Mcpherson w
David Lee Moore ①
Mohammed Mynuddin ①
Tri Minh Nguyen w
Ifechukwude Gideon Odogwu w
Makhluk Hossain Prio w
Lanre Gbenga Sadeeq ①
Yakub Ahmed Sharif ①
Lauryn Paige Smith e




Drake Thomas Grall e
Joshua Marshall Kaplan e
Haidar Jamil Khalil ①
John Lewis Morrison, Jr. ①
David Michael Mothershed w
Adedayo Adedotun Ogunleke ①
Kikiope Gbolade Oyewole ①
Nishitkumar Nimeshkumar Patel e
Md Hafizur Rahman ①
Shaikh Shiam Rahman ①
Izell Scott III w
Matthew Glen Tigner e
Justin Tyler Wiley e
Master of Science in Nursing 
Kelly Ann Carpenter e
Master of Science in Sports 
Medicine
JaDeon Deshawn Carreker ①
Mark Anthony Christiani ①
Zhene M. Creque ①
Amanda M Fernandez ①
Jerome Alexander Gaither II ①
Sean P. Langan ①
Ethan Richardson Mackey ①
Phillip McHenry Yount ①
JACK N. AVERITT COLLEGE OF GRADUATE STUDIES
① = Spring 2020 w = Summer 2020 e = Fall 2020
The Jiann-Ping Hsu College of 
Public Health strives to improve 
health, eliminate health disparities 
and health inequities of rural 
communities and underserved 
populations globally. This is 
achieved through excellence in 
teaching, public health workforce 
development, research, scholarship, 
professional service and community 
engagement. The Georgia Southern 
public health program began in 
1998. In 2004, it was established 
as the Jiann-Ping Hsu School of 
Public Health and endowed by 
a generous gift from Dr. Karl E. 
Peace, in memory and honor of his 
wife. Students pursuing degrees 
in the College can concentrate in 
biostatistics, community health, 
environmental health, epidemiology, 
health policy and management, and 
public health leadership.
JIANN-PING HSU  
COLLEGE OF PUBLIC HEALTH
Bachelor of Science in Public Health
Lauren Nicole Afsharian e  
Caycie Shawan Allison w  
Haley Rose Armentrout w  ✢
McKenzie C. Artman w  
Rediet Muluneh Assegid w  
Brice Denzel Barber w  
Alexis Jasmine Bell ①  ✢
Lydia Sierra Boone w  
Taraya N. Bratton ①  ✢
Aaliyah Gabrielle Brown w  
Dylan Shane Burke w  
Thomas Rashad Byrd ①  
Lauren A. Campbell e  ✢
Justin Benjamin Cannady w  
Ashontee Kinteaona Clark w  
Terrica L. Coleman w  
Sydnie Hope Conley w  
Alyssia Danielle Crittenden w  
Jurnee Mychell Cruz e  
Shaili Jogin Dalal e  †
Madison Kathleen Davis ①  ✢
Andrea Delgado e  
Iliassou Lili Diallo e  
Samanni Ngozika Ejiogu ①  
Nin Zaida El Joyeau e  
Deandria D. Frazier e  
L'Chavia Soriya Monia Fudge ①
Elisa Dyhanara Godinez Ordaz ①  
Sandra Gomez e  
Isabel Emma Rose Granat e  ‡
Jasmine Kiana Gregg w  
Miranda Lauren Griffin ①  
Kali Evelyn Guimond w  
Aaron Devon Hall w  
Megan Elizabeth Hampton w  ✢
Pascal Levon Harley, Jr. ①  
McKenzie Alyse Harpe w  
Kavian Deandre' Harris e
Kenyatta Harris e  
Bryce Ashley Harvey e  
Rachel Regenia Harvey e  
Amber Alishea Henderson w  
Aisha Sheria Hill w  
Deja Janay Hines ①  
John Braxton Hodge e  
Jalisa Miyaka Holloway ①  
Rhapsidy Morgan Holt e  
Lavonda Denise Houston ①  
Alexis Amanda Howard w  †
Jade Hutchins e  
Chiamaka Chelsea Ibezim w  
Mary-Gloria Chidiebere Iwunwa ①  †
George Paul Jackson III w  
Amari Denise Jenkins e  ✢
Amari Denise Jenkins e  ✢
Kaylia Michelle Johnson w  
Kendra L. Lyles ①  
Hannah Elizabeth McCook ①  
Ruby Mercer w  ✢
Tierra Elaine Mercer w  ✢
Shawn DeVante' Miller ①
Chloe Giselle Mui ①  
Mikayla N. Murphy e  ✢
Sandra Ofosuhemaa w  ✢
Shane Colin Oglesby ①  
Weston Lanigan Oliver w  †
Lajuana Vanna Osbourne ①  ✢
Re'Quan Kyondrec Cha'Mere Parris e
Jasmine Maria Perez ①  
Ricky Perkins w  
Chloe Elizabeth Phillips e  
Rachel E. Pinkerton w  
Saundrea Polk e  
Calissa Gloria Powell ①  
Dalton Cole Ray w  
Jada Chauntye' Render w
Ashley Lauren Reyes w 
Kyndelan Marchel Riley ①  †
Jennifer Wallace Ronberg ①  †
Nyaah P. Santiago w  
Josephine Marie Shepard w  ✢
Paige Dean Simmons ①  
Jessica Jacqueline Simson ①  
Xavier Kelmaryon Smith w  
Thorsha Charmil Stephens ①  
Alea Chantell Stodghill e  
Carleigh Grace Thomas w  
Mark Reginald Thomas, Jr. ①  
Kayla Tatiyanna Vaughner w  
Monteamus Armani Wells e  
Christian M. Whelan ①  ✢
Colby Christina Wieland w  
Alysia Danae Williams e  
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The College of Education (COE) 
prepares students to teach, lead, 
counsel and model lifelong learning. 
Our students engage in scholarship 
that provides new pathways to meet 
the needs of a dynamic, diverse 
society. The College facilitates 
access to learning opportunities 
that are authentic, student-centered 
and technology-rich. Historically, 
the bachelor’s degree in education 
is the oldest professional degree 
at Georgia Southern, and from 
1924 to 1955, the entire institution 
focused exclusively on preparing 
future teachers. Today, the 
College prepares future teachers, 
school psychologists, counselors, 
school library media specialists, 
instructional technologists, 
researchers and leaders through 
intensive field experiences, cutting-
edge technology and research-
based instruction.
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
Bachelor of Science in Education
Jena C. Abbott ①
Megan Elise Abbott ①
Abbie Nicole Aids e
Ashton M. Akins ①
Payton Kristen Allen ①
Camila Maria Alvarez Chinchilla ①  †
Kelsey Briona Anderson ①
Tatyanna Nykera Andrews ①
Alexa Elizabeth Angley e  †
Heather Cierra Armfield e  ✢
Tara L. Ashcraft e  †
Tia Aislinn Avery e
Brooke Elizabeth Ballard e  †
Iliana Lazhane' Barnes ①
Maggie M. Barnes e
Mackenzie Leigh Bass ①  †
Kimberley Brooke Bates ①  ✢
Shirley A. Beck e  †
Carrie Elizabeth Beecher ①
Candace Raki Benjamin e
Glen John Birkheimer, Jr. ①
Hailey Ann Blowers ①  †
Savannah Faye Booth e  ✢
Erika Anne Boyd ①
Kassidee Marissa Brantley e
Lauren Sydney Brooks ①  ‡
Adrea Elise Brown e  ✢
Cameron Alayne Brown ①  ✢
Madison Taylor Brown ①  †
Aaliyah Myaeshia Burgess-Richburg ①  ✢
Ashley Elaine Burke ①  ✢
Kaylee Jo Marie Byrd e  ✢
Lindsay Eve Calloway e
Ashley Nicole Campbell ①  ✢
Destiny S. Carlyle e
Jessica Rose Carter ①  ✢
Megan E. Carter ①  ‡
Mikala L. Champion ①  ✢
Kaylee Madison Clark e
Marian Alexandra Clegg e
Tanner Cole Clements ①
Natasha Antonette Cochran e  †
Eleanor Jane Coey e
Tiegan Jade Mae Coleman ①  ‡
Cody Joshua Collier e
Kylie J. Consoer e
Kwanza Dynisha Cooper e
Megan Alexis Copeland ①  †
Michael Keith Copeland ①
Amy Leigh Cox ①
Marcus W. Davee ①
James Braxton-JaQuan Davis e
Katelyn Bennett Davis ①
Lucibeth Joy Davis ①  ✢
Madison Layne Davis ①
Micah Paulette Davis ①
Olivia Grace Davis ①  †
Skylar Brooke Davis ①
Jordan Josephine Delaney ①  †
Gabrielle Louise Dellorco ①
Destine N. Dent ①
Charley Melissa Dillard e
Dylan Heath Dixon w
Zachary John Duncan ①
Olivia Diane East ①  ‡
Anna Nicole Elliott ①
Emma Lee Erwin ①
Kaitlyn LeeAnn Evans ①
Khadijah Nicole Evans e
Olivia B. Farrar e  †
Marianna Michele Fata e
Alexis Smith Ferrell ①  ✢
Wesley Dean Finch e
Theodora Fobi ①
Dextrina Jainene Ford e
Iyanna N. Fouce ①  ‡
Zahria Alexandria Frederick w
Halynn Marie Friese ①
Amanda Avery Gall ①  †
Johnna TyNise Galloway ①
Nathan Brant Garrett ①
Dominick Justin Genitempo w
Francesca Caterina Ghi ①
Jessica Renae Gipson ①
Abbey Elizabeth Glaze w
Courtney Marie Gonzales ①  ✢
Jordan David Govaerts e
Hannah MacKenzie Green ①  †
Terrance Rashad Green ①
Saray Guerrero ①
Jillian Marie Hagler e  †
Brandy Arizona Hall ①  ✢
Allison Nicole Harbert ①  †
Kristin Marie Harrell ①  ‡
Abby Marie Harris ①
Daniel C. Hatch ①  †
Kierra Nyshae Hawkins e  ✢
Mary Catherine Hayworth ①  ✢
Gena  Roseanne Saxon ①
Samantha Jean Helvering ①  †
Rhyesha D. Hendricks ①
Emily Carole Herman e
Erica Rachel Hernandez ①  †
Stephanie Nicole Herndon e  †
Aleshia Chrishanna Hill e
Kyle Martin Hill ①  ‡
Hayley Michelle Hodge ①  †
Leah Meredith Holbrooks e
Lauren Elizabeth Holland ①  †
Clarissa Suzanne Holleman ①
Earnisha L. Holliday e
Jeanni Paige Hollingsworth e  ✢
Kimberly Ann Holloway ①  ‡
Brantley Mercer Hopkins ①  ‡
Brianna Linn Horne e  †
Margaret Mikel Huckabee ①
Lauren Samantha  Huckaby ①
Kristen Gabrielle James ①  †
Isaac D. Johnson ①  ✢
Jaliah Aurion Johnson e
Mallori Alexis Johnson ①
RaDezha Yanshay-Antoinette Johnson e
Taylor Ann Johnson ①
Julia Marie Jones ①
Bachelor of Science in Education
Alexandra Lynn Jordan ①  ✢
Stephanie Charlene Jordan e
‡ = Summa Cum Laude † = Magna Cum Laude ✢ = Cum Laude ★ = University Honors      Program Scholar
 = Posthumous Degree
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COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
Kaylee Marie Kessler ①  †
Victoria Ashton Key ①
Monique Ellis King ①  ‡
William Nathaniel Neil Kistler ①
Taylor Alexis Kite ①
Madison Nicole Kuhne ①
Nakkia Shanice Kyles w
Ashton Brooke Landing e  ✢
Whitney A. Lanier e
Devyn M. Leonard ①  ✢
Abigail Leigh Lewis ①  ✢
Lauren Ann Lowery ①  ✢
Caroline Frances Lowther e  †
Allison Olivia Lubeck ①  ✢
Madison Brooke Lucas ①  ‡
Samantha Marie Mann ①
Raychel Maclay Martin ①  †
Arlette Martinez e  †
Miranda Katelyn McCranie w
Mary Margaret McGarr ①  †
Macie Caroline Milbrandt e
Danielle Dushane Mitchell e
Meredith Randi Mitchell e
Crystal Miranda Mock ①
Gabrielle Alise Moore e
Courtney Louise Murray ①  ✢
Logan Jennings Murrell w
Edward Beckley Muse ①
Angel Maria Mustafa ①
Justin Kyle Neesmith ①
Bailey Elizabeth Nick ①
Jaisha D. Nivens e
Macy Caitlin Norton e
DaKota R. Paradice ①
Haley Marie Parham ①
Lacey Renea Parham ①
Destinee Amaris Parker ①
Allie Elizabeth Payne ①
Emily Brooke Pearce ①  ✢
Kindole Chambrail Pettway ①
Avery Madison Pickert ①
Brooke Lynn Pollard ①
Dillion J. Price ①  ‡
Madelyn A. Rau ①  †
Yvette Nicole Reeves ①  †
Liliana Grace Reinke e  ✢
David S. Richardson e
Jarrod Kenneth Rickman ①
Ashley Elizabeth Rivers ①  ‡
Brianna T. Rokovitz e  †
Taylor Nicole Ross e
Sydney Alise Rowe ①  ✢
Mekenzie Kate Royal e
Karla Sanchez-Vera e  ✢
Emily Michael Schroeder ①  ‡
Alexa Dorian Scutt ①
Emily Maybank Sealy ①
Madison Marie Setchell e  †  ★
Maddison Toi Shadle ①
Joseph William Shaffer ①  ✢
Sabria Jade Shaffer w
Harlie Brianna Sharp ①
Brenna Alexandra Sills ①
Brittany N. Smith ①
Samantha N. Springer e  †
Jacob I. Stanfield ①
Sarah Beverly Stanley ①  †
Devin Lashawn Stephens w
Lelyn Candace Stewart e  ✢
Jaimee Jenkins Stuart ①  ‡
Donte Lamar Studstill ①
Zoe Peyton Summerlin ①  †
Anna Leigh Sutton ①  †
Leah Christine Maryanne Swann e  ✢
Jasmine Nicole Swarns ①
Alexandra Elizabeth Swygman ①  †
Alexis Marie Szaro e  ‡
Rachel Allums Taylor ①
Rachel Olivia Taylor ①  ‡
Lauren Ashton Terranova e  †
Emily Madison Terry ①  ✢
Michael Lawrence Tholen ①
Kyla LeiAnn Thomas ①  ‡
Alexis Blaine Thompson e
Hannah Elizabeth Thompson e
Jevante Wesley Thompson ①
Leah Danielle Thompson ①
Marissa Nicole Thompson ①  ✢
Taylor Nicole Thompson ①  ✢
Matthew Taylor Thrift ①
Kayla A. Tittle ①  †
Alexis Emily Ulloa e
Yerika Damaris Vanga ①
Madalyn Frances Wallace e  ✢
Minna Aline Wamhoff e
Laney Caroline Waters ①  †
Alexis Dominique Wells ①  ✢
Brittani' Faith Whitehead e  †
Amber Mercedes Whitfield e  †
Ellie Ruth Wilson ①
Mary Madison Wilson ①
Sarah Louise Wilson ①  ✢
Ginger Ann Wright ①  †
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The Allen E. Paulson College of 
Engineering and Computing is 
focused on being a nationally 
recognized leader in engineering, 
computer sciences and information 
technology in the areas of student-
centric and application-based 
teaching, research and service. 
The College trains tomorrow’s 
innovators and entrepreneurs. These 
students are the problem-solvers 
who will lead America’s fastest-
growing career fields. The College’s 
undergraduate curricula are highly 
interdisciplinary, consisting of 
innovative application-based courses 
that build upon and encourage 
collaboration among existing 
academic programs. The College 
provides an excellent education 
in the classroom, combined 
with hands-on learning through 
laboratories, co-ops, internships and 
student research.
ALLEN E. PAULSON 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
AND COMPUTING
Bachelor of Information 
Technology
Melinda Marlene Harn ①  ✢
Patricia Ann Heath w
Cody Francis Ly ①
Joshua Franklin Prentice ①  ✢
Wescott James Unik ① 
Bachelor of Science
Amr A. Ahmed ①
Ariel Lynn Badie ①
Derrick Lavance Barber ①
William Hayes Barber ①  †
Logan Craig Benson e
Kevin Luke Bishop e
Richard Avery Boutin ①
Roneil Agary Boyce e
Griffin Packard Bryant ①
Anthony Tobias Burkey e
Leonila Antonette Fermin 
Calibuso w  †
Joshua Carlton Carnes ①
Hayden Daniel Carroll ①
Michael J. Carter III e
Nicholas Alexander Carter w
Cole Garrett Charles ①
Atakan Cocen e
La-She' Collings-Henderson ①
Brian Daniel Cox ①
William Patrick Curtis e
Dawson Michael Davis e
Megan Elizabeth Delano e
James Quinn Dennis w
William Savon Dew e
Marc Antonio Dickey ①
Malik Ronald Dobson ①
Mira Sophia Fazzah ①
Alexander Alonzo Fields ①
Andres Manuel 
Garcia-Hood ①
Hiya Partha Guha e  †
Andrew M. Guzman ①
Nicholas J. Hadley e  ‡
Derek Russell Halder ①
Alan David Harris e  †
Xavier Miles Maxwell 
Hodges e  †
Tyler David Hodzen ①
Parker Brendan Hoskovec e
Christopher James Iverson ①
Marquise Kyler Jennett e
Ashem Lavon Johnson w
Bethany E. Johnson e
Cameron Terez Johnson e
Woo Bum Jung ①  ✢
Shingirai Kucherera e
Brandon Ashley Lewis ①
Keenan Jamel Lewis-Jolly ①
Aaron Arthur Lewkowiez ①  ✢
Jenna Blair Lovett ①  ‡
Elvis Evon Mack, Jr. e
Dallas Lee Martin ①
Amber Nicole Moszenski e
Dylan Mackenzy Myers ①
Jeffrey Garcia Neal ①
Kaelin David Newhouse e  †
James Nguyen ①
Dillard Matthew Norman ①
Chibuokem Bella Obidike ①  ‡
Mansi Apoorv Pandya ①
Drashti J. Patel w
Gabriel Petkewich e
Toyin S. Raji e
Bailey Ryanne Rogers w
Andrew L. Sanders ①
Austin W. Smiley e
Jacob Adison Smith e  †
William Gage Smith e  †
Christopher Ray Spradlin e  ‡
Carlynn Danielle Steel ①
Luis Augusto Tupac-
Yupanqui e  ✢
Hannah Rose Vaughn e
Christopher Cody Willis e  ✢
Coby Martin Wissing ①  ✢
Everrick Ray Wright w
Gard Monroe Zeringue e
Bachelor of Science in 
Civil Engineering
Krista Marie Bailey ①
Laquan Nathan Bell e
Rachel Borkowski e
Garrett S. Brogdon ①  ✢
Dalton Mitchell Bruce e
Noah Towers Burnham w
Tyler Dalton Cade ①
Nykolas M. Collins w
Chandler Davis Cooper e  ✢
Malik Dashawn 
Cunningham ①
Adham Daud ①  ✢
Nora Grace David ①
Mack James Davis e
Andrew William Deltac e
Maggie Anne Denison ①
Brian Joseph Doyle ①
Olivia Catherine Duffy e  ✢
Marta L. Edwards ①
Marcus William Elton e
Bradley Chase English ①
Vernon H. French Fater ①
Stephanie Gomez 
Hernandez ①  ✢
Theodore Joseph Harada e
Samuel Alan Jeffery Hoover e
Anna Bea Jackson e
Rondai Te'Arrie Jerido w
Matthew Alexander Jones w
Rasmane Kabore e
River Jordan Keenan ①
Robert Hunter Kennison ①
Roscoe Kightlinger ①
George Cleveland Kimbrell e
Lauren Sydney Kirksey w
Fei Li ①
Hunter Morgan Lindelow w
Johnathan Ryan Link e  ‡
Amrie Lynn Lisse ①
John Clayton Mikels ①  ✢
Chadwick Lamar Moore ①
Zachary Patrick Morgan e
Nakia Lloyd Nembhard e
Abdoul Karim Ouangre e
Hunter Mclaughlin Phelps e
Andres Ramos Urteaga ①  †
Matthew David Reck ①
Angela Monique Robinson w
Kenneth Edward Robinson III ①
Christian Tyler Scott ①
Juwan Kenneth Smith e
Kelly Lynn Szczepanski e  †
Daniel Roy Thornton w
David Patrick Walker ①
Franklin William 
Earl Warner e
Cody C. Warnock ①
Jaedah Dorian Wheeler e
Bachelor of Science in 
Computer Engineering
Devin Alexander Ferrell ①  ‡  ★
Edgar C. Griffin, Jr. e
Michael Walter Janowski e  ✢
Andrew Jeffrey Johnson e
Philip A. McKenzie, Jr. e
Christopher Andrew 
Morrison ①
Evan Jacob Mullvain e
Joseph Lee Love Williams e
Bachelor of Science in 
Construction
Austin R. Anderson e
Isabella Tanya Booth e  ✢
Steven Thomas Bowen ①
Julius D. Bradley w
David Bailey Brown ①
Emory Martin Carney w
Price Dalton Carter ①  ‡
Cortez Leon Catchings ①  ✢
Owen Ivar Christiansen w
Scout Christopher 
Churchwell ①
Raymond Cochran III ①
Sean Thomas Cousins ①
Darius A. Deese w
Thomas Frank Degeorge ①
‡ = Summa Cum Laude † = Magna Cum Laude ✢ = Cum Laude ★ = University Honors Program Scholar
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Ryan James Dillard ①
Ethan Cord Dixon e
Hunter Ward Douglass ①
Abram Chandler Duncan w
Michael Alexander Duncan e
Landon Reeves Easom e
Noah Abram Ebetino e
Ty Collin Edge e
Martin Bee Ekang Mekemeza, Jr. w
Randal Hugh Ellison, Jr. e  †
Trey Ethridge ①
Sheldon Blane Froehlich e
Tristian Layne Fulmer w
Justin Alec Goarcke e
Jasmine Gordon e
Mitchell Dudley Grantham ①
William D. Griffin e  ✢
Zachary Michael Haugen ①
Michael Chadwick Haynes ①  †
William Randall Herndon ①
Thomas Benjamin Hicks e
Gage Redmond Hires w
Cody Martin Hovis w
Dylan Austin Hutcheson ①  †
Chandler Derrille Jackson e
Preston West Johnson, Jr. e
Zachary K. Johnson e
James Austin Jones e
Leonel Romaric Tatimi Kafando w
Austin Thomas Keenan ①
Joseph Francis Kempf V ①
Paxton Carter King ①
Michael Sebastian Kraemer ①
Jacob Henry Lariscy ①
Joshua R. Lawhon e
Madison Samantha Lawson ①  ✢
Trenton M. Leonard ①  †
Conner Hanley McCue ①
James William Mcdaniel III e
Jack Ryan Mcneil ①
Paden Garrett McTier e
Ethan Ronald Menich ①  ✢
Grant Thomas Messenger ①
Jackson Robert Miles e
John Walker Moore w
Thomas Raeb Moore ①  ✢
Joshua Adrian Mootoo ①
Reid C. Murray w
Judd Bland Ogden e
Joseph Aaron Osborne ①
Christopher Jarron Pollock e
Eric Jacob Protis e
John Aaron Reed w
Lorenzo Tredrick Respress e
Henry Joseph Riley e
Eric Tyler Ritland w
Bryan Andre Roe ①
Jessica Elizabeth Roper ①
Chace Allen Scarboro e
Mason Rhys Selby w
Tyler Emory Shields ①
Ryan Alva Skibicki ①
Dillion Sierra Lee Slater e
Nathaniel Knox Smith e
Rodney Mckay Smith ①
Nicolas Sparacia w
Matthew Stewart e
Christopher Chase Stone w
Jurnee Tyree Turner e
Jonathan Clemente Vargas e
Jason Velazquez w
William Paul Wallace ①
James H. Watts e
Luke A. Whitten w
Devin Lee Willgus ①
Brantley Davis Williams ①
John Alston Wyatt ①  ✢
Bachelor of Science in 
Construction Engineering
Joe Brian Landi e
Trevor Neal Patterson e
Bachelor of Science in 
Electrical Engineering
Omar Yahya Abu Saydah e
Ian Alexander Adams ①
Kendall Lee Adams w
Jathzel Alcocer w
Larry James Allen III ①  †
Julio Cesar Amadiz Bonilla ①
Chikamso Daniel 
Anayor Achu ①  ✢
Cameron K. Anthony e  ✢
Simon Alejandro Arzolay 
Rodriguez ①
Success Olurotimi 
Atamonokhai e  ✢
Caleb R. Beatty e  †
Brandon Keith Beckum ①
Jonathan Eddlemon Bell e
Zachary David Bleam ①
James Allen Branch II e
Ta-Tyonna D. Buck ①
Jheric Jarod Byrd w
Aaron Demon Calhoun ①
Samuel Austin Campbell ①
Zhi Yin Chong ①  ‡
Joshua Cipleu e  ✢
Jameson Tanner Clayton ①
Elonzo Dontaye Davis ①
Ross Daniel Dominy e
Britteny Anne Dostie e  ✢
Nathaniel Gregory Durham ①
Brittany LeAnne Duvall w
Devin Alexander Ferrell ①  ‡  ★
Hunter Ryan Fischer ①
Hugo Fernando Flores 
Garcia e  ‡  ★
Jonte D. Francois ①
James Kyle Gaither ①
Jaini A. Gandhi e  ✢
Eric Fabian Garzon ①
Austin Grant Glassic ①  ✢
Tchaka J. Grant ①
Tristan M. Griffin ①
Chance Alexander Harkins e
Kedur Lamonde James 
Henderson e
Mason O'Neal Hendrix e
Bradon P. Holder ①
Pascal Arinze Iheonu e
Jared I. Inya-Agha w
Paul A. Jacobsen e
Michael Walter Janowski e  ✢
Andrew Jeffrey Johnson e
Joshua Cary Johnson w  ✢
Jerrell Pernell Mi'Keal Jones w
Parker D. Joost ①
Ben R. Kennerson ①
Jacob Michael Krzynski e
Spencer Ferman Lee e
Jacob Martel e
Amber Nichole Matthews ①
Diondre Dwayne Mccalla e
Hunter Keith McDaniel e  ✢
Robert D. Merritt III e
Bryan Evan Meyer e
Alexander Dalton Mikell e
Zackary Robert Minshew ①
Keith R. Molette, Jr. ①
Treston D. Montoya w
Quinton Shane Morris e
Zachary C. Mullis ①
Cameron M. Murgash ①
Daniel Strongman 
Chukwuyelum Nwadike e
Parker Tillman Oxford ①  †
Brijan Sanjay Patel ①  ✢
Soney Bipin Patel e
Priscilla Perez w
Lauren A. Potts ①  ‡
Jarvis Andrew Proctor ①
Nadia Patrice Sampson ①
Emmanuel B. Shasanya e
Kari Sigurjonsson ①
Michael Bryan Sloop ①
Ariana Ashanti Smith e
John Houston Smith ①
Tyre Spears ①  ✢
Norman Cyrus-Victor Stringer e
Samu William Tanaka Blitch ①
Mathew R. Taylor ①
Courtney Lane Terwilliger III w
Wesley C. Thrift e
Logan Tomas Tovar ①
Jarrod Brooke Trinque ①
John William Verboom e  ‡
Jacob Crescenzo Vigliotta e  ✢
Stedman Aaron Waiters e
Daisha Leandra West w
Mujinga Martine Williams ①
Bachelor of Science in 
Information Technology
David Eric Aaron e
Richard Lee Adams ①  †
Sofia Rose Akali w
William G. Akuoko ①
Eric Deontae Allen e
Ralph Anderson, Jr. ①
Jeff Anis w
Sharkyla Barbara Arnold ①
Cody Samuel Ashway e
Milas Malik Avery ①
Damian Avila e
Naomi Oluwateniola Awoleye e
Heath Westley Barrett e
Clay Josef Bennett ①
Anthony Preston Bibbins III e
Nicholas A. Bidwell w  ✢
Tyler Joseph Biester w
Douglas W. Blackburn e  ‡
Dustin Paul Blalock ①
William Cody Bobo e
Joshua Michael Bohannon e
Timothy Cohen Bonner e
Hunter Reed Booth e
Roman Richard Borer e  †
Jack Hayden Bousquet ①
Jordan Chase Boyett e
Tony S. Breedlove II e
Brandon Paul Brinson e  †
Jarvis Dominique Broddie ①
Joel Levi Brooks e
Erica Shavonn Brown ①
Henry Edward Brown e
Hope Alexandrea Brown e
Cooper Jeffery Brownell w
Arturo Caldera, Jr. w
Joseph Edwin Canady w  ✢
William James Carelock e
Jacob Wayne Carmickle e
Austin Allen Cash w
Dominique Moriah Clackum e
Kody William Clark w
Samuel Leighton Clarke e
Riley Scott Cochran ①
Marnus T. Coetzee w  †
Brandon I. Collins e
Justin T. Copeland ①
Jabrialle Ambreil Crane e
Jacob M. Cronin w
Conner Avery Crosby ①  ‡
Shelby Cuaron ①  †
Danny Hoang Dang e
Alton R. Davis III w
Danielle Alesha Dickerson Miss e
Kamal Vincent Dobson e
David Andrew Dominguez ①
David Martin Doroff e  †
Alexander McKinley Dorsey e
Maraya Ayano Durham e  †
Benjamin David Duval w
Brandon Michael Ejike w
Caleb Ladson Ely ①  ‡
John Paul Espinosa, Jr. ①
Jose Eduaido Esquivel e
Nicholas Ryan Faddis ①
David Joel Fisher w  †
Jason W. Fox e  †
Joseph Charles Fruscione ①
Lisa Marie Futch e
Victoria An'Nyce Galloway e  ✢
Rylee Mason Garrett e
Steven Zachary Gibson ①
Abigail Lynne Gordon ①
Aaron JaJuan Graham ①
Jakeria Shavonté Green ①
Thomas Otto Griffin III e
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Lillian Denise Griffith e
Francis Andino Hammond ①
Jacqueline Ann Harper e
Corey Matthew Heiple w
Anjelicia J. Henderson e
Malik R. Hester ①
Hunter Richard Higgs e
Michael Roy Holland w
Brandon Michael Hudson e
Autumn Alyssa Irvin e
Meredith Jackson ①
Bryan David Jaudon w
Kimberly Tamisha Jay e
Elijah Kyle Jewell e  ✢
Alexander Thomas Johnson e
Christopher Charbel Kalaani w
Matthew James Kenny ①
Juliet Kihonge w
Jeffrey Scott Klusendorf w
Tyler Austin Klusendorf e
Logan Eric Kruger e  ✢
Andrew Michael Landers ①
William Hudson Landing ①
Zane Edward Larsen e
Vincent Van Le ①  ✢
Dustin James Lee ①
Jonathan Paul Lester e
John Robert Lilliston IV ①
Malik Deshawn Long ①
Alexa Isabel Lopez e  ✢
Macy Breanna Mallard e
Kendal Reid Martin w  ‡
Ian Ross Maxwell ①  †
Taylor Cason May ①
Joseph Clark Mcarthur e
Johnathan Derek Mcdonald w
Devante Darnell McFadden e
Caitlin Lang McOsker ①  ✢
Joseph Charles Mee e
Brian Austin Moody e
Michael Alex Mootoo ①
Atavius Perez Nelson w
Wallace Eugene Norman, Jr. e
Devante Norris w
Cory Boyd Northcott e
Kayla Shea Oliver w
Jimmy Ouyang e
Daniel Joseph Owens e
Frank Edward Owens, Jr. e
Walter Obiefuna Ozobia e
Jay R. Patel e  ✢
Jefanie Amira Pillai w
Sydney K. Pobee e
Brittanni Nichole Polidore e
Matthew Willard Potter w
David Alexander Potters ①
Chelsea Latrelle Prescott w
O'Shea Maurice Prescott w
Adam James Quanne e
Adam Quinn Redman w  †
Kenneth Rettinger ①  †
William David Rigel e  ✢
Kori Alexis Rivers e
Janna Marie Rock ①
Jose Vicente Romubio III e
Verrell Ben-Russell Sayles e
Alan Lopes Schleder ①  ‡
Brenton C. Seckinger e  ✢
Dhiral Shah ①
Christa Michael Sheffield e
Mathew Adam Sifre e
Michael Scott Slaven ①
Logan Carl Smith ①
Landon Brett Smoak w
Corey Marquez Solomon ①
Aishah M. Storey e
Joie L. Thacker w
Aston Clayton Thompson ①
Fontaine Deyante Thompson w
Andrew Kuff Thrift ①
Jacob H. Timmons e
Jordan Alexander Titus ①
David Parker Towery e
Chimenma Ijeamaka Uche ①
Chukwudi Justin Ugonna e
Onyekachi Nancy Ugonna ①  †
Caleb William Vandersall e
Jordan Tyler Walker ①
William Martin Wallace, Jr. ①
Kyle Jennings Wallin w  ✢
Jeffery Travis Walls ①
Hunter Shane Warner e  †
Leon Daniel Watkins e  †
Ryan Dalton Watson ①  †
John Langdon Wilkins e
Darius D. Williams e
Kyle Anthony Williams e
Trenton Alexander Wilson e
Margerette Aline Wolff w
Ashley Clark Woods w  ‡
Dylan Stephen Young w
Angela Zhou w 
Bachelor of Science in 
Manufacturing Engineering
Victor Josue Acosta ①  †
Thomas R. Ansley w
Jakeb Tyler Burks ①
Julianna J. Collett e  ‡
Oghenemase Kayode Fasetire ①
Charles Parker Ginn ①
Jaelin Rashad Hakim e
William Donald Harden e  ✢
Evan Dewitt Johnson e
Alex C. Jonas e
Richard Joseph Kovach III ①  ✢
David A. Mack e
Alicia Julie McCray ①
Peyton Caroline McGaha ①
Ebonee Lauricia Millage e
Connor Wesley O'Neill ①
Anthony Gabriel Palacio e  †
Michael Corbin Phillips ①
Beau Willoughby Ragland ①
John Lemuel Russell e
Jacob Wesley Schwartz ①  †
Frances Sterling Strickland ①
Aaron J. Tate e
Dakota Michael Ward ①
Shawn Preston Wilkes e 
Bachelor of Science in 
Mechanical Engineering
Omar Yahya Abu Saydah w
Jay Stephen Acker e
Jonathan T. Adams, Jr. e
Dylan M. Alvis w
Charles Khalin Anderson ①
Dalvin Dewayne Andrews w
Raissa Anouga w
Maxwell Robert Ashe ①
Victor Adam Bailey ①  ✢
Quinn Ryan Banaszewski ①  ✢
Deja Sherianne Barnett ①
Daniel Clay Batchelor ①
John Avery Beam e
William Mckenzie Beverley ①
Daniel S. Bird e
Kyjerious T. Blackburn ①
Dorian Kahron Bloodworth e
Tyler Marshall Bond ①
Peyton Lewis Bowker e
Robert Dillion Boyette e
William Russell Brannen ①  ✢
Walter Brent Breazeale e
Bo Wesley Brooker ①  ‡
Jalin Devante Brown ①
Adam Joseph Bryant e  ✢
Daniel Timothy Buckel ①  ‡
Erik Dwanye Burkett w
Tyrone Nuwon Buwee e
Juan Carlos Campbell w
Michael Vernon Carlino ①
James Daniel Causey ①
Cameron Ryan Collins w
Jacob Michael Conley w  †
Isaac D. Contreras e
Chandler Baker Corley e
Deion Bernard Crooks ①
Chance William Crow ①
Benjamin George Currie w
Joshua David Curtis ①  ✢
Gracia Maria Dardano 
Castro e  ‡  ★
Daniel L. Davidson e  †
Lindsy M. Davis e  †
Matthew C. Davis e  ✢
Zachery Nathan Delgado e
Sarah Caitlyn DeLoach e  ✢  ★
Matthew Jerod DeMond e  †
Elizabeth Autumn Dimsdale e  †
Oscar Dominguez ①
Alexis Duarte Cervantes ①
John Conor Dwyer ①  ✢
Jackson Dean Dykes e
Jonathan Steven Ernst ①  ✢
Brandon N. Etzel e
Opeoluwa Joseph Fakorede ①  †
Michael Lloyd Faulkner ①
Mason Rusk Findlay w
Bryce Christopher Findley e  ‡
Zachary Scott Fisher e
Sophia Noelle Fleri ①  †  ★
Philysse Ashley Forbes e
Shelton Fowler IV ①  ★
Benjamin R. Gagnon ①
Mihir Gandhi e
Kevin H. Gao e
Eric Michael Goldstein e  ✢
Trenton Hollis Goodson ①  ✢
Kacie Danielle Grella e  ‡
Quintin Alexander Gunn e
Colton David Hall ①  †
Derontra Hall e  ✢
Cory Matthew Harbel ①
Micah Anthony Harris ①
Joshua Sterrett Harrison e  ✢
Matthew T. Holley ①  ‡
Grant Joseph Hollingsworth ①  ✢
Brittany Jean Hollowell ①
Drew Robert Hostetler ①
Christian Harris Hunter e
John Israel Hyle e  †
Quadre Kenneth Lajay Isom ①
Nicholas T. Jenkins e  ‡  ★
Anderson Darnell Johnson ①
Alex C. Jonas e
Sharon Kalango ①
Justin Douglas Keach e
Darian Nacole Kent ①
Nafisatou Kiemtore ①
Jefferson Tae Kim ①
Joshua Ryan Kimbrel e
Kelton D. King ①  ✢
John Clayton Kittle e
Justin Wright Klingel w
Tornubari Koboo w
Maxim Petrovich Konev ①  ✢
Srinivas Kumar e  ✢
Lauren Elizabeth Leech e
Shane Anthony Lewis ①  ‡
William Joseph Lewis ①
James Chandler Liggett e  ‡  ★
Zean Philippe Lopez e
Nazir Louis e
Richard C. Lucius w
Brannon Howard Lynn w
Colby Eugene James Lynn w
Cameron Richard Maitz e
Brandon Lee Majors w
Amanda Lee Maner e  ‡
Marissa Lynn Maniscalco ①  ✢
John William McAfee Jr. ①  †
Robert Wayne McGuinty III e
Levi Preston McKinney ①
Brendan James McKnight ①
Emily Marie McNatt e
Tanner George Mehrkens e  †
Benjamin Virgil Meier w
Alejandro Membreno Moreno w
Dakota Viktor Merenuk ①
Julia Lajlim Metteauer e
Alexander H. Miller e
Maya Esmon Montford e
Marcela Montoya ①
Ashud Donnell Moore e
Seth Edward Morgan w
Kody Malcolm Morrison ①  †
Peter William Mraz e
Nathaniel Paul Munns w
Kimberly Maurina Murray e
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Eric T. Nguyen e
Brandon Bentley Nordberg ①  ✢
Miles Edward Norman e
Mitchell Wentz Nouse e
Justin David Oliver ①
Tracer Lane Parrish w  †
Dhruvi Manish Patel e  ✢
Krish K. Patel ①
Jarvis R. Payton, Jr. e
Daniel Ernest Perkins e
Camille J. Phillips e  †  ★
Dennis Michael Piecuch e
Jason Pintro ①
Nathaniel Jeffery Randall e
Harrison Jay Reddy e  ‡
Alexander Lee Reichenbach ①
Judith Reyes ①
Hansel Rodriguez ①  ✢
Andrew Dalton Rogers ①
Fabien Osnel Romulus, Jr. ①  ✢
Alexander Dylan Rose ①  ✢
Torin Lokni Rosenbluh ①
Gregory Keith Russell, Jr. w
Ashley Nicole Schwartz e
David T. Scroggin e
Nicholas Eric Seymour e
Matthew W. Shafer ①  ‡
Greg Alan Shuman e
Amandeep Singh ①
William Alexander Singleton e
George Patrick Slaughter e  ✢
Avery Thomas Smoak e  ✢
Hannah R. Smolinski ①  ✢
Caroline Rebecca Spencer ①  †
Christopher William Spencer II ①  †
Andrew Carey Stansell w
Caitlyn Elizabeth Stephens ①  ✢
John Robert Stephens e
Joshua Philip Stovall e
Austin T. Sumner e  ‡  ★
Pastula Dollenberg Travis II e
Christian E. Truvillion e
Tevin David Twine ①
Thomas William Unkles ①  ✢
Alan Winton Upchurch ①  †
Julian Enrique Vanga e
Cody Forrest Varner e
Jacob Thomas Vidacovich e
Irvin Chanz Wallace e
Kayla Lois Wheaton e
Austin Tyler White w
Bryson Gage Wilcher e  ✢
LaTerrion Donte Wilcox ①  ✢
Alton Morris Williams, Jr. e  ✢
Caleb Ashton Williams ①  ✢
Collin N. Williams ①
Montryll Edward Willis ①
Zacheus J. Wood w
Daniel A. Woodrum e
Mykalah Auriel Woodson e
Ethan Scott Woodward ①
Joseph Richard Wren ①  †
Anthony James Yamasta ①  †
Sanghyun Yoon w  ✢
Abdil-laahi Yusuf ①
Guangheng Zhang ①  †
Thomas Aaron-Stanley Zidek ①  ✢ 
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The Parker College of Business 
distinguishes itself from colleges of 
business at other large, nationally 
recognized research universities 
by emphasizing close interactions 
and engagement among faculty, 
students and the business 
community. The College of Business 
seeks to produce career-ready 
professionals upon graduation 
by offering a broad array of high-
quality undergraduate and select 
graduate programs within a learning 
environment characterized by 
inspired teaching, relevant research 
and meaningful service. We equip 
students with the knowledge, critical 
thinking skills and relevant tools for 
professional success.
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Bachelor of Arts
Shannon Hughey Burnett e
Carson Ellis Hendrix ①
Morgan Elizabeth Rushing ①
Ricky Sherrod, Jr. e
Bachelor of Business 
Administration
Mohammad Z. Abdallah ①  ‡
Hamza Taiseer Abu-Saif e
Pitri Raj Acharya, Sr. e
Mason Keith 
Gholston Adams e
Bailey Elizabeth Adcock e
William Andrew Akin w
Luukas Timothy 
Alakulppi ①  ‡
Hannah K. Aldinger ①  †
Elizabeth Ann Aldrich ①  ✢
Andrew M. Allen w
Jesse F. Alley, Jr. e  ‡
Phillip Almeda, Jr. ①
Abdulaziz Mohammed 
Alnassar w
Allison N. Altman w
Clarice Anne Amici e
Tristan William Anderson e
Shane Connor Andrews e
Joseph Alfonso Silverio 
Armenta III e
Briannah Lois Arrington w
William Aselage e
Natalie Danielle Ashworth e
Ashley Nicole Aut ①
Peyton Eric Backer w  ✢
Patrick Shuman Bacot ①
Trevor John Baeten ①
Brandon Harold Bailey ①
Julia Catherine Bailey ①  ✢
Mary Ragan Bailey e  ✢
Vivian Jennifer Bailey e
Kennedy Alexandria Baker e  †
Davis M. Baldwin e
Donald Thomas Barber, Jr. e
Bailey Madison Barcomb ①
Amanda Barillo ①
Caliana Patricia Barini ①
Ross Elton Barnett e
Trey Patrick Barnwell ①
Brett Graham Barron ①
Danny W. Barron, Jr. e
Maya Simone Bartee w
Shelby Taylor Bates ①  †
Ahjaina Marie Beard ①
Dakota Charles Beasley w
Petr Bednar ①  ✢
Abigail Elizabeth Belote w
Rickey Beltran w
Tierra La'shannon Bentley e
Abagail Leann Berry e
Spencer G. Berry w  ✢
Amber-Brianna 
Courtney Best e
Alexis Lonique Bing e
Jacob Cole Binner w
Joshua Hunter Bishop ①
Thomas David Bivens e
Jason Patrick Blackwell ①
Chase Gabrielle Blanket ①
John Thomas Blewett e
Madison Laurel Boatright ①
Summer Laura Boggs ①  ‡
Emily Grace Boivin ①
Paula Boixader Roca ①
Alia Jordan Booth w
William Carson Boswell e
Calin Francis Bowen w
Richard Brock Bowen w
Sarah Katherine Boyle e
Ryan Edwin Bradham ①
Jakob W. Bradley e
Terrie J. Bradley ①
Todd Lashawn Bradley, Jr. ①
MacKenzie Ashlynn Bragg w
William Thomas Bragg w
Noah Andrew Brantley w
Emma Jayne Braxton w
Howard W. Breda III ①
Trevor Chandler Breedlove ①
Alecia Kirsten Breen e  ‡
Whitney Leigh Brewer w
Angelica Janae Brinson w
William D. Brodmann III e
Marissa Michelle Broner e
Ashley Nicole Brooks e
Brandon Taylor Brown ①
Christopher Patrick Brown e
Courtney Lynn Brown ①
Derneisha JuQuana Brown e
Eric M. Brown ①
Jade A. Brown e  ✢
Jasmine Alexia Brown e
Jena Renee Brown e
Kallie Nicole Brown w
Kyle Matthew Brown ①
Michael Garad Brown, Jr. e
Morgan Ashley Brown ①
Sesa Lee Brown e  ✢
Victoria Denise Brown e
Ian Jennings Bryant w  †
Jessica Danielle Bryant ①  ✢
Mallory Padgett Bryant ①
Alyssa Starr Buckmire e
Robert Charles Buczkowski w
Valeria Aurora Bueso 
Herrera ①  †
Brenna Frances Burke ①
Michael Tanner Burke ①
Travis Marlin Burkett w
Bryce Kenton Burns ①
Kevin Anthony Burns w
Kiara Atre Bush e  ✢
Madison Taylor Butler w
Ryan Pierre Cail ①  †
Connor James Caldwell e
Abigail Elaine Camp e
Mattie Weldon Cantrall ①  †
Dawson Chance Carey w
Robert Tristan Carlson w
Thomas Andrew Carlson e
Jonathon Bryant Carroll w
Charles Andrew Carson ①
Dasia Alexandra Carswell ①
Malory Briana Cartee w
Madison Marie Carter e
Mya K. Carter e
Spencer L. Carter e
William Timothy Carter, Jr. e
Jordan Lamarr Cathey e
Cory James Alan Caughron ①
Hope Elizabeth Renee Chalk w
Juana Veronica Chavez e
Nixivette Chavez 




Aaron Nathaniel Chick ①
Ethan M. Childers e
Calvin Mcgay Christopher e
Chance M. Churchwell e
David Dorin Cipleu ①  ✢
Dawon Wendell Clark ①
Brandon Scott Classon, Jr. w
David D. Claxton, Jr. ①  ‡
William Joseph Cliatt ①
Shaun Joseph Clifford ①
Jordyn Taylor Cobb w
Thomas Strickland Coffee w
Thomas C. Colardo-
Underwood ①
Caitlin Quinn Colbert w
Willard Thurman Collier e
Gracie Lee Collins w
William Tyler Collins e  ‡  ★
Matthew J. Connolly e
Brennan James Connor ①  ✢
Sarah Grace Conrady e
Tristen Hart Cook ①
Anndrea Dashanique Cooper w
Christopher Nathan Cope ①
Benjamin Thomas 
Cosby ①  ‡  ★
Cassie Victoria Cothern w
Ricky Edward Couey w
Cortney Ann Cox ①
Logan Ryan Craig e
Nicholas Alexander Craig e
Jaylen Micheala Cruz ①
Margaret Elizabeth Cryer ①
William Rainey Cullens ①
Alize D. Cummings e
Steven Andrew Curry w  †
Austin Trevor Dailey ①
John Patrick Daly, Jr. w
Iyanna Sharee Dandrea e
Dylan Joseph Daniel e
David M. Daniels e  ✢
James Brey Dansby e
Michael Graham Daprano w
Gabrielle M. Darr e  ‡
Josilynn Caye Dasher e
① = Spring 2020 w = Summer 2020 e = Fall 2020
Charles Nathan Davis ①
Cleve Eldridge Davis III e
Dustin Aaron Davis w
Gerard Kimmy Davis e
Jacob Allen Davis e
Jordan Nicholas Davis e
Matthew Charles Davis ①
Nicholas Benjamin Davis w
Zack C. Davis e
Katie Clarice Dawson e  ✢
Keith Bryan De Lima ①
Arianne Henriette 
Margaretha De 
Winter ①  †
Alyssa Ann Deckard ①
Anthony Phillip Delbrey e




Sophie M. Desola ①  †
Max D. Diplotti ①  ✢
Cameron Serge Dixon ①
Chris Wilfrid 
Djomou Nana e
Thu Thanh Do w
Hannah Brooke 
Dobson ①  †





Alexa Rae Dorminy w
Tanner S. Dorsey e
Patricia Dos Santos 
Fernandes e  ✢
Ava MaClay Dove ①  ✢
Megan Allana Dowdell ①
Zachary Drew Dowling w
Tre'on Jermal Dozier e
Logan Marie Drawdy e
Gabrielle Marie 
Ducheane e
Jack Logan Dudley e
Zachary Duke e
Madelynn Leslie Duncan ①
Ian Masahiro 
Kenta Dunston e
Claire Chance Durden w




Eichhorn ①  ✢
Takendra Arkissa English ①
John M. Eubanks w
Jackson King Evans e
Taija Ta'Mirra Faison e
Tanasia Alicia Faison ①  ✢
Elaina Rebecca Fears e
Daniel Franklin Feldman ①
Jacob Liam Figueroa e
Diego Finkelstein ①  ✢
Zachary Scott Fisher e
Sarah Ann Floyd ①
Nigel Alexander Flynn w
Ryan Kyle Fogg e
Justin David Foltz e
Shannon Michelle Foote e
Carrigan Nikea Ford e
Daniel Joseph Foster w
Wells S. Foust e
Victoria Grace Fox ①
Grace O. Franklin e
Taylor Nicole Franklin e
Jordan Taylor Free e
Anna Faith Freeman e
Mary P. Freeman ①  ✢
Mekhia' Adalis Freeman ①
Hayley Marie 
Fritch ①  †  ★
Mason Alexis 
Funderburke ①
Taylor Kathleen Gaddy ①
Aaron Nathaniel Galegor w





Noah Darius Gault ①  ✢
Megan Theresa Gavin ①
Rhett Clifford Gay e  ‡
Payton Gray Germany ①  †
Paul Gus Getsos e
Chandler 
Warren Gibbs I e
Anderson Lee Gibson e
Michael Brady Gibson w  ‡
Joshua Dale Gilliland w
Jessica Mallory Ginsburg e
Caitlyn N. Girardeau w
Kenneth Ryan Glover e  ‡
Turquoise 
Alexandria Godbolt ①
Joseph Paul Gogol e
Jose Lorenzo Gomez ①
Nicolas Juan Gomez w





Lyndsey Dawkins Gray e
Cameron Jamari Green e
Isaiah Gerod Green w
Jamal Amon Green w
Xenathia Xavier Green e
Taylor Anne Greene ①
Michael J. Greenlow e
Ashlyn Dianne Griffin ①
Ashton R. Griffith e
Chance Edward Griggs ①
Emily M. Guebert ①  †
Nallely Guevara ①  ✢
Tamia Reneé Gusby ①  †
Thomas M. Hadden II ①
Joshua Kyle Hagan e
Franklin Eugene 
Hagins IV e
Joshua William Haines e
Morgan Renee Hall w
Samil Julissa Hamilton ①
Molly Ann Hancock ①
Owen Henry Hancock ①
Peyton Ansley Hardin ①  ✢
Bryce C. Harnage w  ✢
Joshua 
Ehiosuomwan Harper w




Griffin J. Harris w
Malika D. Harris e
MeAnna Jastaysia 
Harris ①  ✢
Naomi Ruth Harris ①
Matthew Paul Harrison w
Cooper Bryant Hartley ①
Damon 
Anthony Haskett e
Austin Scott Haskins w
Richard Hermann 
Havighorst e
Seth Thomas Hawkins ①
Victoria Shay Healy w
Chandler Dese 
Henderson ①
Megan Nicole Henning w
Phillip Blanchard 
Henry III e
Taylor Natasha Henry w
Matthew John Henson e
Arthur Nicholas 
Hermanns e
Ian Edward Herndon e
Jordan Elizabeth Herring e
Kendall Lauren 
Herron w  †
Courtney Alexis Hewitt w
Jesus Antonio 
Heyer Yacaman w
Julian K. Hickox, Jr. ①
Cody J. Hill e
Terri Jamia Hill w
Zachary Taylor Hilson ①
Daakem D'Shawn Brian 
Hodge e  †
Morgan Herrington 
Hollomon w
Tiesha Rashay Holmes e
Brock Nixon Hooks e
Rebecca Bhen Hooper w
Sydney S. Horton w  ✢
Azia D. Houston w
William Austin Howell ①
David Stuart Hudgins e
Caleb Rucks Hudson e
Gavin Lavon Huff e
James Dalton Hughes w
Michaela Marie Hulihan ①
Darby Lynn Hulse e
Kameron A. Humphrey e
Denita Monei Husband ①
Ashtyn Pasko Hutchins e
Mitchell Cullen Hynes e
Oluwatise Ifidon e  †  ★
Linda Ijebuonwu ①
Leah Nicole Infinger ①
Drew Michael Ingram ①  †
Jaylian Irizarry-Valentin e
Clarence A. Jackson, Jr. ①
Elizabeth Blair Jackson ①
Haley Summer Jackson ①
Trevor Worden Jackson w
Malcolm Jamaal James ①
Peyton Garrett James ①  ✢
Cameron Jane 
Jannuzzo ①  †
Matthew Louis Janowitz w
Jordan Alexis Jeffers e
Rhys A. Jeffrey e
Alyssa Makenzie 
Jennings ①  ✢
Diana Stepheny Jimenez ①
Deborah Angelin 
Johnson ①  ✢  ★
Eddie Tavarius Johnson w
Joshua S. Johnson e
Koby Kennard Johnson w
ShaniQua Lizzelle-
Michelle Johnson w
Jordan Demetrius Jones ①
Kemara Nicole Jones e  ✢
Taylor Shirlene Jones w
William Perkins Jones ①
Otto Joslin IV w
Abby Caitlin Joyner ①  ✢
Johnson Njoroge Kamau e
Michael Colton Kay w
Madalynn Rose Keen ①
Taylor Renee Keeton e
Kolby Tyler Keim w
Ryan Cetron 
Markeith Kelley e
Brady Reid Kelly w  ✢
Dequan Jamarre Kemp e
Jordan R. Kendall w
Collin Robert Kennedy w
Joshua B. Kennington e
Katelyn Ivy Ketcham ①
Balaram Khara e
Kaelen Lang Kiefer ①
Christopher Allen Kieffer e
Kevin Jae Kim Gomez ①
Devin Lee King ①
Ebony Shantel King e
Nolan Charles King w
William E. Kirkland ①
Keeley Shae Klein e  ‡
Rutledge Allen Klein IV ①
Anne Marie Klopstock e
Alexandra Vivian 
Knapp ①  ✢
Kyle Allen Knauff ①
Aimee Michelle 
Knight ①  ‡
Michael Alexander 
Komornik e
Matthew Robert Korzik ①
Harrison Avery Kossover e
Alexander 
Michael Kraemer ①
Nickolas Ryan Kramer e
Niklas Sondre Kringlen ①
Derek Keith Krupp ①
Ashley Faith Kubel ①  †  ★
Javier Elias Lagos Janania e
Claire F. Lance e
Anna Marie Landrum w
Keri L. Lane ①
Thomas Connor Lawson e
Devontae Leville Leary e
Brandon I. Lee ①
Jacob David Lee ①
Jonathan William Lee e  ✢
Ricardo Daryl Lee III w
Robert Elvis Lee, Jr. e
Elizabeth Andrea Legg w
Kaylin McKenzie Leggett ①
Aidan T. Leicht w
Jelin H. X. Littman ①
Enyang Liu w  †
Pierce Douglas 
Livesay ①  ✢





James Edward Lusk ①
Clifford Lawrence Lynch w
Samuel Lyon ①  †
William 
Mcclain Maddox ①
Charlotte Maekelt ①  ✢
Coe Bransford Magruder e
Mary Claire Malarkey ①  †





Elijah Cole Manning ①
Joshua Adam Manning w
Spencer Thomas Manuel e
Lindsey Ann Mapes ①  †
Joseph Russel Marburger ①
Mallory Ann 
Markham ①  ✢
Hannah Jane Marsha ①  ✢
Brent Logan Martin, Jr. w
Kaylyn Martin e
Malori L. Martin e
Scott B. Martin ①
Wesley Petersen Martin e
Maygen Nikole 
Martinez ①  ‡  ★
Sara Elizabeth Masler w  ‡
Cody Brooks Mason ①
Xavier Stefan Mason e
Andrew Douglass Massey e
Sydney Logan Massey w
Andrew Cody Mathis ①
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Keyanna Jamiah Mathis ①
Kara Renee Maxwell w
Rebecca Marie May e
Weslyn Taylor Mays e
Michael Eldridge McAlvin ①
Robert Brannen McBride w
Vincent Henry McCarthy e
Dylan Joseph McCloud ①  ✢
Houston Parker Mcclurkan w  ‡
John Hampton Mcconnell w
Nicole Kay Mccormick w
John Hollis McCullars ①
Murphy Carter McCullough ①
Sydney C. Mcdaniels w
Noah I. McDonald e  †
Robert Wendell McDonald III ①
Kelsie A. Mcgregor e
Kayla Beth Mcmanus ①  †
André Lancus McNeil, Jr. ①
Jerrika J. McRae e
Sierra Nicole Mcwhirter w
Hamilton Vincent Mebius w
Paul Kennedy Medard ①
Richard Alan Meguiar III w
Shanti Esi Mensah ①  ✢
Christian Marsh Merrill w
Mark Allen Michaud ①
Maizy Hannah Miles ①
Sarah Bethany Miles e  ✢
Christopher Michael Miller e
Jason Freddie Miller w
Mackenzie Z. Miller w
Ariana Danielle Milligan w
Cameron Isaiah Mincey w
Madison Alexandra Mitchell w
Peyton B. Mitchell w
Brock Daniel Mixon w
Austin Michael Mohr ①
Tyler Montour w
Charlotte A. Moody e
Dawanna Marie Moore e
James Larry Moore, Jr. ①
Jasmine Keirra Moore e
Jaylen M. Moore w
Parker William Moore e  †
William Craig Moore e
William Patton Moore e
Sergio Alexander Morales ①
Yilnette Nairim Morales Núñez ①  ‡
John William Moreau e
Miguel A. Moreno ①
Alyssa Samara Morgan ①  †
Breoshni Teona Morris ①
John Luke Morris e  †
Sarah Katherine Morton w  †
Brandon Randolph Moulder ①
Danielle Cassie Murphy ①
Merabu Nagwandala e
Rebecca Nicole Nagy e  †
Ryan David Neal e
Brenden Ray Negrette e
Lane Thomas Neidlinger ①
Rodrick Javarus Nelson ①
Elizabeth Kay Nemecek ①
Ranisha Shante Newbold e
Brooks Robert Newton ①
Camden Creel Nguyen w
Zachary Jon Nilsson e
Tristan Blake Nobles e
Joseph David Noffsinger ①
Alvin Rashaad Norris w
Alyssa Rashaan Norris w
Riley J. Norton ①
Josh Kavanaugh Nourse ①
Chukwudi Chijioke Nwachukwu e
Chukwudi G. Nwakor e
David Alan Oare w
Colin O'Connor ①
Carly Lorrayne Ogle ①
Ebere Emmanuel Ohaya e
Shannon Elizabeth O'Neal e  ✢
Rayman Matthew O'Neill e
Ana Godeleba Ortiz-Contreras e  ‡
Emily Rosemary Osborn w
Jamelia S. Owens e
Adam Kenneth Page e
Alexis Cristine Parent e
Asia Jessie Parker ①
Christin Lynn Parker e
Clayton Phillip Parker ①
Mary Mcraven Parker ①
Carlos Mauricio Parodi 
Lainez ①  †  ★
Sidney Parker Parrish w
Derrick Jerome Parsons ①
Dipiksha Patel w
Jay Kalpesh Patel e
Raj Dineshbhai Patel w
Shivani Patel w
James Ross Patton e
Jordan Daniel Payne w
Michael Keaton Pearson e  ✢
Sydney Leigh Peavy e  †
Robert L. Pechin e
Carlisha Jaquetta Perry e
Dallas Joseph Perry e
Brian Alexander Peters e
Avery Gleen Phillips ①
James Asher Podsiadlo w
Charles Edward Pokorny V w
Brandon R. Popham w
Abigail Johanna Post e
Lubenian A. Powell, Jr. e
Amy Lauren Presley ①
Taylor Coleman Prince ①
Ashley Madison Prosser ①
Adam J. Puckett ①  ✢  ★
Johnathan Blake Quick e
Madison Elizabeth Quinn e
Courtney Lee Quivelli w  ✢
Samantha Madison Rahn ①
Suraj Rath e
Ryan C. Redding ①
Carlee Rene Redko ①
Catherine Reece e
Jeffrey Clay Reeves, Jr. e
Kendall Elizabeth Reganall w
Kristen Marie Register ①  ✢
Nathaniel H. Rehberg e
Carolyn Jean Repasky w
Sean Nicholas Repasky w
Dylan Anthony Reyna ①
David Reed Reynolds ①
Kevin Patrick Rezac w
Jacob Michael Rhodes e
Nicholas James Rice ①
Taylor Christine Richard e
John Ray Riddle ①
Warren Christopher Riley e
Elva Sofia Rios ①  ‡
Michael Alexander Rivera e  ‡
Jacorey T. Rivers e
Macall Anna Rivers e  ‡
Kolby H. Robbins w  †
Matthew David Roberson ①
Taylor Lindsey Robins e  ‡
Austin C. Robinson ①
Karina Rodriguez e
Jose Mario Rodriguez Sobrado w
Cole Thomas Rogers e  ✢
Dalton Carlton Rogers e
Kali Berlin Rogers ①
Mitchell James Roland w
Oceanna LeShae Roshak e
Bryce Christian Ross ①
Catherine Ashley Ross e  ✢
Jaquitta Sophia Ross e
Sophie Isabelle Rouaud w  †
Christopher Shane Rouse ①
Ryder Stacey Rouse ①
Kelly Carter Rowland ①
Ryan Wyatt Ruarks e
Brieghton James Rumell w  ✢
Ross Andrew Rush e
William Reid Rushing ①
LaDaisha Shantia Russell w
Benedict Joel Sabillo e
Macy Lauren Salisbury w
Kelsey Brooke Salmon e
William C. Sammons III e
Catrell Patrick Sampson e
Julian Sanchez, Jr. ①
Preston Derek Sands ①  ✢
Rachel Emerson Saville ①  ✢
Catherine Saxton e  ✢
Carley Ann Saye w
Abrom J. Scales e
Madison A. Scapin e
Hannah Elizabeth Schmidt e
Holden G. Schneider e
Korey Laverne Schuetz e
Carson Dale Schurman e
Connor Fleming Scott w
Raya E'mon Scott w
Renee Ann Scrybalo ①
Michael Samuel Segerman ①
Hayla Nicole Seitz ①
Eden Rose Semel w
Catherine Mckenzie Semple e
Morgan Elizabeth Settle e  ‡
Ananda Danielle Shade w
Devang Shah ①
Antonio Latron Shanks, Jr. ①
Arquavius Joncory Sherman ①
Katera Alexis Shields w
Victoria Marie Shields e
Sean Kevin Simmons ①
Alex Mitchell Simon ①
Jordan H. Sims ①
Michael Isaiah Singleton e
Zachary R. Sloop e
Megan Small e
Alexa Brianna Smith ①
Ally Alexis Smith e
Daeja Florencia Smith ①
Dylan Mills Smith w
Elizabeth W. Smith ①  ✢
Frederick Rashad Smith ①
Jabre Quan Smith w
Jonathan Cole Smith e
Kane Smith e
Levi Alston Smith w
Najee Miko Smith w
Natalie Grace Smith e
Tyler Anthony Ward Smith e
Brian Robert Smoak ①
Abigail Cheyenne Smythe ①
Sholonda Deme'trius Snell w
Ryan Jacob Sonnenburg ①
Syrus D. Sororian e
Jose Salvador Soto Martinez ①  †
Austin C. Spade ①
Cameron Jeffrey Speakes ①
Nicholas Richard Spencer ①
Jack William Speyer ①
Conner Ross Staton e
Christian Joseph Stephens w
Turner Paul Stephenson e
Cody Tyler Stilwell w
Sterling Alizabeth Stipe w
Garrett Scott Stokes w
Gregory Braxton Stolz e
John Goss Stone IV w
Cole Leighton Storey e
Milton Ray Stringer w
Brandon Kareem Stripling w
Kristin Chere Strother ①
Laura J. Stuart ①
Cameron Michelle Styer w
Jesus Santiago Suarez Rivas ①  ‡
Catherine Marie Sullivan w  ✢
Walker Cole Summers e
Jake Ryan Sunday ①
Samuel Alan Surrency w
Dylan R. Suttles ①
Brittni Demetria Lalaynia Swain w
Graycen A. Tanner w
Chandler Ross Tate ①  ✢
Alexandra Taylor e
Andrew Knight Taylor w
Austin Keith Taylor e
Cylricka Bethany Taylor ①
Leilani J. Taylor-Thompson e
Dylan Avery Teilhaber e
Maura F. Tereniak ①
Tiger Connie Thitakham w  †
William Matthew Thomas e
Morgan Paige Thompson ①
Ryan Louis Thompson w
Chazz Brewer Tillman e
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Hannah Catherine Tobin ①
Angela Tobo e  ‡
Samuel Enrique Torres e
Evan Garrett Townsend w
Ryan J. Tracy e
Donzell Jalen Tull ①
Carly M. Turner ①  ✢
Ryan Elizabeth Tuten ①
William Raleigh Twibell ①
Timothy Allen Vaigneur ①
Nicholas Van Gundy w
Sean-Michael Anthony 
Van Whervin e
Lauren E. Vandiver w
Coleman Mitchell Vann w  †
Jacquelyn E. Varney ①  †
David Michael Vaughn w  ★
Jordan Marie Vaughn e
Lesley Velez ①  ✢
Tyler Vick ①  ✢
Donna Parzan Villadar ①  ✢
Kamryn Alyssa Vinson w  †
Ryan Robert Vogel e
Matthew Crowley Voight w
Brian Douglas Voigt ①
Thomas Christopher Voith, Jr. ①
Daniel Leverett Vos e
George Emmett Wade IV w
James Austin Wagner ①  ★
Hollis Marie Waldron w
Aaron James Walker e
Ashley Janay Walker e
Griffin Lindsay Walker ①
Haylee Elizabeth Walker e  ‡  ★
Sander Lervik Wang ①  ✢
Perry J. Ward e
Jared Thomas Warren ①  ‡
Conner James Washer w
Brady Christopher Watkins w
Caroline Elyse Watson w
Drew Hester Watson w
Keshawna L. Watson e
Josef Ryan Webb e
Jonah Walter Weed e
Garret Walter Weeks, Jr. e
Joel Donald Weidhaas w
Patrick D Welch e
Mikell Randall Wheeler w
Eric J. White ①
John David White w
Kinsley Reanna White w
Woodley Alexcia White e
Samuel James Whitehead w
Preston Bryce Whitney e
Alissa C. Whittacre ①
Tayler Megan Wickham ①
Gannon Randall Wiley e
Seth Miller Wilkes e  †
Olivia Marie Wilkins ①
Alana Sophia Williams w
Darryl Justice Williams w
Jonathan Caleb Williams ①
LaTefa Kiara Shonte Williams w
Lindsey N. Williams w
Robert Alexander Williams e
Colton Wilbert Williamson ①  ✢
Kayla Simone Williams-Pope w
David Alejandro Wolozny 
Alvarenga e
Randall Cole Wood e
Bridgette Marie Wooden e
Bradley Keith Woods w
Emily Christina Wright ①
Kiyana Davonta Wright ①
Rodney Chantee Wright ①
William Candler Wright w
Mark Alan Yeager e
Cami Blayne Young w
Jonathan D. Young ①
Lunden Payne Young w
JianJie Zheng e  ✢
Griffin Ty Ziegler e
Bachelor of Science in 
Business Economics
Ariel Lacasse Arocha ①  †
Aja Lee Blankenship ①
Cody Lee Brister ①
Eudora Radon Bryant w
Harrison Thomas Crawford ①
Evan William Cubbedge w
McKenna Celeste Cummings e
Nicholas Joseph Dabit ①
Vincent Chase D'Alto ①
Robert W. Dunn, Jr. ①
Jerrell Taylor Eiland e
Binh Thanh Hoang ①  †
Nathan Aaron Insel ①  †
Justin Taylor Kimbel ①
Madison Kishun ①  ✢
John Joseph Lyons II w
Edward Clifford Maddox, Jr. ①  ✢
Jansen Ivon Martinez e
Zachary Dean Naspinski w
Sergio Morelos Ortiz, Jr. ①  ‡
Alicia Laiken Owens ①
ChaRhonda TaShawn Robinson e
Zachary Lamar Sanders ①
Stephen Tyler Schiffman e  ✢
Matthew R. Seay ①
Syrus D. Sororian e
Jasmine Trejo ①  ✢
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COLLEGE OF SCIENCE  
AND MATHEMATICS
Associate of Science
Jerome Bell, Jr. e
Melissa Elaine Brown e
Taylor Ann Golden e
Damaris Alexandra Guzman e
Benjamin Delaware 
Pride Jones e
Michael Charly Theilig e
Africa Ebony Wells e  ✢
Bachelor of Arts
Sofia Leann Aguilar ①  ✢
Phinehas Curtis Belleh ①
Brinley Grace Bowen w
Dejhanera Aerial Brown e
Sarah Katherine Cheek ①  ✢
Bo Nathaniel Culjan ①
Walker Rose de la Torre ①  ✢
Nancy Guadalupe Duarte ①
Amanda Andrea Evans ①
Tavonnia Emanie Fisher ①
Emma Rose Garcia ①  ✢  ★
Gaston McKay Gathers w
Rachel Leann Gleaton e
Lana Jean Gonzales w
Tyren Mctwain Grantham e
Rahjahn Dyron Tyshir Hicks w
Wyndi Kathleen Kappes w
Maxwell Allen Linder ①
Brandon Michael Long ①
Cedrik Kilian Meyer ①
Heather Leigh Romage w
Alexis Nicole Rowell e
Josue H. Santiago-velez III e
Lauren Nicole Shipman ①
Sarah Morgan Strickland w
Keegan Alexander Thomas w
Bailey Evyn Williams ①  ✢
Bachelor of Science
Devin Aili Abbott w  †
Olamide Okikiola Adebayo e
Patrick Todd Allen ①
Zachary R. Allen ①
Sarah Elizabeth Alley ①
Kiara Lindsay 
Ampuero Cerdan ①
Travis Curtis Anderson ①  ‡  ★
Dixie Leigh Armstrong ①
Kristin L. Bailey e  ✢
Hailey E. Baker ①  †  ★
Jacques Toshon-Lael Baker ①
Charles Robert Barton ①
John Derek Barton e
Joseph Gregory Bazemore ①
Avery Scott Beacham e  †
Lauren Alene Beasley ①  †
Parker Ross Beaupre ①
Adam Tyler Belote e
Nicholas David Benton e
Alden C. Bernitt e
Clay A. Blanton ①
Benjamin S. Bly ①  †
Anna Marie Bodolosky ①  ‡
Jade Boehmer e
Austin Taylor Bonacci e
Daylon L. Bonner e
Lucia Veronica 
Josephine Botnaru ①
Tristan Alexander Bourdon ①
Sarah Faye Bradley w
Steven Carlton Bragg ①
Cecilia Rhonda Broadnax e
Kayla Alexandria Brooks e
Amanda Elizabeth Brown e
Gwendolyn Alexis Brown ①
Trenton Joseph Brown e
Zachary Louis Brown e  ‡
Maria Alexandra Bryan ①
Quinton Marcel Bryant ①
Ta-Tyonna D. Buck ①
Sabrina Lang Bui e
Kendra Joy Burrow ①
Camilla Jaid Burt ①
Evan Doyle 
Butterworth ①  ‡  ★
Zariah Monique Cain e
Carl Alexander Camacho w
Daniel David Campbell ①
Mackenzie Rae Campbell ①
Andrew Dakota Carroll w  ✢
Kayden Elizabeth Carter w  ✢
Miranda Irene Carter w
Michara Chataigne e  ‡
Chase T. Clark ①  ‡  ★
Conner Ellsworth Clark ①  ‡  ★
Keambra Shakia Cody e
Chabier Divine 
Coleman e  †  ★
Erika Conti e
Katelyn Ashley Cook ①
Brittany Morgan Cooper ①
Ben Allen Cope ①
Baylie N. Cowart ①
Madison Lynn Coyne ①
Janae Amber Culmer e
Logan Autry Cumbaa ①  †
Katherine Lawrence Curran ①
John W. Cutt w  ✢  ★
Kimberly Cuttle e
Yvonne David w
Markiyah Imani Davis e
Ellington Grace Day w  †
Raven Trania Dean w  †
Isaiah Jordan Deane w
Tori Dawn Defoe ①
Megan Brianna Dempsey ①  ✢
Caitlin E. Dewlen e
Kayla Delyn Dickerson e
Hanna Rene Diemer e
Shanelle Dominique Dillon ①
Sydney Doe w
Davis Armand Doss w
Cameron Grace Driskell ①  †  ★
Kyle Raleigh Durham ①
Kareem El-Hadi ①
Hazel Odette Elias Diaz e
Isaac Cain Elrod e
Destiny Udeme Ettang ①
Rebekah Lee Evans ①
Tyler James Evans ①  ✢
Nicholas Robert Everhard w  ✢
Dubem Victor Ezechukwu I e
Klai'shon Latrice Fambrough ①
Mira Sophia Fazzah w
Robert James Fenney ①
Pasquale Ferraro ①
Emily Leah Fischer w
Carl Henry Fleischer III ①  ✢
Abigail Marie Floyd ①  †
Zorah Kierra Fluker e
Juliana Prioleau Forio e
Shelbe Tamia Fowler ①
Travis Jason Gabbidon ①
John Samuel Gadalla ①
Helene Hoong Tin Gao e  ‡
Melodie Ambre Gapac ①  ✢
Christian Bishop Gibbs ①  †
Alejandra Gonzalez Galan w  †
Allen Jacob Gordon w
Cari Elyn Graham ①  †
Kontar T.J. Green e
Alexis June Gresham ①
Hannah Rebekah 
Grimes ①  †  ★
Sara Jane Gronau ①
Steven Michael Group ①
Nicole M. Gualtieri ①  †
Aron Guerrero ①  †
Clark Hall ①  ‡  ★
Hailey Marie Hargis ①  ✢
Alexa Jewell Harig e
Arnetta Monique Harris w
Derek Thomas Harrison e
Julius James Hart, Jr. ①
Arneshia Tatiyana 
Henderson ①  †
Jamie Ryann Heninger ①  †  ★
William Russell Hicks ①
Jamilah Patrice Hilliard e
Nathan Miles Hoadley ①  †
Katie L. Hodges ①
Christopher Thomas 
Holbrook I e
Ansley Brooke Holland e  †
Lakisha Evette Holmes ①
Taylor Christian Hood ①  †
Andrew David Horton ①  †
Victoria Kendal Howell ①
Justin Matthew Hughes w
Allen Perry Hulette ①
Victoria Teresa Hull w
Demetrius A. Hurst, Jr. ①  †  ★
Emily Lauren Hurst ①
Jolene Marlette Jackson e
Safiyyah Madina Jefferson w
The College of Science and 
Mathematics (COSM) strives 
for excellence and innovation 
in undergraduate and graduate 
research, teaching practice and 
service to our community. Our 
College is a leader in producing 
graduates to meet tomorrow’s 
challenges. Across three campuses, 
COSM boasts state-of-the-art 
teaching and research labs, an 
aquatics lab, two microscopy 
suites, a mass spectrometry suite 
and additional instrumentation 
necessary to support our faculty 
members’ diverse research interests 
and facilitate their numerous 
collaborations. COSM students can 
earn degrees in biology, chemistry 
and biochemistry, geology and 
geography, mathematical sciences, 
and physics and astronomy.
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Ricky Jamell Jerido, Jr. e
Alejandra Jimenez Cotto e
Noah Gentry Johns e  ✢
Qourtney Michele Johnson e  †
Savannah Joy Johnson ①
Kyle Ethen Jorgensen e
Jolie Kahn-Foss ①
Maria Kauz ①  ‡
Altin Jaquez Kearson ①
Loni Noelle Keller w
Heather Renee Kelley ①
Kaitlyn Nicole Kelly ①
Lauren Elizabeth Kendall w  †
Arianna Andraya Kendrick ①
William Richards Kendrick, Jr. ①  ‡
Annelise Uenmi Kim w  †  ★
Winnie Kingsley ①  ✢
Sarah J. Kistner ①
Brian Jacob Kohler w  †  ★
Rosemary Pines Kramer w
David Alcott Lacombe, Jr. w
George S. Lambert e
Catherine Maryanne Larkin ①
Gianni Larkins ①  †
Emilee Martha Larson e  †
Hall Martin Lauer w
Jonathan Tyler Lavelle e
Destini Elise Lawson ①
Nadou Georgia Lawson ①  †
Isaiah K. Leach ①
DeJah Breshay Lee e
Yakavian Quevan Lee e
Avery Robert Lehane ①
Isabelle Crockett Lennon ①  †
Alexandra Hope Lessnau ①  †
Brandon M. Lewis w
Bryan Wade Lewis w  ✢
Tacarie Lewis w
Thomas Stephen Little ①
Madison Celeste Logan e
Elizabeth Loos ①
Elizabeth Loos ①
Dayne Matthew Lundgren e
Anna Louise Lunsford ①
Samantha Strayed MacGuire ①
Neil Christian Picardal Madrid e
Joseph Thien Mai e  ✢
Sasha Adaiah Mainer e  †
Kelly Lee Marden e  ‡
Nicholas A. Markowich ①  ‡  ★
Madison Ann Mazrek w
Keegan Shea Mccarthy ①
Samuel Dean McCaskill ①
Amber T. McClarty w
Jonathon D. McCracken w  ✢
Robert Mason McGeehan e
Malainha Tyronei McKinney e  ✢
Abigail Grace McNamee ①  ‡  ★
Lauren Elizabeth McNure e  †
Julia Marie McPherson w
Nasah C. Menard e
Christine Marie Mendez-Childers e
Tierra L. Middlebrooks w
Chelsea Nicole Miller w
Courtney Ann Miller ①
Eli Cameron Miller ①  †
Loy McClain Mitcham e
Andrew C. Mixson ①  ✢  ★
Kiana Candice Moncur ①  †
Keri Victoria Monteleone ①  ✢
Ellunde Isis Montgomery ①
Joshua David Gideon Moore ①
Mikayla Lee Moore w
Nicholas Christian Moore ①  †
Riley Alyssa Moore e  ‡
Leslie Carson Morgan w
William James Morgan w
Allison Michael Morris ①
Samera Lemma Mulatu ①  ★
Colleen Paige Mullally w  ✢
Meredith Cathleen Murphy e
Brandon Wesley Murray w
Jeremiah Malik Murray ①
Tessa Jane Murrell ①  ✢
Morgan Valerie Myers e
Savannah Gayle Myers ①  †
Kasey-Lee Jeanette Neal e  ‡
Selena Rose Neilko e  ✢
Lynn Duy Nguyen ①
Phuong Pham Dong Nguyen ①  †
Tammy Nguyen ①
Tahirah Aziza Nimi ①  ✢
Brandon W. Nobles e
Dylan Aaron Norris ①
Megan C. Nussbaum ①
Megan Merkel O'Connor ①  †  ★
Oluwaseyitan Victoria Oloyede e
Sana Ziad Omar e  ‡  ★
James A. Orgeron ①
Charles Zachary Palmer w
Daron Duane Palmer w
Evan M. Palmer ①
Emily Rose Parker ①  ✢
Ellie Naomi Parrish e
Deep Kantibhai Patel e
Krishnakumari N. Patel e  †
Shivani Patel ①  ‡
Shubham N. Patel e
Hannah Ruth Paulson e
Amber M. Payne e
Manswell Tabor Peterson II e
Avery Ori Phillips ①
Chris Justin Pintro ①
Nala S. Pittman e
Monaye Latrece Pollard e
Brett Popov ①
Grace E. Powers ①  ‡  ★
Cody R. Prentiss e  †
Tyler Joseph Prevatt ①
Caitlin Elizabeth Putnam ①
Alexander Huang Quach e  ✢
Maira Ramirez ①  †
Omar Ramirez-Cortes ①  ✢
Jasmine Shawnta Redmond ①
Cally Lea Reed ①
Elizabeth Lenora Sorrow 
Riegner e  †
Ashleigh Victoria Riggs ①
Hannah M. Riley e
Sarah Rivenburgh w
Daliza N. Rivera-Matos w
Rae'Jean De'Andrea Roberts e
Ayanna Jamyila Robinson ①
Isaac Maxwell Robnett e
Jakob B. Romberg e
Sierra Kathryn-Christi Rothbarth w
Rachael Osborn Rozelle ①
Timdarius Miketavius Rucker e
Jordan A. Ruff e
Gianna Nicole Ruiz ①
Morgan Elizabeth Rushing ①
Jarrett Wayne Russell ①
Samantha Caitlin Ryan w
Michael Saint Jean ①  ✢
Gwyn Hailey Salguero w
Myisha Annise Samuel w  ✢
Alexis D. Sanchez w  †
Danielle T. Sanchez w  ‡
Emily G. Sapp ①
Christina Lynn Sartain ①  ★
Sami Maria Scott ①  †
Courtney E. Sellers ①  ✢
Nicole Soraya Selman w
Jaritza Serrano ①  †
Darilyn Danielle Sharpe ①
Jon-Fredrick T. Sherman e
Briana Alysia Shoffner w
Hannah Marie Shores e
Leah Deanne Shumate e
Luis Simon w
Alexis R. Simpson e
Jaycie Ann Sittig ①
Amanda Lauren Bennington Slago ①
Tynika Rashinique Smallwood ①
Dylan Alexander Smeyne ①  ‡  ★
Kacey Brooke Smith ①  ✢
Kristen Makaila Smith ①
Miranda Clare Smith ①  †  ★
Molly McCain Smith ①
Pressley Brooke Smith w
Sage Clifford Smith ①  ✢
Shayla Renea Smith e
Ashleigh Margaux Solheim ①  ‡  ★
Tatianna Dominique Solorio w
Alfredo Ramos Soriano, Jr. w  ✢
Peyton Alan Sorrell e
Derek Osbourne Spencer e
Dylan Austin Stanley ①
Sarah Elizabeth Stephen e
Alexis Delacia Denise Stewart w
Kaitlyn Ann Stonecash e
Claudia Reyd Strickland ①  ✢
Heath E. Suich ①
Stephen Michael Sullivan V w
Jayson Taft Sutton ①
Austin Bradley Swanson w
Arianna Shantell Sykes e
Robin Michael Tanaka Blitch ①  ‡
Alexus Nichole Taylor w
Nathan C. Teachey ①
Amanda Rae Thomas w  ✢
Brycen Scott Thompson ①
Skylar Jewel Thornton e
Katie Nicole Threatt e
Olivia Lauren Tilley e  ✢
Jarrod Brooke Trinque ①
Brookner Kimberly Trouten ①
Erica Undrea Turner ①
Dylana Lashawn Tyson ①
Nikita Ukhov e
Melody Simone Vail w
Michaella A. Valkenaar e  ‡
Alexandra K. Van Alstine ①
Ashley Nicole Vaughn e
Katherine Lamkin Verboom ①  ‡  ★
Jordan Kimbrell Verdi ①  ✢
Gabrielle Kay Vigh ①  ‡
Laurie Lynne Villamor ①  ‡
Elizabeth Marie Vinson e  †
Quinn Lamar Wakely e
Austin W. Walden e  ‡
Christopher Chad Walker ①
Reilley C. Walker ①
Cecil Gannon Walters ①
Hannah Christine Walton ①
Kyla Jade Ward ①
Iva G. Watkins ①
Asia Amani Watson e
Rachel Ann Watson ①
Ian Blake Weiss ①
Sydney Diana Welch ①  †
John Wesley White III ①
Emily Renee Wiggins e  †
Angelica Williams e
Ian L. Williams w  ✢
Joe Henry Williams, Jr. ①  †
Ranika La'Shay Williams ①
Sheri J. Williams w
Tony L. Williams, Jr. w
ZaMya Da'Shay Williams e  ✢
Andrien Karen Wilson e  ‡
Brooklyn Wilson e
Diana Christine Wilson ①  †  ★
Harrison A. Wilson w
Elaine Elizabeth Wood ①  †
Blake Lloyd Winston Woods III ①
Amy Mae Wyatt e
Kim Jade Wycherley e
Paul A. Yarborough, Jr. ①
Tarah Jane Yared ①  ✢  ★
Sarah Elizabeth Zahm e
Sierra Elizabeth Zelaya e
Larson G. Zettler ①  ‡ 
Bachelor of Science in Biology
Jacob G. Carter ①  
COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS
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COLLEGE OF ARTS  
AND HUMANITIES
As the College of the Creative Mind, 
the College of Arts and Humanities 
seeks to develop students who have 
a passion for learning and a desire 
to understand their world, both past 
and present. The College promotes 
high academic performance and 
empowers students to develop 
their analytical, creative and 
communication skills. A pillar of the 
academic foundation of Georgia 
Southern University, the College 
plays a central role in every student’s 
core of knowledge. It has a solid 
reputation as a national contributor 
to furthering arts and humanities 
and is committed to preparing 
each student to be a responsible 
global citizen.
Associate of Arts
Kassidy Elizabeth Fikes w
Tonya L. Harvey-Mckinsey ①
Landin Jacob Jackson e  †




Ariyonu Renee Moss e
Scott Patrick Todd e
Associate of Science
Teslynn Elle Albrecht w  ‡
Lynette Leann Brown w  ✢
Shane P. Hayward II ①
Meredith Haylee Jones ①
Courtney Nicole Kuelling ①  †
Jonathan Jason Lee ①
Kierra Denise Wells ①
Bachelor of Arts
Gabrielle A. Abbott w  ✢
Caleigh Nicole Anderson e
James Luther 
Anderson III e  ✢
Amanda Jordan Sorrells 
Anderson w
Lauron Ashlee Crum 
Anderson ①  ✢
Sarah L. Anderson w  ✢
Caitlin Marie Annunziata w
Cassandra Michelle Arbuckle e
Sylvia Magdalena Asmar e  ‡
Jonathan Barrett Baker w
Elaine Margaret Ball ①  ‡
Genevieve Banach e
Blakeley Anne Bartee ①  †
Veronica A. Beall w
Bryan Jacob Bell ①  ‡
Jacob Tanner Bell ①
Andrew Cole Benson ①  ✢
Ryan Thomas Beverly ①
Patrick Wayne Bordelon, Jr. w
Rachel Borkowski e
Matthew Clark Boyd w
Catherine Alice Bradley w
Carrick T. Brennan e
Colin Patrick Brister e
Brittany Nicole Brown e
Chad Joseph Burch ①
Kelly Grace Burns e  †
Mery Francisca 
Camacho-Perez ①
Thomas Scott Capper e
Elizabeth B. Chemey ①  ‡
Annie McLarin Childress ①
Jonathan Reed Clark ①
Michael Chase Coleman ①
Spencer MacKenzie Collins e
Hannah Elizabeth 
Conway e  †  ★
Nora Catherine Cook e
Sierra Morgan Cornell ①
Lily B. Couldridge w  ‡
Bruce Henry Crosby e  ‡  ★
Ashlin Skye Cross ①
Thomas J. Curran e  ‡
Tyler Gregory Daubard w
Christina Elizabeth Davis e
Ken Antonio Davis-Kuvach ①
Necole Tashawn Deloach e  ‡
David R. Dhanraj ①
Samuel Eugene Diederich e
Emily Marie Dietrich e  ‡  ★
Allyson Paige Dillard e
Mary Lucile Dillard e
Joseph L. Dixon III e
Carter Drake w
Cameron Grace 
Driskell ①  †  ★
Caden G. Dulmage e
Charles Waymon Dumas III w
Rubin Fergerson IV w  ✢
Justyn Bryant Ferguson e
Stefani T. Flanagan w
Aaliyah C. Fleming ①
Michael K. Fleming, Jr. e
Rachel Victoria Forehand e
Bodie L. Fox e  ‡  ★
Shelby Jean Gaines e
Elissa Katelin Gasper ①  †
Cassandra Elizabeth 
Gauthier e
Rachel Leann Gleaton e
Christopher Brian 
Godbee w  ✢
Tiana Allen Gordon ①
Kathryn Lee Grafton ①  ✢
Clayton Nathaniel Grant ①
Eric Jennings Greenhaw e  ✢
Hannah Marie Groff e  †
Dylan Lee Guilmette w
Kara Elise Guthrie ①  ★
Josten Vontez Hall e
Yakirra Shantiece Hall e
Kyra N. Hammond ①  ✢
Cassandra Michelle 
Hankin ①  †  ★
Chandler Lillian Hanton ①  †
William Cody Harpe ①  ✢
Dawnesha Monea 
Harrington ①
Rachel E. Hartmann ①  †
Lee Ann Hitt e  ★
Samuel Ethan Hobbs ①  ‡  ★
Rusanna Hollowell ①  ‡
Amina Aisha Horan ①
Erykah Devenair Hoskins ①
Cheyenne L. Huggins e  ✢
Lawson Montgomery 
Humphries ①  ✢
Abigail R. Hutcheson ①  ‡
Oluwatise Ifidon e  †  ★
Kendra Joelle Ivy e
Lance Glenn Jackson ①
Haley Austing Johnson ①
Jessica Abeni Johnson ①
Nadira Rachelle Johnson ①  ✢
Ira M. Jones II e
Kali H. Jones ①  ✢
Sarah Alexander Kenady e
Melanie Rose Kesler ①
Conner Jacob Kirsch e  ‡
Lane S. Knight e  †
Sarah Elizabeth  Knowles ①  ✢
Isabelle Shea Kovacs ①  †
Amanda Bobbi Lamb e
Anna Kate Lanier ①  ✢
Alexus M. Litchfield ①  †
Torrey Wade Long II ①
Rebecca Grace Loury e
Michael Thomas Maher ①
Maya Jane Malins w  ‡
Dejah C. Mapp e
Kara Renee Maxwell e
Kellyn Blair McClure e
Jonathon D. McCracken w  ✢
Demetrius Jamal Middleton e
Lila Arlene Miller e
Caniece Lenae Mitchell w
Tracey LaShea Mitchell ①
Raymond Robert Molina ①
Hailey Erin Molloy e
Susan McElroy Montanari e  †
Emmanuel G. Moreland ①  ‡
Joseph Andrew Moreno w
McKenna Kay Myers ①  †
Van Irwin Neeley e
Selena Rose Neilko e  ✢
Allen Wade Nelson e
Sarah Nata' Nesbit e
Emily Savannah Nipper w  ✢
Cailin A. O'hern w
Kera Amanda Olsen e
Haley Elizabeth 
Osborne ①  ‡  ★
Caroline Judith-
Diane Pace ①  †
Zachary F. Padilla ①
Laura Elizabeth Parker ①  †
Brittany Consuela Payne e
Darianne J. S. Perez ①  †
Summer Elizabeth Sexton ①
Charles F. Petrea ①
Abriel D'Shunta Pleasant ①
Casey William Pope ①
Zachery Noah Rahn ①  ✢
Jannie Nicole Reed e
Isabel R. Reuter e
Meghan Elizabeth Revell ①  ‡
Tralen K. Rhone ①
Jamel Omari Richardson e
Addie Elizabeth Ricketson ①
Quentin Isaiah Rivers e
Nathan Alexander Robards w
Davon Robinson e
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Johnathan Robles Rodriguez w  ‡
Johanna Caitlyn Rodges w
Asia M. Rogers-Lee ①
Jameson Maeghan Roitzsch w  †
Brenda Rojo-Cruz e  ‡
Austin Taylor Salazar ①
Nadia Patrice Sampson ①
Ashley Cheyenne Sanders ①  ‡
Kirkland Chase Sanders ①
Savannah Lin Savage-
Johnson e  ✢  ★
Narayan James Saviskas, Jr. w  †  ★
Benjamin C. Schriefer e
Ian Z. Sheppard ①  †  ★
Myron D'andre Simmons, Jr. w
Amber Nicole Smith ①  ‡
Daniel Duane Smith ①
Elizabeth W. Smith ①  ✢
Michael Leon Smith e  †
Pressley Brooke Smith w
Julia Ann Snow ①
Marci Wynell Warren w
Anna Hagan Spell ①  †
Jayda K. Spencer ①
Morgan Renee Sproat w
Victoria Stavropoulos ①
Jacob Kyle Stevens e
Megan Shae Stone ①
Ashley Marie Strickland e  †
Maciah Demond Taylor w
Brittney Diane Terrian ①
Laura Camille Thomas e
Kollin Thompson ①
Christopher J. Tillis e  ✢
Joseph Tyler Timmons ①  †
Chaienne Alexis Tucker e
Kamille Francis Tutt w
Victoria Ashley Vanbeverhoudt ①  ‡
Catalin Vintilescu e  ‡
Kelly Anne Vislocky ①  ✢
Kathryn L. Wade w
Katherine Marie Walden w
Hope Noelle Walker e  †  ★
Nandi Walton e
Alyssa Austin-Marie Watrous ①  ✢
 Rachel Elizabeth Weathers e  †
Christian Blane Wheeler ①  †
Sara Ann White ①  ‡
William Frazier White ①
Darius E. Williams e
Joshua Ryan Willoughby e  ✢
Samuel Alden Wiseman ①
Amanda Kate Wood ①  †  ★
Michael E. Woody ①
Ashley Temay Wooten ①  ★
Bronte Gabrielle Wright e  †
LaVonna Denise Wright w  ★
Meagan Maria Wright e
Nesha Monet Wright e
Shaina Zariya Wright ①
Kayla Ann Wright Casa ①  ‡
Caitlyn Wyatt e
Jasmine K. Yancey e
Brea Ann Yates e  †
Briaunna Re'na Young ①
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Alexandria Renay Allen ①
Maya Danielle Allen e
Winter Adrian Anderson ①
Justin Scott Ball ①  †
Kimberly Anne Barron ①  †
Meridith Lauren Bearden ①
Lauren C. Boivin ①
Ra'Kel Breconta Brown e
Parker David Brummel ①
Ashley J. Callahan ①  †
Taylor Alexandria Carter ①
Cameron Davon Chambers ①
Claire Hazel Chandler w
Andrew David Cobb ①
Christina Marie Colon e
Cayley Brianne Creekmore ①  ✢
Morgan Ashley Croft ①  ‡
Christina Elizabeth Davis e
Latyra Marie Davis e
Jarai Quatrice Finney w
Henvil Sylvester Grant, Jr. ①
AnnaBrooke Hill Greene ①  †
Zachary William Harris ①
Patrice Johanna Jackson w  ‡
Nicholas Ashton Jones e
Sarah A. Jones ①  ✢
Ashley Danielle Kramer ①
Emma Ruth Lewis e  ‡  ★
John Richard Lewis ①  ✢
Alex Christian Long e
Tanner Eastan Maxey ①  †
Tyre Immanuel McDonald ①
Alex Landon McReynolds ①  ✢
Gretchen Elizabeth Mossburg ①
Jessica Pham ①  †
Robbea Pierre ①  ✢
Lindsey Melissa Porter ①  ✢
Phillip Eric Riggs ①  †
Christaje N. Roach e
Briyanna Jellice Ruff ①
Lindsey Sells e
Charlotte Rimes Serff e
Autumn Leigh Shade e  ✢
Kimberly Kate Vann e
Kenneth Washington III ①
Morgan Williams Zichettella ①  ✢
Bachelor of Interdisciplinary 
Studies
Christopher Alan Abner e
Alexandra Lyubov Ackles e
Andrew Shawn Aguirre e
Andrew Joseph Allen e
Lena Michelle Altman w
Laura Ashley Ambrose e  †
Asya M. Ammons e
Alexis Marie Anderson w
Bailey Deanne Anderson e
Darion Albert Anderson e
Catheryn Flanders Appleby ①
Barry Andrew Aultman w
Lindsay Amanda Bacon ①
Ryan Zachary Baitcher e
Darrell Megail Baker, Jr. w
Kristan Leigh Ballenger ①
Stuart Magill Bauerle e
Christopher Michael Beck e
Heather Copeland Bell w
Felicia Autumn Bennett ①
Lauren Elizabeth Bicknell e
Brittney Cheri' Black w
Kimberly Danielle Blackburn e
Linzy R Bonner ①
Sharon Denise Boose e
Robb Javon Bozeman e
Jacqueline Sale Bradshaw ①
Bryce Tyrell Brown e
Katherine Anne Brown e
Mariah Whalen Brown e
Ryan Devante' Brown e
Melissa Brooke Burkett e
Shanieca Shanaye Bush e
Elizabeth Ann Bushaw e
Bonnie L. Butler w
Ashlyn Decole Calhoun w
Daniela Alejandra Camacaro ①  †
Christopher Deion Camp e
Nadia Charmane Campbell w
Calvin Brian Carter ①
Simeon Katrell Carter e
Wendy Driggers Carter ①
William Trey Carter e
Emily Ann Catalfamo w
Madison Nicole Chastain ①
Sachika Iliana Chattam e  †
Jonathan Caleb Clauson-Hughes ①
Carrie Elizabeth Collins e
Amber Simone Connely w
Deshon Devonta Cooper e
Julian Buchanan Cowart w
Kaylee Rose Cowart w
Evan Stewart Cox e
Isaiah Deion Crawley ①
Laura Curiel ①
Amanda Beth Daffron ①
Perri Renae Deal e
Jordan D. Delk e
Kathryn Elizabeth Diehl ①  ‡
Aaron Tyler Dowdell e
Jamie Lee Duffey w
James Victor Dugger w
Amber L. Duncan ①
Nancy Kathryn Durfee w
Hannah Michelle Eckert e
James Carlo Evangelista Eco ①
Cristian Estrada ①
Shayleigh Aubryn Evans e
Megan Miesha Farmer e
Haley Fincher w
Jarrod Brandon Fletcher w
Taylor Dunham Flowers e
Debra Lynn Forsha ①
Jiliyah Tyshay Fragher w
Danny R. Frazier ①
Diamone Chanell Frazier ①
Sean Anthony Donnell 
Freeman, Jr. ①
Bianca Honesty Funderburk ①
Randall Allen Gallant ①
Jaden Johnson Garrett e
Nadia Inez George ①
Shaun Henry Gilbert e
Daniel V. Gill e
Chloe Elizabeth Glover ①
Kaylyn Fayvor Gorham ①
Dorian Nicholas Green e
Taylor Marie Green ①
Taylor Marie Green e
Jasmine Adajah Griggs w
Katelyn Rebecca Hagan w
Janet Hall ①
McKensye Jean Hall w
Mitchell Allen Hall ①
Keisha Danielle Hamilton ①
Kyndal S. Harp w
Gerald Bernard Harris ①
Halie Joyce Hatch ①
Kristy Shuanta Hendley e
Tyrone Lamar Hendry e
Larry W. Hines III w
Rosalie Hovencamp w
Taylor Brianna Howze e
Stephanie Packard Hughes e  †
Michael Daneen Hull e
Hannah Elizabeth Hurst e
India Charmaine Jones w
Sandy Marie James w
Chad Brian Jennings e
Brooke McCrea Johnson ①
Courtney Lynn Johnson ①
Jawan De' Andre Johnson w
Briana F. Jones w
Kenyari Omri Jones e
Gabrielle Stephani Joseph e
Nawa Michelle Kante e
Brittany Amber Michelle Keith w
Jade Alexis Keys w
Charlton Doyle Kicklighter III e
Garrett Edward Kingsley w
Jennifer Brittiany Larke ①
Wesley Dean Lewis ①
Gregory Bernard Linkhorn e
Detrich Renae Lodge w
Robert George Long III e
Thomas Michael Luke, Jr. ①
Allen Shayne MacKenzie ①  ✢
Nidalas Simone Madden w
Ariana Delnisha Grace Madir e
Mallory Elaine Marlowe ①
Noah Michael Martin w
Myles  Calvin Waller Mathis e
Sarah Kate Mcanally ①
Taylor Butler McBride ①
Michele Kathleen Mccusker ①
Karly Michelle McDonald ①  ‡
Ashleigh Barefield McQuaig e
Josetina Danielle McRay ①
Jayce Taylor Meador ①
Dexter Andrew Meeks w
Matthew Freeman Miller e
Rebecca Jazlyn Mills e
Jacob Harrison Mock e
Eric A. Moore w
Bianca Enedina Morales ①
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND HUMANITIES
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Shaunae Lavelle Motley e
Kaytie Hammons Nasworthy w
LaToya Shenise Nealey e
Samantha Carol Anne Nixon e
Stephen W. Northern II ①
Stephanie Nicole Ogburn e
Catherine Lloyd Olney ①
Kera Amanda Olsen e
Kristina Alisa Parker e
Janea Brogden Parr e  †
Diamond Simone Patton ①
Chandler Laxton Peeples e
Emily Dianne Perpich ①
Summer Elizabeth Petray e
Shanara Tamiko Phillips w
Melissa Powell w  ‡
Fozia Naz Qais e
Curtis Paul Rainey e
Briana Mikkal Rainge w
Mitchell Bediako Ray e
Heather Lee Reddick e
Tomarcio K. Reese ①
Jacqueline Ann Reis w  †
Alexis Brianna Robinson ①
Daegmund Xavier Robinson w
Dorren Allen Robinson ①
Breanna Shantel Rogers ①
Alexandra Nicole Roig Vitali ①
Hannah Morgan Maria Rowe e
Nikole Michelle Sage e
Tyler Joshua Sanders e
Ethan Clark Scarboro e
Kathleen Brooke Scherer w
Brittany Ellen Schramm e
Rosanna Elizabeth Scott w
Shatavius Lamar Scott e
Robert A. Shively III w
Francesca Sichenze-Bryant ①
Steven Patrick Sickinger ①  ✢
Alexi Nicola Simpson ①
Lindsey Evelyn Sims e
Sanjeev Singh e
Kasie Michelle Slater e
Daniel Patrick Smart ①
Ikeon Deonta Smith ①
Isabella Ione Smith w
Quenton Maurice Smith w
Rachael Smith e  ‡
Tanner Aubrey Snipes e
Daniel Joseph Stall e
Kristin L. Stanford w
Ryan Holbrook Stewart ①
Johnathan Robert Strickland ①
Stephen Craig Strickland e
Katrina Kidd Sutton e  ✢
Ruby Nell Sutton e
Christopher Kyle Swofford ①
Juanyea Trayvon Tarver e
Blake Cameron Teilhaber e
Cayla-Makeba Lillian Thomas e
Jami A. Thomas ①
Kyle B. Thomas e
Brandon Nicole Thompson ①
Chase Dakota Thompson e
Moesha Chantae' Thompson e
Bradly Tolbert e
Rachida Toure ①
Aaliyah Vontrice Tyler e
Kelsey Diane Vaughn e
Randy Wade, Jr. e
Makinzie Paeton Wall w
Angela Laverne Washington ①  †
Mary Hannah Watkins w  ✢
Ry'Teisear Leaporshaia Webb w
Michelle Bellamy Whitfield ①
Heather R. Wilborn e  ✢
Cole Franklin Williams w
Tanner Williams ①
Joshua Henry Williams w
Kristina Leigh Williams e
LaTefa  Kiara  Shonte' Williams ①
Meagan Nicole Williams ①
Simone Tia Williams e
Tiffany Williams e
Daniel James Wilson e
Lessie Wilson e
Madison Nicole Wilson e
Debra A. Wright e
Robert MacGregor York e
Dawn Renee Young w
Johnathan Douglas Young e
Tammy Anne Young ①
Camille Renee Youngblood e
Bachelor of Music
James John-Michael Allen ①  †
Meghann Lee Ashey ①  †
Celeste Christine Banks e
Adriel A. Baralt ①
Abigail Marie Baumgart ①
Chase William Boatright ①  ✢
Travis Daniel Cobb e
Taylor Nicole Cooper e  †
Eliza Derienzo ①
Christian R. Flanery ①  ✢
Matthew Thomas Goodman e
Melanie Ann Grimes e
Austin Ryan Hannon ①  †
Marshall Richard Henderson e
Kyle Maxwell Howard e  ✢
Noelle Rene Imel ①
Blayze Edward Jackson ①
Ryan Christian Jackson ①
Taylor Brooke Kyle ①
Kenneth Preston Luke, Jr. e
Andrew Demaree Baldwin 
Lukin ①  ‡  ★
Dylan B. Lynch e
Nicholas James Lynes e  †
John Thomas Murphy ①
Mary Elizabeth Neubauer e
Paul Michael Pajari ①  ✢
Olivia Lauren Riner ①  ✢
Ashley Nicole Rivera w
Heather Marie Russell ①
Anais Margarita Valentin e  †
Bachelor of Science
Ambar Macarena Alfaro e
Lawrence M. Algee, Jr. ①
Chyna Latrice Anderson e
Kiely Madison Anderson w
Amanda S. Arnold e  ✢
Lindsay Anne Bagwell w  ✢
Carter H. Baldwin e
Jalyn Ann Ballein e
John Edward Bard III w  ✢
Blakeley Anne Bartee ①  †
Drake Sterling Battle ①
Kayla Lashawn Beasley e
Dakota Saige Beever e
Anthony Terrel Belinfante w
Jacob Tanner Bell ①
Emily Megan Bendig e
Liliana Benitez-Facio w
Hannah Tracy Bennett w
Alexa Frances Blanding ①  ✢
Tavion Jdarius Bonner w
Bethany Grace Bowers e
Frida Loevlie Braattum ①
Chase Edward Bradley e
Xavier M Branch e
Martha Allison Brock ①
Hannah Rose Brundage ①
William Madison Bunker w
Bernard Dwayne Burke, Jr. w
Nicolas Alexander Burke w
Taylor Bren Carter ①
Delaney Faith Chesnick ①
Ashton Haleigh Christianson e
Sarah Katherine Cigrand ①  ✢
Kerri Merissa Clemons ①
Jared Jackson Cobb ①
Tharyn Deondre' Coe e
Nicholas Tim Coley ①
Dakota Arenal Conner e
Ashton Victoria Craft w
James Joseph Crean ①
Collin Creekmore ①
Payton Gail Cumbie ①
Madison Brooke Damiani ①
Leslie Nicole Daniels w
Sarah A. Daniels ①
Cameron Leon Davis e
Lauren  Elizabeth Davis ①  ‡
Molly Lynn Davis e
Madison Alexandra Doney e
Gregory Carson Dover e
Sunni LaShae Dupree w
Justin Thomas Dykes w
Latrell Kenyae Ellington e
Destiny Maliyah Emory e
Marlee Rose Engel e  †
Brian Cameron Evans w
Lauren Grace Fitzgerald ①
Kelsey Nicole Fogg ①
Jamar M. Fordham, Jr. w
Alexis Daye Freeman ①
Nicholas James Freeman ①
Madeleine Evelyn Frick e
Samantha Blake Fuller w  †
Katherine Eden Fussell w
Mary Abigail Garnett w
Bryan A. Garriques e
Madison Gaston w
Charles Ray George, Jr. ①
Grant M. Goldin ①
Cabri Alana Gordon ①  †
Summer Graham ①
Olivia Monet Grant w  ✢
Nelson Arthur Gregory ①
Kamala Jannell Groomes e
Peter-Gai Groves e  ‡
Meghan Kathleen Ham e
Ashleigh Nicole Harvey ①
Lucy Eda Hassell e
Shakailah Crystal Heard e
Kayla Christine Helmly e
Chelsea Monique Hicks ①
Caroline Elizabeth Hill ①
Lauren Danielle Holt w
Amber Jane' Houston ①
Jacob Hart Howard e  ✢
Glenn Alexander Ingram II e
Zachary M. Ivey w
Elijah Tramaine Jackson ①
Shelton Jackson II e
Embree Grace Jenkins ①  ✢
Richard Cullen Jenkins, Jr. w
David Paul Johnson ①
Emma Katherine Johnson ①  †
Thomas Ethan Johnson e
Ashley Morgan Jones w
Joy A. Jones ①
Lloyd Carter Joshua e
Wyndi Kathleen Kappes w
Greer Carothers Kerns ①  ✢
DeVon Ne'Kel Kind e
Savannah Brooke King ①
Coy Davis Kirkland ①
Alexis Sufanu Korleh ①
Ryan Thomas Kostensky ①
Jon Michael Kulsic ①
Stephanie Florence Kunzmann w
Colton Graham Laidlaw ①
Wallace Griffin Lail ①
Alyssa Brianna Landry e
Nadia Venice Langston w
Jessica Danae Lavender ①  ‡
Rebecca Jane Leonard w
Abbigayle Grace Limbaugh e
Madison Hope Lockridge ①  ✢
Jillian Marie Loya e
Johnny Lu ①
Jordan Elisabeth Lukat ①
Emma Rose Lyons e
Molly Ann Matis w
Mizanni Cydell Matthews w
Olivia Kathryn Mays ①  ‡
Javen H. Mccaster, Jr. ①
Brandy McDonald-Johnson e
Rachel Lauryn McHenry w
Emily Caroline McLeod ①
Robynn Marche' Melzar w
Ashley Rae Misiaszek Grotewold e
Nailah Summer Mitnaul w
Mary Landon Montgomery ①
Harvey Lee-Roland Moody III ①
Chandler Kate Morris ①
Emily Grace Morris w
Mary Rachel Morris w
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Peyton Averi Mosel e
Mary Kate Moseley ①
Tyler B. Moss e
Madison Laine Mullis ①
Allie Brooks Nesmith ①
Benjamin Cole Norton ①  †
Franchette Marie Cruz O'Neal ①  ✢
Barbara Aleyna Ozkan w
Ciara Nicole Paesano e
Serena Dhiru Pankhania e
Jin Ah Park e
Sean Isaiah Patterson e
Noah Benjamin Phillips e
Tori Delontae' Pierce e
Kelsie Elaine Posey ①  †  ★
Taylor Michelle Preston ①
Briana Michelle Pritchard e  †
Ryan Matthew Pye ①  †
Faishon Ashadod Ragland w
Morgan Deanna Ray w
Margaret Alice Reinink e
Summer Scott Riddle ①  ✢
Alannah Nicole Riner w
Samuel Palmer Rivers ①
Allison Marie Robinson ①
Miranda Jade Rogers ①  ✢
Cynthia Caroline Ryan e
Emilee Marie Saigh ①  †
Malik Jamaal Savage w
Davis Andrew Schultz w
Samantha Grice Shultz ①  †
Dalia B. Simpson ①
David Michael Singleton e
Abigail Olivia Smith ①
Daria Rose Smith ①
Emme Caroline Spivey e
David Lorenzo Stallion, Jr. e
Dae'Kiyah A. M. Stewart w
Rigsby Tyler Stewart w
Jami-Marie Storey ①
Lauren Malinda Storey ①  †
Kayla Amonta' Suggs w
Camille Mary Agnes Syed ①
Madison Laine-Marie Taylor e
Sallie Diana Tolleson ①
Jordan Emmanuelle Torelli w
Chase Mitchell Turknett ①
Natalie Turman ①
Caroline Dianne Usry e  †  ★
Reilly E. Williams ①
Latharreo M. Womble w
Cassi Adison Wylie ①
Kelsey Ann Zeller ①
Taylor Lynn Zito ①  ✢
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COLLEGE OF BEHAVIORAL  
AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
The College of Behavioral and Social 
Sciences is focused on offering 
students a variety of enriching 
opportunities that allow them to 
excel in the classroom and gain 
practical hands-on experience 
through challenging research 
projects, internships, volunteer work 
or field experiences. As a result, 
students develop skills in ethics, 
critical thinking, problem-solving, 
creativity and communication that 
prepare them for rewarding careers, 
lifelong learning and engaged global 
citizenship. Graduates will leave 
Georgia Southern prepared for 
careers in a diverse range of fields, 
from social services to psychological 
services, criminal justice, archeology, 
public service and fashion design.
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Bachelor of Arts
Joshua Halaberda Ahiakwo e
Jason Michael Anderson e
Otis Franklin Askin III w
Adalis Paquila Ball e  †
Kyndall Nikole Banks ①
Jacob C. Barefield ①  ✢
Akira Steven Bechtel ①  †
Samantha Suzanne Best ①  ‡
Haley Nicole Bieber ①
Elsa Olivia Johanna 
Boerjesson ①
Ariana Simone Brabham ①  ★
Donovan Pierce Bragg e
Mark Douglas Brimberry, Jr. ①
Kara A Brown ①
Mykaela Brown ①  ‡  ★
James C. Burnett ①  ✢  ★
Kalynn Leanndria Butler e
Kenneth George Carmon w
Nancy Lynn Carr w  ‡
Kimberly Kiani Carter ①
Taylor Grace Cocke e  ✢
Haley Marie Coleman ①  ✢
Samuel Granger Collier ①
David Joseph Cooke e
Morgan Copeland e
Sloan Cotter e
Danielle Marie Criswell ①
Jonathan Edward Cruz ①
Anastasia K. Currier e
Nora A. Dahod w
Kimberlyn Chastain 
Daniel ①  ‡
Zakiya Tenaye Daniel e  ‡  ★
Rachel Leann Davis e  ✢
Sawyer Nicholas Davis e
Cory Duren ①
Savannah Elaine Ferrell ①
Katherine Louise Fisher ①  ✢
Michael K. Fleming, Jr. e
Diana Franklin e
Jordan Alexandra Free e  ✢
Paul Brian Gale III e
Jalin L. Garvin e
John J. Gascho w
Maisie A. Gayken e  †
Veronica Joyce Glasson e
Mitchell Thomas Golden ①
Lyric Bri'ontá Gordon e
Jason Gabriel Hall ①  †
Shariff Maliek Harris e
Mary Patricia Harvey ①
Dean A. Hicks ①  †
Samuel Ethan Hobbs ①  ‡  ★
Shaquaris Qua'shon Holmes w
Erykah Devenair Hoskins ①
Samantha Joan Howard ①
Alyssa Nicole Idahosa e
Kimaiyo Miocia 
Shunterri Jackson e
Kourtney Dianne Jeffers w
Braycie Alyssa Jefferson e
Elizabeth Ashanti Johnson e
Shaina Jessica Johnson ①
James C. Jones ①  ✢
George Joseph Kase ①
Sarah Alexandria Kelley e
Marly Jansen Killian e  †
Kaitlyn Mary Knoll ①
Brett Daniel Kohler e  ✢
Thomas M. Leitner ①  †
Jackson Bryce Lewis w
Kendall Sytoris Little e
Julian Myles Lockley e
Amber Nicole Lucas ①  ‡
Emily Grace Mackenzie e
Elisabeth K. Malloy ①
Caroline Elizabeth 
Marathas ①  ✢
Joshua M. Marcantel e
Diana Victoria Marcu w  ✢
Jhan Carlos Martinez 
Martin ①  ✢
Elizabeth Lane McCawley ①
Ameerah Essence Mccowin ①
Liliana Eleanor Mecke w
Tatiana Angelique Miller ①
Corey Allen Moreno w
Hannah Miriam Morris e  ‡
Joshua Devon Munn w
Taylor T. Murray ①  ✢
Dashia Uonique Nugent ①  †
Eugene O'Halloran ①  †
Morolake Ogooluwa 
Olanipekun e
Courtney Austin Olig ①
Briana Mone' Perry ①
Anna Patricia Reganall e
Austin Blaine Riddlebarger e
Claire Lynn Roeker e
Berenice Ruelas Vega e
Danielle S. Sayre ①
Erin Louise Scooler ①
Oluwakemi Atinuke Shekoni w
Ian Z. Sheppard ①  †  ★
John Valentino Sheridan IV ①
Emma Grace Shoemaker ①  ‡
Sara P. Shokoohi e
Cassidy Mikaela Skarhus ①
Jonathan Powell Smith e  ‡
Zahnay E. Smoak w
Rossy Asbeidi 
Solorzano Gabriel ①
Kathleen Marie St. John e
Brandon Tyler Stafford e
Katrina Alexis Stillwell e
Jamira Latrice 
Denise Thomas e
Robert McClennon Utley e
Zachary C. Vincent e
Catalin Vintilescu w  ‡
Abigail Bethany Warden e
Matthew B. Waters ①
Kaicyn Rebekah Wetmore e
Rachel Stuart White e
Nicolas Marquis Williams ①
Samuel Alden Wiseman ①
Shelby Wittkop e
Christopher Sean 
Wright II ①  †
Bachelor of Science
Nicole Antoinette Abrams e
Adia Alize Adams ①




Adkins ①  ✢
Kerrin E. Allen ①  †
Mollie La'angle Allen e
Orwyn Kenneth Allicock, Jr. e
Mercedes Anaya e
Adriane Brianna Anderson e  †
Jacob Robert Anderson e
Jasmine Monique Anderson e
Kelby Dees Anderson e
Tajaughn Kymani Anderson ①
Shelby Ann Anton ①  ✢
Savannah M. Arant ①
Austin M. Arnold e
Evangeline G. Atkinson e
Natalia T. Atlow ①
Nicole E. Aussin ①  ✢
Tianna  Avant ①
Makayla Tynee' Bacon ①
Emma Margaret Baginski e  ✢
Aizhane Chevon Bailey ①  †
Mya Alysse Bailey e  †
Amy Lauren Baker e
Kristen Amanda Baker e
Alyssa Mae Balentine ①
Alexander Paul Bamford ①
Dale Lehman Barnard II e
Jordan Q. Bassan e
Kourtney Kay Beaty e
Christopher Elijah 
Beckworth e  †
Victoria Raye Becton w
Whitney Danielle 
Beeland ①  ✢
Gregory Randal Bell, Jr. ①
Evelyn Benitez-Facio e
Alexander Wade Bennett ①  ✢
Demiya A. Bernard e
Trystan Loron Bibb w
Tristan Andreas Billingsley e
Brooke Emily Birch w
Johnasje N. Birston e
Jamie Shawn Bishop, Jr. e
Madisen  Sara-Berkley 
Blair e  ✢
Caitlyn Drew Blount ①  †
Westin A. Bobadilla e
Caroline Celeste Bottchen w  †
① = Spring 2020 w = Summer 2020 e = Fall 2020
Rebecca Lynn Botte ①
John Mark Bowie ①
Blakeley Ann Bowman ①
Karlie Paige Boylan e
Alexcia Lakia Bradley ①
Maddison Alexandrea Brady e
Garrett Mayo Bramlette w
Callie Grace Branch e
Tristan Micaiah Brantley e
Anna V. Bridgers e  ✢
Miyanla Trenita Brockington e
Kensley M. Brooks ①
Akira DaShay Brown e
Amber Alexis Brown e
Ashley Jean Brown e
Brenay Dachelle Brown e
Brianna D. Brown w
Brittney Ra'gae Brown e
Kasey Nicole Brown ①  ✢
Lania Sha'rron Brown e
Nova Brown e
Sheldon Tyree Brown e
Tayevon Lamont  Brown e
Tracy Leondard Brown, Jr. w
Jessica Alexus Browning e
McKenna Elizabeth Bruckman ①
Stephen Doyle Bryan ①
Marissa Termekia Bryant e
Brooke Nicole Bunting e
Jacob Christian Bunton e
Chelsea E. Burandt w
Caroline Burdick e  †
Amanda Nicole Burgess e
Kirsten C. Burgess ①  ✢
Rebecca Burgos ①  ✢
Sarah  Katherine Burkhalter ①
Justin Javaris Burnett e
Madison Dawn Burnham ①
Precious Valencia Bush e
Shakayla Tyra Bush ①
Erica Leigh Buskey w  ✢
Keri Ann Cagle w
Kali Loren Cahill ①
Allison Paige Cain ①
Cassie Nicole Cain e  ✢
Jose Luis Calderon-Romero w  ✢
Jessica Ann Calzone e
Maya Alexis Cameron e
Vincent P. Candelaria II ①
Kayla Marie Capeles ①  ✢
William C. Carman e
Danyelle E. Carr w
Kayla M. Carswell ①
Carlton D. Carter e
Gabrielle Milan Carter w
Katherine Ashley Carter w
Sarah Elizabeth Casella ①  †
Sarah Makenzie Cerbone ①
William Thomas 
Chamberlain, Jr. e  †
Cassie Marie Chambers e  ‡
Spencer Pierce Chambers w
Elizabeth B. Chemey ①  ‡
Gregory Ross Cheshire e
Melanie Margaret Chesser ①
Sadie Ruth Chester ①
Christine Catherine Chianumba e
Ayesha Alexandrea Chisholm ①
Cierra Lei Clark ①
Sylvia Quinton Clark ①
Natalie M. Clayton w
Mary James Coates w
Michael Keith Coates II e
Raine-Cynclaire 
Verianna Coburn e
Philander Julian Cochran e
Tralik Cofield w
Benjamin Tyler Coleman e
Kimberly Marie Coleman e
Taylor Leigh Coleman ①  ✢
Jamekia Danielle Collins ①  ✢
Raina Marie Collins e  †
Sarah Elizabeth Collins e
Basie Fane Comer w
Tia Simone Conley e
Kylee Shae Connolly e  †
Caryn Christina Coquerel ①
Ivan Markell Corbin, Jr. w
Jahmal Demond Council II ①
Joseph Hunter Cowart e
Faith Leanne Cowell ①
Allena Jeneen Cox e  †
Jacob Allen Crawford ①
Madison Rae Crawford w
Amanda Nokomis Critzer ①
Mary Diana Cronin ①
Deromeo Javon Cuebas e
Katie M. Cullifer ①
Sade S. Culliver ①  †  ★
Sarah Isabel Culpepper e
Alicia Brianna 
Cumberlander e  †  ★
Destynee Allayna Cunningham ①  †
Gian Carlo Dalit e  ✢
Samantha Dalton w  †
Elizabeth Rose Darley e
Marlee Layne Dasher w
Apoorva Dasyam ①
Ansley E. Daughtry e
Kiera Tenee Davis e
T'Erica Lavon Dawson ①
Taylor Elaine Deal ①
Zoe Rain DeFoe w  †
Samantha Jo Dejanovich ①
Roshawnia Capers Dejesus w  ✢
Taylor Santana Delgado e
Elliot Newton Demsky ①  ✢
Caleigh Elizabeth Dickey ①  ✢
Jared Phillip Dobbs w
Callie Marie Dougherty ①
Keara L. Drysdale e
Markie J. Duffy e  ✢
Mariah Ashley Dunn e
Whitley Olivia Dunn e
Sara Paige Duvall ①
Joshua Luke Dyal e
Paige Nicole Dykstra e
Alexis Regina Eanes e
Alexis Edwards w
Ashleigh Jane Edwards ①  ‡
Taylor Wesley Elkins ①  †
Alexandra Marie Elliott ①
Patricia Semmoum Elliott e  ✢
Rasheena Trisana Ennis w
Chloe Deloris Evans e
Klairveeta Evans e
Ja'Keyiah Monique Fair ①
Zaria Amontunna Farrow ①
Akalah Favors ①
Shayla Rulanna Felder ①  ‡
Paige Collins Fennell w
Trenten S. Fenner e
Peyton Marie Fernandez ①
Joanna Marie Ferreira w  †
Kemonte D'Quario Figures e
Hunner Miles Finley e
Samantha Elaine Finn e
Tatyana Fisher e
Erin Lily Flaxman e  ‡
Sidney Christine Folsom e
Meaghan Nichole Fontaine ①
Mary Michelle Foos e
Elaine Nicole Forbes ①  ‡  ★
Kyle Nickels Ford ①
Arianna Catherine Fournier ①
Starla Nicole Franks w
Kiana Shanquelle Fulcher e
Jaida Nichole Fuller e  ✢
Shelby Annleone Furcron e
Siena Marie Fusco e
Trinity Yvette Fussell e
Amanda Lucile Ganser w  ✢
Maisyn Garland w
Ashley Jordan Garner e
Misheica Jennesa Garvey w
Garrett Veatch Gibson e
Carter Lynn Gill e  ✢
Oshja Alizabeth 
Catherine Gilliam e
Kendal Nicole Glover w
Judith Guadalupe Gomez e  †
Juneali Mercedes Gomez ①  ✢
Morgan Ann Goodbread w
Nadia R. Goodson w
Eleeya Juliana Green ①
ShyQayla Yazmine Green ①
Traevon Antonio Gresham ①
Delaney M. Grimm w  ✢  ★
Mary Ellen Grove w
Stefhani Marbella Guardado e
Caleb Albert William Gundich ①  ‡
Morgan Elizabeth Guthrie ①  ‡
Anna Catherine Hackett e  ✢
Cheyenne D. Hackle e
Hansuk Hwang Haldeman e
Geneva Hall w
Matthew Charles Hall e  ✢
Taylor Ilonia Hames w
Ebony Tremayne Hampton e
Rodney Romell Hampton, Jr. e
Kyle Reid Hanson e
Hannah Renee Hardegree e  ✢
Caila Lindsey Harden ①
Nashae Denice Harden e
Brantley Bennet Harding e
Brian Joseph Harris e
Jakiah Munyae Harris ①
Nayjha Mienye Harris ①
Pebbles Laeohn Harrison e
Sarah Elizabeth Hartmann ①  †  ★
Victoria L. Hatchett ①  ✢
Sylvia Claire Hatfield w
Kendall Aleah Hawkins ①
Sierra D. Haynes ①
Royce Lauran Haywood e
Jamiesha Quadreya Hearst w
Juliana Nicole Heimann w  ✢
Haley Victoria Henderson ①  †
Freddy Johnny Hernandez ①
Breona Chardae Herring e
Johnathan Rayshun Herring ①
Kelsey Alexandra Herwig e
Tristain R. Hibbard e  ✢
Kayla Cymone Hickmon e
Tamyra Cheyenne Higginbotham e
Janai Hill e
Zyawn Kalifa Hill w  †
Christopher Sean Hillis ①
Hannah Michelle Hillman ①
Francis Quardale Norman Hogan w
Kaitlyn C. Holcombe ①  †  ★
Savannah Rose Holder ①
Jennings Abigail Hollis ①  ✢
Toddia Kamihas Hollis ①
Elizabeth Harrell Hooper ①
Amber Nicole Huddleson ①  ‡  ★
Cheyenne L. Huggins e  ✢
Katelyn Danise Hughes ①  †  ★
Kylie Peyton Hunkapiller e
Autumn Colby Hurst e  †
Christopher Shane Hutchinson e
Erin Elizabeth Ibrahim ①
Ismael Osagie Iwelomen ①
Andrea Catherine Jackson e
Emily Anne Jackson e
Eva Danielle Gardner Jackson ①  ✢
Evin Jamal Jackson ①
Joseph Orlie Jackson ①  †
Samyra Kiyana Jackson ①
Racquel Denise James w
Sarah Tate Jarrard ①  ✢
Jeremy A. Jasmer ①  †
Carly Rose Jenkins e
Chelsea L. Jennings e
Chad Dylan Jerhada e
Brandi Lynn Jernigan ①  †
Erin Michelle Johnson e
Angelynn E. Johnson e
Garrett Raymund Johnson w
Haley L. Johnson e
Jakob Cameron Johnson ①
KaTerra Love Ajile' Lo'rie 
Johnson ①  †
Myka D. Johnson ①  ‡
Richard Patrick Johnson, Jr. e
Sarah Delana Johnson ①
Mashonda Jolley e
Brittany Spence Jones ①
Chelsea Breonna Jones e
Dajah Syliya-Nicole Jones ①
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Deborah Angelece Jones e
Haley Briana Jones w
Holly Michelle Jones e
Jamielyn G. Jones e  ✢
Kali H. Jones ①  ✢
Maleek Daquan Jones e
Tamica Alberta Jones w
Taylor Marie Jones e  †
Falyn M. Jordan e  ✢
Mikayla Averi Jordan ①
Nathalie Jordonne ①
Genelle Christen Deana Joseph e
Kay-Lyn Gabrielle Jowers ①
Alfreda L. Junious w
Hillary Danielle Kaplan w  †
Mahdi N. Karim ①
Reagan Kathlene Kelshaw ①  ✢
Geneva Victoria Kennedy e
Taylor Christian Kennedy w
Morgan Ashley Kennon ①  ✢  ★
Garrett Kersey e
Andrea Lynn Kershaw ①
Hannah C. Kidd e  ✢
Kiana Lee Killoran w
Brittney Jenae Kindell e  ★
Alexis Leigh King e
Zoria Ophelia Knowles w
Kaitlyn Danielle Kritzmire e
Hannah Mary Kumjian w  †
Travis Ross Labreck e
Elizabeth Ann Lacey e  ‡  ★
Nicholas Peter Laczko w
Macie Ann Lafavor e
Anna Laird e
Anna Grace Lamb e
Devin Ewaya Lampkin w
Ryan Matthew Langan e
Ashlan Grace Lannon ①
Mackenzie Paige Latta ①
Bonnie Dawn Laufer ①
Michael Riley Lawson e
Mark Timothy Ledford, Jr. ①
Kelly Anne Lesh ①  ✢  ★
Bryce Kathleen Lesher ①  †  ★
Savannah Leslie e
Fredrick Steven Lester e
Amari Lewis e
Emily Nicole Lewis e
Rachael Nicole Lewis ①  ✢
Olivia Victoria Lezama ①
Moyu Li ①  †
Brianna Renee Lingerfelt e
Michelle A. Little e
Allen L. Littles e
Tashun L. Livingston ①
Ariel Aniyah Lockett w
Lizzie Daniela Lopez-Vasquez ①
Chandler Kapri Loving ①
Ashley Taylor Lowe w
Megan Lee Ludwig ①
Charles Fletcher Lunsford e
Seth Lynch-Stanley e
Makenzie Elizabeth Macmillan e
Alexis Carynn Maddox ①
Cayla Marie Mahany e
Samantha Anne Mallard e  ✢
Lauren Jane Manley e  †
Kelly Lee Marden e  ‡
Bryanna Elizabeth Markland e
Brynn Emily Martin ①
Cordelia A. Martin e
Jasmine Dolores Martin e
Kyshunna Shaley Mathis e
Lauren Abigail Mayville w
Laura Marie Mcaliley ①  †
Brooklynn Rain McCall ①
Thomas Leroy McCormack w
Makenna Love McCoy w  ‡
Ellen Caitlin Mcdaniel w
Maggy Mason Mcdowell e
Hayden Turner McKim w
Quatasia Titiyana Mclendon e
Chelsey Rose McLoughlin ①  †
Savannah Chase McNair e
Emily Marie McNatt e
Jessica Lindsay Mcnure e
Kasey Parker McTier e
Macey Brooke McWhorter ①  ✢
Ashley Winge Melton ①
Ahshar Nathanahla Menard e
Heather Mackenzie Menchew e
Haleigh Elizabeth Meuninck ①  ✢
Jordyn Nicole Mickus ①
Samantha Amber Miller ①
Breon J. Milton w
Christian Anthony Mincey e
Aiden Wells Jojo Mintah-
Jumbo e  ‡  ★
Pardiss Moazzam e
Sarah Ann Mohnkern ①  ✢
Rebeca Montes w
Mackenzie Rechelle Moore ①  ✢
Kaylyn Noelani Moreno w
Katrina Elizabeth Morgan e  ✢
Liyah C. Morgan ①  ✢
Misha Moleco Morgan e
Sydney Elizabeth Morgan ①
Tytianna Ariel Morris w
Cassandra Joyce Morrison w
Kiersten Leigh Morrison ①
Meagan A. Morrison w
Ashley Renee Morrow e
LaStarshea LaShay Morse e
Melissa Marie Moyett ①
Courtney Virginia Mullis e  ✢
April Carlisse Mulmore e
Christopher Michael Murphy w
Destini Taneshia Murray ①
Niamh Brooke Murray e
Darrell Scott Muse, Jr. w
Heather Nichole Myers w
Ernest Dewitt Napier IV ①
Morgan Cheyenne Nash w
Tiffany Amber Neal e
Caroline Rose Neas e
Brianna Carroll Hanna Newton w
Anna Leigh Nielsen e
Nathaniel James Niemczyk e
Desiree' Nicole Nixon ①
Mary Elizabeth Norris w
Megan Elizabeth Norris ①
Cortney L. Norwood e
Logan Caine Nussbaum ①
Savana Karli Oetjen e  †
Courtney Michelle Oneal e
Tyler Destiny Overton-Lockhart w
Sidney Lauren Pace e  ✢
Harley Lindsay Padgett ①  ✢
Dominique Jordan Nicole 
Pagan ①  ✢
Griffin L. Page e
Jasmine Denise Palmer e
Joseph Scott Palmer w
Laura Elizabeth Parker ①  †
Rossen Thomas Parks ①
Savannah Ashley Parsons e
Seema Patel e
Salena S. Pathan e
Lucy Patke e
Amy Jo Pearce ①  †
Maria Paula Penaloza e
Synardia J'nae Peoples w
Linsey Anne Perdue ①
Dayam Perez e
Jaime F. Perez e
Sofia Perez w  ✢
Kayla Danielle Perkins e  ✢
Amanda Kathleen Pestorius w
Camille Alyssa Pfeifle ①
Justin B. Phillips e
Madison Brooke Phillips e
Tyler James Phillips e
Shannon Del'na Pickett w
Andrew Cole Piestrak ①
Miya Emani Pike e
Kennedy Graham Pleasants ①
Carli Royal Porter w  ✢
Ikaharia Taneshia Pounds e
Damian H. Powell e
Katherine Annalynn Powell e
Summer Lee Powell e
Hailey Morgan Prainito ①
Olivia Grace Pressel e
Brittany Annette Price ①
Margaret Katherine Price ①  ‡  ★
Lydia Catherine Prichard e
Annalee Lousie Prokop e
Deanna Kylene Proper w  ✢
Garrett Ethan Pruett ①
Hannah Claire Pryor e  ✢
Caitlyn Purvis ①
Kristin Nicole Pushic e
Stewart Hailey Quinn w
Timberlyn Reilly Rabb e
Jada L. Rasheed ①
Na'ima Rena Rasool e
Kiara N. Rayford e  †
Brandon Chase Reed e
Christopher Louis Reed ①
Taylor Alexis Reed ①
Kara Leigh Reeves w
Joshua D. Reinhardt ①
Deshaven Roshun Reynolds w
Hunter Garrett Reynolds ①
David William Rhoades ①
Jason Lamar Rhodes ①
Madison Mackenzie Rhodes ①
David Samuel Richardson e
Mia Cimone Richardson e  ✢
Stephanie Tyne Riddle w  †
Ramsey Editha Rigdon ①  †
Mariah Nicole Riley ①
Andrea Catalina Rivera e  †
Arielle J. Rivers e  ✢
Maya Brená Roberson w
Kennedy Ann Roberts e
Clio Kasten Robertson ①
Jill Merritt Rogers w  ✢
Bridges Murray Roland ①
Heather J. Rotatori ①
Andrea Renea Rountree ①
Mary Caroline Rozier e
Amber Mikelle Ruff e
Chevelle Russell-Merchant e  ✢
Kevin Patrick Ryan w
Michael Christopher Samuel e
Sydney Rose Sandoval e
Kylie Kay Sands e
Miranda Leigh Sangster ①
William Christopher Sapp e
Brianna Nicole Sawn ①
Shelby Lynn Sayer-Lee e
Aaron Gregory Schroeder ①
Chrystle Scott e
Victoria L. Sellers e
Megan Ashley Shank e
Madison McGuire Shaw e
Gavin C. Sheppard ①
Korteria A. Shivers ①
Breona Ja'Nae Simmons e
Briauna S. Simmons w
Amber Smith Simmons Wilson e
Lena Gabrielle Simon ①
Margaret Elizabeth Sinclair w
Nina Frances Singleton e
James Sironen, Jr. ①
Haley M. Sissel e  †
Nia Marie Skelton e
Reagan N. Skelton ①  ‡
Taylor Nicole Sliger e
Olivia Regan Small w
Gabrielle Denise Smallwood ①
Ariyana Raechelle Smith ①  †
Ayanni Emani Smith ①
Hannah Brooke Smith ①  ‡  ★
Jacob S. Smith ①  †
Katherine A. Smith e
Leon Robert Junio Smith w
Madeline Ryan Smith w
Oleksandra Smith ①  ✢
Ryan K. Smith e  ✢
Shannon O'Neil Smith, Jr. ①  ‡
Shyneece Nicole Smith e
Sta'sha Tenise Smith e
Tayler M. Smith w  ✢
Victoria Ann Soto ①
Michelle Denesia Spears ①  ‡
Jordan Danielle Spires e  ‡  ★
Jasmine C. Starks ①  †
Ainsley Nichole Stephens ①  ‡
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Hailey L. Stephens e  ✢
Emily B. Stephenson ①
Caitlyn Faith Stewart e
Kelsey L. Stewart e
Mackenzie Rae Stewart e  †
Mildred Ansley Izabela Stewart w
Henry David Stokes e
Kaitlin Mary Stotler ①
Alicia D. Stoutamire e
Christina Strain ①
Ashley Marie Strickland ①  †
Ashley Nichole Stringer e
Kirsten Lee Stuart w  †
Stephen Anthony Stubbs w
Colby Payton Suggs-Hatten ①
Savannah Rose Sutton e  ‡
Jasmine Rene Swann ①
Lauren Kaitlyn Swann e
Jerrilyn Alexis Sweat e
Waverly Paige Sweat w
Madeline C. Sybert e
Tykeria Shantell Tann w
Madison Ashleigh Taravella ①
Alexis Renee Tarpley e
Dean Kenneth Taylor II e
Kristen Breana Taylor e
Sidney-Lauren Taylor-Reynolds e
Alanna Janelle Terry ①
Ciara Gabrielle Thacker e
Cody B. Thomas ①
Robert B. Thomas, Jr. e
Sabrina Arabella Thomas e
Tyler Donyah Thompkins ①  ✢
Shelby Christine Thompson e  †
Tasia Juankira Thompson ①
Shelby Madison Todd w
Heather Renee Tomlinson ①
Christina Del Rae Toms e
Sydney Josephine Torres e
Courtney Elizabeth Toth w  †
Mercedes Maria Tran ①
Mark J. Traylor ①
Taylor Ashleigh Treadwell e
Laurie A. Tremblay e
Brittainy Fairman Trevathan ①
Makenna Brinley Trujillo e  ✢  ★
Antavious Ju'wantis Tucker e
Marcus Lloyd Tucker II e
Madeline Rose Tufford e  †
Chloe Charlotte Tully e
Christian N. Turner e
Courtney Austin Turner e
James Loudon Turner III w
Lauren Mercer Turner e  ✢
Madison Marie Turner e
Krystal Claire Tute ①
Alysha Michelle Tutt e
Tyler Kerrick Tyack ①  †
Scarlet M. Tyler e  ✢
Katherine Lindsay Urie ①  ✢
Jordan Nathaniel Usher e
Emily Jane Van Wyk e
Amiaa' Tyonna Vanover w
Anna Tyler Varnadoe ①
Edith Marie Vega e
Dyanna Velez ①
Kristen A. Wade ①  †
Chelsea Marie Wainwright w
Alexandra Nicole Angelic Wallis ①
Jodie Lynn Ward e  †
Keashia M. Washington e
Keshawna L. Watson e
Alizay Gloria Weary w
Bradley Michael Weaver w
Sierra Sasha Jeanette Webber w
Shantel Wedderburn w
Gabriella R. Wells e
Kierra D. Wells ①
Deija Damalia Wemmering w
Chance Taylor Whisby ①
Cameron Gabriel White ①
Maya Marie White e
Noelle Irena White e
Rachel White e
Cole Whitney ①
Brooke Alexandra Whybrew e
Leah Kelsey Wicker e  ‡
Holland G. Wiersma e
Madison Grace Wiggins ①  ‡
Jamecia Shaprell Wilkerson e
Carmella Simone Williams ①
Carson Adam Williams ①
Courtney Halena Williams e  ‡
Devin Mikhail Williams ①
Eleanor Isabel Williams ①  †
Irenia Nicole Williams ①
Jasmine Olivia Williams e
Jazmine Symone Williams w
Jessika V. Williams e
Kimberlee Williams ①  ‡
Leia McKinley Williams e  ✢
Maggie Shay Williams e
Staci Kamiya Williams e
Tazha LaMonica Williams e  †
Justin Kendrick Willis e
Kendall Ashley Willis ①  ✢
Stephen Daniel Willis e
Kiersten Renée Wilson ①  ✢
Sara L. Wilson w
Kyla Nicole Wimberly ①
Riley Heath Wimberly w
Talia Wind e
Ethan Niklaus Winters e
Cydney Noelle Winzor w
Sarah Elizabeth Wong e  †
Courtney Jessica 
Machalle Wooden ①
Jadia Mahogeny Woodforlk w
Jacqueslyn Mychelle Woods e
Kayli Shaye Woods e
Kyndall D. Woods ①
Josie Ellen Woodward ①
Jordan Leeanne Worley ①  †
Willie A. Worthen, Jr. e
Alexius Symone' Wright e
Courtney B. Wright e
Gennevieve Lefevre Wright e  ✢  ★
Tyona Ajee Wright ①
Clara Jordan Wynn e
Helen Elise Yancey e
Maegan Paige Yawn e  ✢
Erika Keilah Young e  †
Jentayah D. Young e
Victoria Carolyn Zoll ①  ✢
Baylor Neve Zuniga ①  †
Brenda Angelina Zuniga e
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‡ = Summa Cum Laude † = Magna Cum Laude ✢ = Cum Laude ★ = University Honors Program Scholar
WATERS COLLEGE OF  
HEALTH PROFESSIONS
The Waters College of Health 
Professions (WCHP) houses 
distinguished, nationally recognized 
and accredited undergraduate 
and graduate programs. The 
mission of WCHP is to prepare 
future health professionals 
through academic excellence and 
interdisciplinary collaboration, while 
advancing knowledge through 
scholarship and serving culturally 
diverse communities. Through 
comprehensive and innovative 
programs that enhance the health 
and quality of life for individuals, 
families and communities, students 
can study for careers in nursing, 
physical therapy, sports management, 
physical education, medical 
laboratory sciences, health sciences, 
health administration, exercise 
science, athletic training, nutrition 
and food science, sports medicine, 
respiratory therapy, radiologic 
sciences and communication sciences 
and disorders. 
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Bachelor of Health 
Science
Jenny Lyn Adams ①  ✢
Amanda Joanne Adcock e
Tiffany Ann Agans ①
Tiawna Nicole Altman e
Jeanise Yvette Bacon e
Ariyanna Emoni Batie w
Brandy Imair Brantley e
Danielle Ryan Brown e
Jillian Ashleigh Brown ①
Joanika Brown w
Kayla Alicia Buckner e
Brandy Stansel Burgess e  ✢
Serenne Aimee Calderon ①  ✢
Chardonnay Rebe Clements e
De'Quarius Ja'Quane 
Cleveland ①
Jahlea Tayana Coney e  ✢
Jerry Ray Cox e
Kenmeannah Shakiye' Davis ①
Kailah Breonna Earls e
Ariel Lynn Ferraro w
Josiah Matthew Frederick ①  ✢
Cameron Joseph George e
Zennia Allison Gillis w  ✢
Jamie M. Griffin e
Fatasia S. Harris w
Ashlyn Louise Henderson w  ✢
Amber Simone Hines e
Wessleigh Janeane Holloway e
Brandi Latrease Holman w
Danyell Nicole Hopkins w  ✢
Lauren Haley Hudson ①  †
Teneshia S. Hunt e
Christopher Todd Jackey e
Emily Taylor Johansson e
Destiny Sierra Jordan ①  ✢
Daryl Mattilyn Keith ①  ✢
Shelita Sade Kicklighter e
April Morgan Lawson w  ✢
Symeria L. Leger e
Justin Taylor Leska e
Betty J. Livingood e  ✢
Laura Emily Livingston ①
Wanda Jacqueline Lyons e




Cassidy Christen Meyer e
Nicole Ann Miranda w  †
Tiffany Monique Moye e
Heidi Deann Nash ①
Hannah Marie Odum e
Nana Kwame Osei Addo e
Jofrank Peregrina w
Kacy R. Quimby e
Chelsie Marie Register e
Kevina Michelle Renfroe e
Ryehia Da'shai Robbins w
Elizabeth Mariah Rogers e
Ryan Christopher Rowan ①
Baron Joseph Saber w
Joyce-Anne 
Nastassja Samuels ①
Angela Eva Segundo w  ✢
Jordan A. Shines e
Samoria L. Smith e
Bria Nicole Stevenson w
Morgan Blyss Strode e
Elise M. Swanson ①  ✢
Kaitlan Drew Tipton e
Korey V. Todd w
Alejandra Villalobos w  ✢
Ansley Margaret Wardlaw w
Michelle Sophia Watson ①  ✢
Cullun Quinn Watts ①
Bachelor of Science
Noah Christian Agudelo ①
Nasser Abdulaziz Alanazi ①
Taylor Margaret Alberts ①  ‡  ★
Shonkeria Teosha Alexander ①
Christopher Avery Anderson w
Morghan Christina Ashman ①
Joshua Micah Bailey e
Tatum Ann Barber e
Ciara N. Barrett e  ‡
Abigail Patrice Baumann ①  †
Gabrielle Simone Baxter ①
Jaiquan Desmund-
Joseph Beasley e
Kaitlin Ashley Beaudoin ①  †
Carey RaeKwon Bell ①
Miranda Annette Bell ①  ✢
Michael J. Bentley e
Andrew Gill Bevill ①
Jamesha DeAnna Bivins e
Jaina Louise Blaine w  †
Ebonia Samone Bly ①
Jaya Winnie Bonner w
Payton Ashleigh Booth w
Aaron Blake Bota e
Semiah Vaje Bowden e
Rebecca LeeAnn Brady ①
Kira Rhiannon Breen ①  †  ★
Alexis Renee Brown ①
Cameron Littleton Brown ①
Kelby Garvin Brown e
Macall Laseter Brown ①  ‡
Taylor Michelle Brown ①
Jarvis D. Burgess ①
Johnathon William Burton e
Myles Kendrix Byrd ①
Cassidy Lauren Callahan ①
Carmen Maria Camacho ①
Kristine Mary David 
Canlas ①  ✢
Andrea Lee Carrasco ①
Dexter Anthony Carter, Jr. ①
Cameron Renee Carver w
Robert West Chester e
Paige Renee Clendenen w
Kayla Allissia Coates e
Rob Andrew Cochran e  ‡
Donald Anthony Coe ①
Nicole Alejandra 
Coello Ulloa ①
Imogen Emily Cole w  †
Jennifer Alicia Collins e  †
Daeja Lynnae Colquitt ①
Jimmie Deion Crimes w
Ashton Bailey Crosby ①
Caroline Elizabeth 
Freeman ①  ‡
Savannah Noelle Davis ①  †
Elizabeth Hope Denmark e  ‡
Omarre Nicole Dent ①  ✢
Sara Jena Dietrich ①  ‡  ★
Julia A. Digiacomo ①  ✢
Fatima Jean Dimodica ①  ✢
Benjamin Lamar Doolittle ①  †
Kenderick Tremayne 
Duncan, Jr. e
Miranda Bethany Earley e
Otto R. Echemendia e
Monica Ellis ①  †
Christianna Santiago 
Eskridge e  ✢
Kaycia Julette Fennell ①  ✢
Essence Nicole Flakes ①
Treven Devonte Floyd w
Audrianna Rose Franza ①  ✢
Autumn Ashlee Gabe w  ✢
Jason Gardiner w
Devon Mikayla Gardner ①
Tyler E Garvey w
Stephen Riley Gavin ①
Brittany LeAnne Genens ①  ✢
Shannon M. Gerido ①  ✢
Amy Elizabeth Geurin e
Nassir Joseph Gilchriest ①
Benjamin Chance Giraud ①  ✢
Shivon Kiara Gray ①
Simone Efia Grier w
Caroline Grace Hague e
Nyla Monet Hall w
Spencer McKinley Hall ①
Payton Hallie Hanton ①
James Robert Harris III ①
James Kevin Hartsfield, Jr. ①
Kaeley Rebekah Heath ①  ✢
Kaitlyn Michelle Henderson e
Andrew Thomas Herndon ①  †
Madison M. Hill ①  ✢
Janna Elizabeth Hines ①  †
Satilla Gates Howell ①  ✢
Ariana Sanah Hudgins e
Sarah Elizabeth Hughes e  †
Kendall Ahmad Humphrey w
Logan Chayse Hunt e
Bemo Marike Itoe ①  ✢
Quanterrius Lorenzo Jackson w
Ashlan Janae Jennings ①  ‡
Alyssa Kiana Johnson ①  ✢
Ashley Lashay Johnson e
Kylee Laurel Johnson e
Schuyler A. Johnson w  ✢
Tria R. Johnson w
Kaelan Ryan Jones ①
① = Spring 2020 w = Summer 2020 e = Fall 2020
WATERS COLLEGE OF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
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Kelvin Deion Jones w
Maya Sade' Jones w  †
Zachary Craig Jones e
Austin Nicholas Karp ①
Liam R. Kissinger w
Ashley Elizabeth Klouda ①
Kristen Lee Lacey ①
Haley Nicole Langston ①  †
Adam Last e
Jarrod Parker Leeds e
Emily Marie Levan ①  ✢
Kelin Jamay Leverett w
Danielle Marie Lewis e  †
Cheng E. Liu e  ✢
Taylor L. Lockhart w
Elizabeth Mae Lohman ①  †  ★
Dorothy Lagmay Luna ①  ✢
Robert Talik Major e
William Tyler Marshall w
Dorothy A. Mathis e  ✢
Katherine Briar Mays e
Mackenzee Kaitlynn McCauley e
Joshua Mccaw, Jr. e
Austin Jakob McClanahan w  ✢
Carlee Michaela Mcclelland e  ✢
Walter McClendon II ①
Jonathan Richard McDaniel ①
Mason James McWhorter w
Terrance Nathaniel Brice Micourt w
Zackary George Miller w
Kareem J. Mincey II e
William Madison Moon III e
Kristen Nicole Moore ①  ✢
Zachary Lee Morris w
Alison Georgiana Mullings w
Malik Rashaad Murray ①
Hunter Scott Neel ①
Rakeem Ezell Nelson e
Priscilla Nicole Neville w
Kimille Kristina Newsome e
Ella Rose Ofstedahl ①  †
Brooke Ayorkor Okorley ①  †
Mayrel Olalde Morales ①  ✢
Rochelle Tynise Owens ①
Tyler Randall Owens w  ✢
Faro Joseph Palazzolo ①
Taylor Parker e
Sasha Renea Parks e
Miranda Nicole Pendley ①  ✢
Danielle Elizabeth Pentecost ①  ✢
Taylor Anne Piscitelli w
Heather Nicole Pittman ①  ✢
Jalen Javon Prince ①
Sarah Suzanne Rainwater ①  ✢
Dakota Justin Rawls e
Charles Laron Reese, Jr. ①
Victoria Camille Reynolds ①
Cheyenne N. Rhaney e
Matthew A. Rice ①
Natasha S. Roach e
Brianna Marie Robinson e
Erica Shauntrease Robinson w
Breanna Amore Rogers e
Megan Elizabeth Rooks ①  ✢
Alexis Marie Rosales ①
Kristin Sandifer e  †
Juan Luis Santiago ①  ‡
Russell Chad Sessions, Jr. w
Ayanna Dashay Shedrick w  ✢
Kelsey Nicole Sheffield e  ✢
William Wyatt Sikes w
Farren Anita Smith e  †
Michelle Leigh Smith ①  †
Shayla Smith e
Zoey Sierra Smoak e
Hunter Alan Sommerville e
Patrick Lawrence Sovacool ①
Bachelor of Science
Doree' Analyssa Stephens e
Jennifer Lirette Stephens e  ‡
Sasha Nicolle Stoney ①
Ethan Michael Stotts e
Garrett L. Strickland ①  ‡
Caroline Moore Tallman ①
Logan Blake Taylor ①  †
Brianna Shanika Thomas ①
Gavin Malik Vernon Thomas, Jr. ①
Demontre' Travon Thompson e
Mikayla Shea Tillman e  ‡
Raven Etunwo Ulieme ①  ✢
Bailey C. Ussery e
Daniel Wyatt Vaughn ①
Miquel Vazquez e
Rafvette Marie Vega Colon ①
Clara Gene Vines ①
Dalton Curtis Wade w
Alexis Verlasha Gregtasia 
Edquavia Walker ①
Breaisha Nakyra Walker e
Keever Craig Walker ①
Jalen Darius Ward ①
Dezirea Somone Washington e  ✢
Ethan Scott Welch ①  ‡
Yafari Shaikir Werts ①
DeVon E. Williams ①
Erin G. Williamson w  ✢
Dejah Malkeevia Worthen ①  †
Nicholas Brandon Wright e  ✢  ★
Bachelor of Science in 
Athletic Training 
Jerrod Farrell ①
Hannah Ruth Gomez ①
Bachelor of Science in 
Athletic Training
Lauren Paige Griggs ①  ✢
Jack Reynolds Hall III ①
Noah Blake Mansell ①  ‡
Sarah Mason O'Connor ①  ✢
Jessica Carolyn Price ①  †
Katelyn Elizabeth Riney ①  ✢
Claudia M. Simpson ①  ★
Kayleigh Heather Stevenson ①
Cyntoria De'Asia Thomas ①
Riley Lauren Tucker ①  ✢
Kiana Marie Young ①  ‡
Reann Daria Young ①  †
Bachelor of Science in 
Kinesiology
Jelissa Zuleika Abreu e  ✢
Abigail Marie Adams e
Jordan L. Adcock ①
Skye Caprice Alexis e
Caleb Jon Allgood ①  ✢
Ewan An     derson ①
Austen Louis Arnold ①  †
Nicole E. Aussin ①  ✢
Alana Irene Barfield e
Patrick Daniel Barnett ①
Alexis Baylee Bennett e
Daniel J. Bridie ①
Jasmine Janae Brooks w
Lucy Manning Brooks ①
Jazmin Simone Brown w
Jenna K. Burns e
Magerrika Shanee Butts w
Katelyn Brooke Carpenter w  †
James Evan Carroll ①
Casey Cymone Carter e
Klayton Robert Carter w  ✢
Jasmine Alexis Cason w  ✢
Courtney Leann Cauthen w
Haley Gabriella Chochol w
Alana Jenai Clark ①  †
Seana A. Clay ①
Taylor M. Coffel w
Jordynn Lynn Cogbill ①
Kathryn Renee Colson e
Caroline Lee Cook e  ✢
Christio'n My'a Cook e  ✢
Logan Danielle Covington w
Robert Anthony Coyle ①  ✢
Sarah Elizabeth Creveling w
Matthew Ryan Curley ①
Ashton R. Curry ①  †
Nicole Cain Dahlenburg ①  ✢
Kristy Louise Daniels ①
Malindie Jane Davidson ①
Handley Elizabeth Davis w
Victoria Daniela Diaz e
Ansley G. Donaldson e
Danielle Alison Drescher w
Anesha Nichole Drummer w
Hannah Nicole Dupriest ①
Marissa Kelly Duvall e
Jenna Cheree Eason e  ✢
Janae Chanel Edwards w
Akpobome Abel Emereje e
Wyatt David Erwin ①  ✢
Logan Maxwell Eubanks ①
McKenzie Joan-Marie Evans w
Sadie Hamilton Evans w
Shelby F. Everett w  ✢
Savannah D. Floyd w
Casey Carol Flynn e  †
Lauren Brook Foster w
Chandler Saxon Freeman e
Sarah Annlee Freeman e
Margaret A. Galbierz e
Kameron Tremeir Garrett w  †
Stephanie Angeline Gibson ①  †
Zachary Adam Goodelman ①
Icis Monique Grant e
Dextric Caylan Green w
Taylor Denae Griggs w
Nicholas Weightman Gross ①  †
Alexis Montana Hall ①
Layton Paige Harrell w
Natalie J. Hart ①  ✢
Katie Elizabeth Hartman e  ✢
Cheyenne Autumn Harvey ①  †
Morgan Elizabeth Hay ①
Brittany Nicole Higgs e
Jordan C. Henderson e
Anna Kate Hickman ①  †
Chase A. Hicks w
Alexa Cheyenne Hitchens e
Brinley Renee Hodge e
Amelia Jane Holder e
Matthew Dante' Hunter e
Benjamin Randolph Hyde e
Sara A. Iavarone e
Ka'Zah LaZaria Jackson e
Curtis Leslie Jamerson ①
Kierra Simone' Jenkins e
Jasmin Shoneshia Johnson ①  ✢
Kylee Laurel Johnson ①
Myles Bradley Johnson w
Cayla Renea Jones ①
Hannah Katherine Jones ①  †
Ilana Camille Jones ①
Mark Anthony Jones II ①
Faith Elizabeth Joyner ①  †
Lauren Elizabeth Kadlick e
Lauren Ashleigh Karinshak ①
Courtney Desiree Keaton w
Kaitlin Elizabeth Kilgore w
Tonya Lynn Krupp ①  ✢
Skylar Devyn Lance w  †
Kameran Bailee Land ①
Amanda Lynn Landry w
Kelsey Andrews Latimer e
Dillon James Lawson e
Leah Elizabeth Mai Le w
Kyle D. Lee e
Vevian Grace Alexandria 
Lee ①  ✢  ★
Hannah Elaine Lettice ①
Danny Torress Levett, Jr. w
Wilson Hunter Lohorn ①
Alexis Skye Lozano e
Victoria Elizabeth Mackintosh e
Jacob K. Manning w
Destinee Anadia 
Da'Terie  Marbley e
Joseph Keith Marks e
Mallory Nicole Martin e  ✢
Bachelor of Science in 
Kinesiology
Jacob William Alexander 
Mason ①  ✢
John Patrick Mathis e
Kaya Iman Matthews e
Ashley Shae McDonald w
Hannah Lee McDonald ①
Virginia Taylor McInnis w
Jaidyn Anina McKeever-Harrison w
Haley B. Mcnure ①  ✢
‡ = Summa Cum Laude † = Magna Cum Laude ✢ = Cum Laude ★ = University Honors Program Scholar
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Mekashaw D. Mekoya e
Kathleen Sophia Meloy-Lane e  †
Anna Elise Merrell w
Georgia Alexandrea Mesa-Herfel ①
Bailey Lane Metts ①  ‡
Maria Lee Mezosi e  ‡
Nicholas Joseph Miller e
Janiah Jabre' Mims ①
Dallas Terrell Mincey e
Kiara A. Mincey e  ✢
Madison Jean Mitchell ①  †
Kinsey Elizabeth Morelock ①  †
Kaylien Wells Muller ①  ‡
Libby Ann Newsome ①  ✢
Brian Michael Olex e
Timothy Scott Parker w  ✢
Jake Austin Piazza e
Emily Anne Powell e
Emma Grace Pritchett ①
Thomas Howard Purser III ①
Michael Jeffrey Quick, Jr. e
McKenzie Elizabeth Rahn ①
Katherine Andréa Ravenell w
Sarah Kathryn Reed ①
Deshaven Roshun Reynolds e
Gracie Kathleen Rigg ①  ✢
Shanteria Myeisha Rivers e
Kaitlin Elizabeth Rocker w
Courtney Anne Roland ①
Janae Anita Rollins w
Kandice A. Rougier ①
Ashley Hope Rucker w  ✢
Madeline Key Sanders ①  †
Mikay Anslee Sands e  ✢
Lexie Morgan Saylors ①  ✢
Kathryn Lyndsey Schneller ①  †
Samantha Lea Schuldt e
Madeline Anna Schwartz w
Brandi Morgan Sellars w  ✢
Javiohn Aubrey Seymore w
Jasmine Brion Sheppard ①
Molly Ann Simmons ①
Temperance L. Simmons w
Alexis Janai Smith ①
Amelia Katharine Smith ①
Andy Ricardo Smith, Jr. e
Cainan Nicholas Smith ①
Laura Nicole Solano Rosario ①
Jylen Traevon Southerland e
Makalyn Keaira Spears e
Joanna Ashley St Louis e
Breanne Elizabeth Stanley w
Michelle Fubao Steinmetz ①  ✢
Lauren Nichole Strickland w  ‡
Samantha Courtney Stringer e
Liyah Andreka Terrell ①  †
Oswald G. Tettey-Enyo, Jr. w
Samantha Stephanie Thermidor ①
John Michael Thompson ①  †
Mary Catherine Tison ①
Marktreyvius T. Tolbert e
Cody Lee Tournear ①
Nicole Elizabeth Trammell ①
Anna Lin Turner ①
Marissa Paige Valentine w
Rigoberto Villeda ①  †
Eric Christopher Volz ①  ✢
Matthew Randolph Voyles ①
Cheyenne L. Walker e
Jaylen Taneah Wallace w
Ryan Lloyd Wallace w
Tamera Denise Washington e
Ryan Thomas Weber w
Emma Suzanne Wells ①  †
Ryan Z. White ①
Megan Erin Wilder w
Amanda Lorriane Williams e
Bailee Marie Williamson e
Maxwell Callaway Wilson e
Kyle William Woyce e
Devin Taye Wright e
Alison Lynn Young ①  ✢
Skylar L. Young ①
Bachelor of Science in 
Medical Laboratory Science
Eniola O. Adedokun e
Blandine A. Adjovi Coburn e
Benjamin A. Asghar e  †
Kathrin Susanne Blosser e
Minielys Bobe e
Dominique Willamae Bodie e
Christian Al'Lomont Buford e
Brandon Major Campbell e
Brittany Morgan Caron ①
Santana Ann Cater e  ‡
Shanesha Alexandria Dallas e
Dalila Oni Dantzler e
Taleesa JaNell Dawson e
Hali Brooke Dunn e
Shannon Grace Fortenberry e
April A. Hancock e
Ashley Victoria Higgins e
Yeni Gabriela Jacob-Tomas e
Lourdes Lopez e
William R. Maher III e
Ryan Patrick Oggenfuss e
Olawole K. Olabisi e
Niataya Ilexis Palmer e  ✢
Iesha Shaquawn Phillips e  †
Shea Ann Quinn e
Willie Luther Robinson e
Stephen Steele Tankersley e  ✢
Katelyn Elizabeth Thornton e  ✢
Tyesha Cashay Wadley e
Demeishia NeChelle Wilcher e
Alexis Jane' Wimberly e
Bachelor of Science in 
Nursing
M. Emmaline  Adams ①  ✢
Nofisat Ayinke Akinsanya e
Jordan Elizabeth Allen ①
Anna Marie Allred e  ✢
Angell Anderson e
Tapeka Laquesha Arnett ①  ✢
Lauren Keeley Ash e
Aishat Olaronke Babatunde e  †
Fatoumata Bah ①  ✢
Charnela Diedra Barber e  ‡
Keri Elisabeth Baskins e
Shelby Brooke Baze e
Rebecca Madison Bean e
Lexi Lanette Beaver e  †
Taylor Moore Beckum w
Camille Lauren Bentley e
Jordan Simone Bentley e
Reagan E. Benton e  ✢
Taylor Alexis Billman ①
Lori Marie Boltz ①  ✢  ★
Paige Elizabeth Borghelli ①  †
Skylar N. Bosak e
Morgan Kaitlyn Bowen ①  ✢
Kailee May Bowlden w
Dawn Rachael Bowman e
Mallory Elizabeth Boyd w  ‡
Travis Jamal Boyd e  ✢
Courtney Briana Boyer e  ✢
Shea Nanette Brack ①  ✢
Ansley Nicole Braddock e  †
Rebecca C. Bradley e
Jane Elizabeth Branan w  †
Kylee Brooke Brant e
Macie F. Brassell e  †
James William Brewer e
Arnell Ulanda Brooks ①
Ashley Brooke Brown ①
Morgan Leigh Brown w  ✢
Satanga L. Brown e  †
Staci Michelle Brumfield w  ✢
Anayah Charity Bryant e
Christina Elise Burton e
Candice Dee Calver ①
Shakiyah Kiunna Carter ①
Otis George Cartledge IV ①
Shiyel Renay Chester e  †
Yotisha Victoria Elizabeth Cobb w  †
Austin Christine Coleman ①  †
Samantha Brooke Collins ①  †
Casey Claire Colquitt e
Robert Bruce Conway w  ‡  ★
Elizabeth Dianne Coody w
Jada Sha'kira Cooper ①  ✢
Melissa Paige Cordery ①
Braeden Elizabeth Cribbs e  ✢
Hanah Renee Daniel e  †
Anna C. Davis e  ‡
Hannah Lea Davis e  ✢
Lindsay Taylor Davis ①
Shontrice La'shay Davis ①
Tyler Kenneth Davis ①  ✢
Briana Leslie Delbeau-Charles e
John Ronald Dickey e  ‡
Eliana Christianne Difuntorum ①  †
Daila Nicole Dillard ①  ✢
Racheal E. Dixon e
Emily Marie Dobson e  ✢
Monika Arnell Dooley-Harriott w
Charita Latrease Downing e
Caitlin A. Driggers e  ✢
Ashley Brooke Drinkard ①
Cailey A. Dupree ①
Madeleine Anne Durant ①  †
Danielle Frances Durfee ①
Nadia Barbos Edenfield e  ✢
Justin Thomas Ellis ①
Kera Shanterria Ellis ①
Alissa Jane Epling e
Amanda Sarah-Lynnae Epperley e
Esmeralda Ceja Espitia ①  ✢
Kelly Silvers Evans e  ✢
Olivia Grace Fabacher ①  ✢
Elisia Janai Faison ①  ✢
Marcus Alan Fite ①  ✢
David E. Fitzsimmons e
Sydney N. Ford e
Haley Elizabeth Fowler e  ✢
Marian Pierce Fox ①  ✢
Caitlin Elizabeth Francis e
Emily R. Fulmer e  ✢
Katie Leigh Furr ①  ✢
Machaela Rose Galiano e
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Garrett ①
Annah Victoria Geiger e  †
Caroline McKenzie Gilbert ①  ✢
Nicole Pearl Gilner ①  ✢
Patricia Todd Glisson e
Claire Ann Goodall ①  ✢
Tiffani Leigh  Gordon ①
Courtney Ellen Goss ①
Sydney Lauren Graham e
Taylor Alexis Graham ①  ✢
Shayleece Jusae Graham-
Hargrove ①  ✢
Molly L. Grier e
Juakena S. Griggs e
Julia Grace Groover e  ✢
Emma Caroline Hanlon ①  †
Tiffany Lynn Harbin e  †
Naomi Nicole Hardy e  ✢
Chrystal Jhanee' Harris e  ✢
Monique Juleen Harris e  ✢
Moriah Joyce Harris ①  ‡  ★
Tia Michelle Harris ①
Conner McKay Harrison e  †
Nellie Katheryn Harrison w  ✢
Elizabeth Rose Hartley ①  ✢
Alexis Michelle Hernandez e  ✢
Noel Malunes Herradura ①  ‡
Danielle Rose Hess ①  ✢
Keanna Leigh Heyward w
Jessica Renee Hill e
Ashley Rachel Hlavac ①
Sophia Caprice Hofeling ①  ✢
Benjamin Michael Holland ①  ✢
Rachel Lynn Holland e
Celeste Simone Holt w
Valarie Shantrel Hopkins e
Jessica Blanca Horton e  †
Kaitlyn Taylor Howard ①
Allie Rose Hughes e
Christina Nicole Hundley ①  ✢
Ashleigh Victoria Hunt ①  ✢
Hannah Lo Hunter ①  ‡
Julie Marie Hynes ①
Parker Elle Intonato ①  ✢  ★
Aseel Jahmani e  ✢
Nisha Dilip Javeri e
Anderson Creed Jenkins e
Arial Mariah Jenkins e  ✢
Daniel A. Jenkins ①  †
Joseph David Johnson e  ✢
Marianna L. Johnson ①
Marie Carlisle Johnson e
Abigail Katelyn Jones e
Natoria T. Jones ①  ✢
Shakiria Arshenek' Jones ①
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Anna M. Jordan e
Caitlin Rae Jordan w
Tayler M. Jordan ①
Morgan L. Joyner e
Peter Katai ①
MaKaylee Jordan Kelley e
Sabrina Gabrielle Kennedy e  †
Nada Jean Kent ①  †  ★
Kelsey Bobzien King ①  ✢
Mindy Ann King e  ✢
Lindsey Michelle Klingner ①  ✢
Leah Marie Register e  †
Savannah Jane Krapf e
Hannah Michelle Kroul ①  †
Kayla Laine Lanier e
Walker Reginal Lanier e  †
Samuel Jacob Lawrence ①  ✢
Lindsey Karen Beyerlein Lewis w  †
Montana Aaron Gene Lewis e  ✢
Jimei Liu ①
Jun Long e  ✢
Hayley Lauren Lott ①  †
Ja'Kayla Shavonne Mack e
Amanda L. Maher e
Hope Elizabeth Maley e
Frederick Malunes ①  ✢
William W. Manning e
Dante Marion e  †
Sarah Yeahley Matney ①  ✢
Erinn Elizabeth Matthews e  †
Cassie Nichole McBride e  †
Alexis Nicole McCullough ①  ✢
Jack Edward McGraw ①  ✢
Mary Anne McKinley e  ✢
Mariah Claire McRae ①  ✢
Martrell DeAmbria McWhorter ①
Hannah Marie Meyers ①  ‡
Valeria Midgette ①  ‡
Hannah Marie Miles ①
Ashley N. Miller ①  †
Ashley Nicole Miller e
Brandon Graham Miller e  ✢
Glenda K. Michelle Miller ①  †
Jeffrey Montana Minko w  †
Keyera Patrice Mitchell w
Megan Brannen Mitchell ①
Mabry Anna Moore e  ✢
Ana Paula Mora e
Brittany Nicole Morris ①  ‡
MaKayla Drew Moxley e  ✢
Erin Danielle Mullis e  ✢
Summer R. Murphy e  ✢
Jada Marie Napoleon e
Hieu Nguyen e
Kathy Ann Nishiyama ①  †
Ashton Kali Noell e  †
Cheryl Ifunanya Nnenna Obi e  †
Ismaelle Wilna Occeus w
Brittany Marie Odom e
Chidinma Blessing Okafor ①  ✢
Gage Everett Orndorff ①
Sayja Irene Samonne  Page e  ‡
Amber Leya Pardo ①  ‡
Shivani Patel e  †
Valeria Pena-Cortes e
Savannah Lacey Perry e
Marissa Lynn Peterson e  ✢
Maggy Wainright Petrie ①  ✢
Megan Plagenhoef e
Jamie Langdon Porter e
Tori Megan Powell e  †
Nicholas Chase Powers ①  †
Cindy Lynn Price e  ✢
Taniqua Jonai Price ①
Linda Giselle Ramirez ①  ✢
Catherine Hammond Ray e
Dustin Jordan Ray ①  ✢
Kelsie Morgan Razuri ①  †
Jennifer Allie Redmond ①  ✢
Ashton Caroline Rentz ①
Christina C. Reynolds w
Daphne J'nai Reynolds ①
Ashley Tashawn Richardson ①  ✢
Sierra F. Richey e
Noah Michael Riley e  ✢
Joshua Lee Rivera Powers e
Megan Rose Rochford e  †
Colette Sophie Ryset w  †
Colleen Elizabeth Sanders ①
Emma Marie Saylor e  †
Erin Lindsey Schear ①  †
Rachel Elizabeth Scott w
Shayla Shontavia Scott e
Amber Brooke Sharpe ①
Jennifer Michelle Sheppard ①  ✢
Brittaney Christina Sherbert e  ✢
Mary Emily Shetler e  ✢
Emily C. Shiver ①  ✢
Alexandra J. Shugart ①
Shea Nicole Shurling ①  †
Benjamin Andrew Sikes e  †
Heather Mackenna Silbaugh ①  ✢
Keyton Paige Siler e
Brianna Nicole Silvers ①  ✢
Claire Elizabeth Simmons ①
Aubrie Anna Smith ①  ✢
Casley A. Smith ①  ✢
Ebony Simone Smith e
Naavah C. Smith e
Nicole Thu Thao Smith e
Suzannah Grace Smith e  ✢
Rachel Anne Spell e
Najah Marie Springer w
Alexandria Gene Steele w  ‡
Alea Stein e  †
Jessica L. Stewart w  †
Erin Rowley Stoner e  ‡  ★
Kyle Dillon Stover e  ✢
Amber Latashia Stroud e
Kristina Nichole Sturdivant ①
Raeleigh Elizabeth Swindell ①  ✢
Alyssa Morgan Taylor ①  †
Caitlin Elizabeth Taylor e
Laura Leigh Taylor e
Ryan Anderson Taylor ①
Roikiesha Q. Tennant ①
Kaitlin Elaine Thomas e  ✢
Lori Kate Thomas ①
Michaela J. Thomas ①
Kashirah L. Thompson-Monroe ①
Courtney Rochye' Tippins e  ✢
Dawn Marie Tumillo ①
Courtney Janae' Turner e  †
Derrick Alexander Turner e
Raigan Lafaye Turner ①  ✢
Alejandra Uribe ①  ‡
Alycia Bree Ussery e
Celeste Marina Vega e
Nalani Autumn Vernau ①  †
Lindsay Danielle Vining e  ✢
Tracy Le Vo ①
Jennifer Voltmer ①
Marianne Elizabeth Walker ①  ✢
Vickie L. Walthour ①
Nandi Walton e
Zamara Simone Warfield w  ✢
Morgan Lewis White e  ✢
Alexis V. Wilburn e
Sharon Denise Wiley ①
Arianna Autumn Wilke ①  †
Ashley Dominique Williams ①
Brian Lanier Williams e
Christiana C. Williams ①
Dashay Alexis Williams e
Jamaal Ashley Williams ①  ‡
Megan B. Willis e
Mary Katherine Wilson ①
Sarah Ashley Wilson e  †
Shannon Makayla Wilson-Heady e  †
Farida Wilson-Sowah e
Kimberly Rose Woods ①
Jeremy Ryan Word ①  †
Savannah Alexis Writch e  ✢
Sarah Wagner Yagel ①
Alfred Kipkemboi Yego ①
Kelly J. Yeomans ①  ‡
Lauren Grace Yoss e  ‡
Bachelor of Science in 
Radiologic Sciences
Taja Lamere Akins ①  ✢
Timmy Askew, Jr. ①
Jeffery Omar Barnett ①
Allie Kathleen Bartley w
Nicole Michelle Belotserkovskiy e
Brooklyn Ivy Bergen ①  †
Kerianne Kiyomi Berrios ①  ✢
Courtney Maleeah Billings ①
Jennifer Blair Bota e
Christina Lynn Brogan ①  ✢
Jiyah I. Brown ①  ✢
Kelsie Lauren Brown ①  †
Matthew Brun e
Emily M. Coursey ①  ✢
Jerry Ray Cox e
Donna Nicole Cross ①  ✢
Adrienne Lynn Daniels e
Fatima Majid Diab ①  ✢
Kortney Breanne Douglas ①  ✢
Shelby Lorraine Douglas e  †
Darian Jordan Dozier ①
Mary Anneliese Dupre ①  ✢
Katelynn Ann Ellis ①  ✢
Uwem Efiong Etuk ①  ‡
Diane Evans e  †
Kanesha R. Fields w
Jacey Allen Folsom ①  ✢
Justin Blake Fortner ①
Madison Noelle Gale ①  ‡
Natasha S. Garland ①  ✢
Keyanna Charniece Glover ①
Shamirah Antoniette Goldsmith ①
Sara Lizzeth Gonzalez-Ventura ①  ✢
Lauren K. Hadden e  ✢
Ileene Ashley Harden ①
Erika Monique Henry-Mitchell ①
Samantha Jane Herr ①  †
Carlie Deeanna Hobbs ①
Gregory Morris Holland, Jr. ①
Kayla Amanda Humphrey e
Minhthu Jennifer Huynh ①  ✢
Tionne Kharysle Jackson ①
Tarleshia Marlene Jean Pierre ①
Allie Davis Jones w
Dakhita Angel Jones w
Amanda Davis Kessler ①  †
Allison Haley Lamb ①  ‡
Austin Hensley Lewis ①
Duane Christopher Love ①
Mayra A. Luna ①
Kathryn Diane Mancill w
Allison Taylor Manning ①  ✢
Anthony Thomas Materna w  ‡
Lisa Diane McCoy ①  ✢
Aleigha Ashley Mcdaniel ①
Robert Mcghee III e  ✢
Alexis Regina McIntyre ①  ✢
Lakeisha N. Tanksley w
Krista Leigh Mercer ①  ✢
Sharon Lynn Moen e
Sarah Neal Montgomery ①  ‡
Kaitlan Dannielle Needham ①  ✢
Brittany Vashea Nolley e
Samuel Hamilton O'Brien e  ✢
Jazmine Rickell Orr ①  †
Carmen Palmer ①  †
Mandy Renee Palmer ①  ✢
Jaden Mikala Paschal ①  ✢
Vianey Perez Camacho ①
Sharee Marie Perry ①
Amanda Dawn Popham ①  ‡
Keenan Isaiah Rachel ①  ✢
Kristen Michelle Rahrer e
Faith Rea e  †
Brandon Enrique Reyes e  ✢
Kimberly Ann Roe ①  ✢
Sarah Daphne Rosenberg ①
Jasmine Marie Sanjurjo ①  ✢
VanEsser Michelle Sitton ①
Thomas Keegan Spell w  ✢
Johnny James Sumner ①
Cassandra Sweatman w  ✢
Jessica Elise Teodore ①
Michaelin Drew Thomas ①  ✢
Tony Bernard Thomas II ①  ✢
Jessica Marie Thompson ①  †
Clint A. Van Der Linden ①  ‡
Jenna Nicole Wagner ①  ✢
Mariah Jheanae Wilford ①
Adam Richard Williams ①
Justin Kendrick Willis e
Myranda Lynn Wilson ①  ✢
Nartoshia Lashon Wilson ①
Mor Xiong e  ✢
Julie Reeves Yancey e  †
Alexis Miranda Zullo ①  ✢
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EMERITUS FACULTY
President Marrero has recommended to the Board of Regents of the University System of Georgia that the following Deans, faculty and staff 
member be granted emeritus status upon retirement:
DR. MARIA MAGOULA ADAMOS, Professor of Philosophy, (1996; 2nd edition 2004), several articles and encyclopedia articles, 
who retired July 31, 2020. Dr. Adamos left her native Thessaloniki and has presented papers to national and international audiences. 
(Greece) for New York in 1986 to pursue her studies. After she Professor Bryant’s scholarly achievements have led to some of his 
received her B. A. from Middlebury College in 1992, she started most significant service commitments, including reviewing scholarly 
her graduate study in Philosophy at the University of California- manuscripts for major presses and serving as President-Elect and 
Santa Barbara. She wrote her dissertation, Emotions: An Aristotelian President of the Georgia Association of Historians. Dr. Bryant has 
Solution, under the direction of Dr. Francis W. Dauer, who has been exceptionally generous with his time to local organizations; 
been instrumental in promoting her in-depth understanding of the he has served as Humanities Adviser for a significant ($250,000) 
complicated logical relations of the different aspects of emotion. She National Endowment for the Humanities grant for “The Owens-
received her Ph.D. in Philosophy from University of California-Santa Thomas House: Interpreting the Dynamics of Urban Slavery in the 
Barbara in 2000, having earned her M.A. in 1994 from University South (2017) and has given lectures to local audiences at the Georgia 
of California-Santa Barbara. She immediately started teaching at Archives, Jepson Center for the Arts, and The Learning Center. 
Georgia Southern University in Statesboro, where she remained for Dr. Bryant has a well-deserved reputation as an effective teacher, 
the last 20 years, achieving the rank of full professor in 2018. Her including of large sections of HIST 2110: The US: A Comprehensive 
students appreciated her passion, but also her high expectations of Survey (156 students) and Georgia History. Dr. Bryant has several 
them. As an academic advisor to philosophy majors, she has placed projects planned for his retirement, including a book project currently 
some of her students in excellent graduate programs. Dr. Adamos titled “Men with Mouths Full of Law: The Creation of the Cotton 
has delivered many talks to national and international academic South,” an article on “Law and Unintended Consequences: The 
conferences and published several articles in academic journals on Short, Unhappy Life of Georgia’s First County Courts, 1866-1868,” 
the topics of emotion, forgiveness, Aristotle’s theory of emotion and and a review essay for a British journal, Reviews in History. For his 
ethics, and Hume’s skepticism. Her research on emotion has received many distinguished contributions, Dr. Jonathan Bryant has earned 
international renown; in 2018 she was invited as a Visiting Scholar the title of Professor Emeritus of History.
to the University of Jadavpur (Kolkata, India) to deliver a series of 
DR. CONSTANCE CAMPBELL, W.E. Carter Distinguished lectures on her theory of emotion; there she met graduate students 
Chair in Business Administration and Professor of Management, who not only knew her work, but were writing their own papers on 
who retired July 31, 2020. Dr. Campbell received her B.A. degree her theory. Dr. Adamos’ service included chairing and participating 
from Oklahoma Baptist University (1981) and her M.S.Ed. degree in various search and other committees, such as the Faculty Senate 
from the University of Kentucky (1983). In 1992, she earned her Undergraduate Committee, among many others.  Moreover, she 
Ph.D. from Florida State University. At the time of her retirement, was the main faculty co-organizer of the First Joint Undergraduate 
Philosophy Conference with Armstrong State University, and the she will have provided 28 years of distinguished service to Georgia 
founder of the Georgia Eta Chapter of the Phi Sigma Tau Philosophy Southern University. During her tenure, Dr. Campbell taught 
Honors Society at Georgia Southern. In addition, she has served international management courses at the undergraduate and graduate 
her profession by being a member of the Editorial Board of An levels, including study abroad programs in Mexico and Germany. 
Anthology of Philosophical Studies, among others. For these and many She also hosted German students and faculty during their study 
other contributions to the department, college, University, and abroad programs in Georgia. Additionally, Dr. Campbell was an 
profession, Dr. Maria M. Adamos merits the title Professor Emerita of early adopter of online teaching as a faculty member in the Georgia 
Philosophy. WebMBA program, a well-regarded entirely online degree program. 
Her research and scholarship focused on leadership—particularly 
DR. JONATHAN M. BRYANT, Professor of History, who retired July on women leaders in STEM professions where few women arise to 
31, 2020. Dr. Bryant earned his B.A. degree from the University of upper-level management positions. She completed several studies 
Virginia (1979); his J.D. degree from Mercer University (1983); his on leader derailment, attributions in the workplace, and managing 
M.A. degree from the University of Georgia (1987); and his Ph.D. high-productive, but uncivil, employees. Dr. Campbell chaired and 
degree from the University of Georgia (1992). He is exceptionally served on numerous college and university committees, including 
deserving of emeritus status. In his 24 years as a member of the committees that evaluated all academic programs at the University 
Department of History, he has established a reputation as a scholar and revised the University’s Statutes. For her many contributions 
with an international reputation, been recognized as a popular to the department, college, University, profession, and community, 
and effective teacher, and made significant contributions to the Dr. Constance Campbell has earned the title of Professor Emerita of 
department, college, University, and community. His book, Dark Management.
Places of the Earth: The Voyage of the Slave Ship Antelope (New York 
and London: Liveright imprint of W. W. Norton, 2015) was a DR. ROBERT COSTOMIRIS, Associate Professor of Literature, 
Los Angeles Times Book Prize Finalist (2016) and won the Georgia who retired July 31, 2020. Dr. Costomiris earned a Bachelor of Arts 
Historical Records Advisor Council Award for Excellence in Research degree in English from the University of California-Berkeley (1977) 
(2016). This book led to his serving as a guide, consultant, and and a Bachelor of Science degree in Plant Science from the University 
interview subject for the forthcoming documentary, John Marshall: of California-Davis (1985). He received his Master of Arts degree 
The Man Who Made the Supreme Court, which aired on Amazon (1990) and his Doctor of Philosophy degree (1995) in English from 
Prime beginning in August 2020. In addition, Dr. Bryant authored the University of Washington. At the time of his retirement, Dr. 
How Curious a Land: Conflict and Change in Greene County, Georgia Costomiris will have provided 23 years of service to Georgia Southern 
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University. During his tenure, he enjoyed the privilege of teaching 
Old English and Middle English literature—a position that allowed 
him to introduce undergraduate and graduate students to literature 
most of them did not know but which they came to admire and 
even love, even when it involved learning to read Middle English! 
He also never tired of teaching World Literature to undergraduates, 
especially the epic poems of Homer, Virgil, Dante, and Milton, 
whose deeply humane works are enduring evidence of the importance 
of literature in the University’s core curriculum and the education 
of the citizens of Georgia. Dr. Costomiris’ scholarship focuses on 
the complex relationships that develop between readers and literary 
works over time. He has published essays on Chaucer’s use of the 
Bible, Langland’s use of Ovid, how modern readers understand the 
morality of Chaucer’s poetry, and a string of articles on the way 16th 
readers understood and used medieval literature, especially the works 
of Chaucer. In retirement, he will continue to study the ways Milton 
read Chaucer. For his numerous contributions to the department, 
college, University, and profession, Dr. Robert Costomiris has earned 
the title of Associate Professor Emeritus of Literature.
PROFESSOR REBECCA DAVIS, Associate Professor of Criminal 
Justice and Criminology, who retired July 31, 2020. Professor Davis 
received her Bachelor of Science in Journalism (1987) and her Master 
of Arts in Political Science (1989) from Georgia Southern College. 
In 1992, she earned her Juris Doctor from the University of Georgia. 
Joining the faculty of Georgia Southern University in 1994, she 
was an early adopter of technology-enhanced education and was 
awarded numerous grants to establish and upgrade technology in the 
classroom. Among one of the first faculty to develop and offer courses 
online, Professor Davis also became an expert in website coding and 
was awarded a grant from the Administrative Office of the Courts to 
create websites for the state judicial system in southeast Georgia. After 
serving as an informal pre-law advisor for eight years, Professor Davis 
procured funding for and established the Office of Pre-Law Advising, 
for which she won the 2004 College of Liberal Arts and Social 
Sciences Award of Distinction in Service. She served as the director 
of the Office of Pre-Law Advising for 17 years, during which time 
Georgia Southern’s law school applicants more than doubled their 
acceptance rate. In addition her many service contributions, Professor 
Davis authored one book, Justice Leah Ward Sears: Seizing Serendipity 
(University of Georgia Press), co-authored another, Judge Faye Sanders 
Martin: Head Full of Sense, Heart Full of Gold (Mercer University 
Press), and published numerous articles and a book chapter. For 
these and many other distinguished contributions to the department, 
college, University, and profession, Professor Rebecca Davis has 
earned the title of Associate Professor Emerita of Criminal Justice and 
Criminology.
DR. LUTHER (TREY) DENTON, Professor of Marketing, who 
retired July 31, 2020. Dr. Denton earned his B.A. in psychology 
and his M.B.A. from Emory University, then completed his Ph.D. 
in marketing at the University of Georgia. During the two years 
immediately preceding his career at Georgia Southern, and while 
completing his dissertation on the distribution of U.S. joint venture 
products in China, he taught marketing at Hong Kong Baptist 
University in Hong Kong. Joining the faculty at Georgia Southern in 
1992, he taught a variety of marketing and honors courses but was 
the principal teacher for the International Marketing course. Every 
marketing major in the last 20 plus years passed through Dr. Denton’s 
classroom as a requirement for graduation. Dr. Denton’s teaching 
evaluations were consistently among the highest in his department. 
He is the recipient of two University Awards for Excellence, earning 
the award for Contributions to Instruction in 1995 and the award 
for Excellence in Service in 2016-2017. He was named Outstanding 
Advocate for First Year Students in 2011. Selected Parker College 
of Business awards include Teaching (1995), Service (2000 and 
2015), and Professor of the Year (2004). Dr. Denton chaired two 
Presidential Search Committees (Grube and Keel) and served on a 
third (Marrero). He was a member of the four-person committee that 
drafted the proposal for the creation of a University Honors Program. 
He chaired the University Strategic Planning Committee for three 
consecutive three-year terms and led this group in a campus-wide 
planning initiative that pushed for higher admission standards, a 
freshman on-campus living requirement, a more conscious effort to 
promote sustainability, and fruitful initiatives to promote diversity. 
He is proud that under his stewardship, “kindness” remained a core 
value specifically espoused in the University Mission. He served 
as the original and sole Coordinator of Parker College Honors 
and served faithfully on the University Honors Program Faculty 
Advisory Committee. He was one of two faculty members on the 
Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on 
Colleges (SACSCOC) Leadership Team that worked for more than 
two years to earn the University’s SACSCOC reaffirmation in 2007. 
During his tenure, he published an eclectic set of 26 refereed journal 
articles on topics as wide ranging as Chinese food, banking, and 
gift preferences, national stereotypes and their influence on country 
of origin perceptions, vigilante online reviews of products, and the 
impact of animation in pharmaceutical advertising. He has consulted 
and/or provided training for many area companies including Crider 
Foods, Sea Island Bank, JCB, SNF Chemtall, Imperial Sugar, and 
Willingway Hospital. He has led strategic planning sessions for many 
leadership groups including the Averitt Center of the Arts, Boys and 
Girls Club of Bulloch County, Downtown Statesboro Development 
Authority, the 24th Annual Statesboro-Bulloch Leadership 
Conference, and numerous others. He was the Bulloch County Parks 
and Recreation Volunteer of the Year in 2000 and serves on the Board 
of Directors for the Bulloch County Boys and Girls Club. He was 
the faculty keynote speaker at many Scholars Day banquets and was 
frequently asked to speak to various groups on “Creating a Happy 
Organization.” He was inducted into honorary societies Beta Gamma 
Sigma, Omicron Delta Kappa, and Phi Kappa Phi. For his many 
distinguished contributions to the department, college, University, 
profession, and community, Dr. Luther (Trey) Denton deserves the 
title Professor Emeritus of Marketing.
DR. RICHARD FLYNN, Professor of Literature, who retired July 31, 
2020. Dr. Flynn received his B.A. in American Literature in 1987 
from George Washington University in Washington, DC. While 
working as the director of the law library for the Foundation of the 
Federal Bar Association, he earned an M.A. in Literature (Creative 
Writing emphasis in Poetry) in 1980 from American University 
in Washington, DC and returned to George Washington, where 
he earned the M. Phil. (1984) and the Ph.D. (1987) in American 
Literature. He taught full time at Indiana State University in Terre 
Haute from 1988-1990. From 1990 to 2020, he was a member of 
the English faculty at Georgia Southern, specializing in modern 
and contemporary poetry and children’s literature. Several of his 
former students have achieved success and national recognition in 
the academy. He has published two books, Randall Jarrell and the 
Lost World of Childhood (University of Georgia Press, 1990), which 
was named a 1992 Outstanding Academic Book by Choice, and a 
collection of poems, The Age of Reason (Hawkhead Press, 1993), 
over 30 articles and book chapters, over 30 book reviews, and over 
70 conference presentations and invited talks. From 2004-2009, 
he was the editor-in-chief of The Children’s Literature Association 
Quarterly, one of the leading journals in the field. Georgia Southern 
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recognized his scholarship with the 2002-2003 Award for Excellence 
in Research and Creative Scholarly Activity. He has also received 
four summer seminar research grants from the National Endowment 
for the Humanities. In addition to his teaching and scholarship, Dr. 
Flynn has been active in national, university, and college service, 
serving terms on the MLA Division on Children’s Literature and the 
Executive Board of the Children’s Literature Association. During five 
terms on the Faculty Senate, he held the offices of Chair of the Senate 
Executive Committee and Moderator of the Faculty Senate, Secretary, 
and Librarian. He also served several terms on the University 
Graduate Committee, including two terms as its Chair. In 2018, 
he received the Award for Excellence in Service from the College of 
Liberal Arts and Social Sciences. In recognition of his distinguished 
contributions, Dr. Richard Flynn has earned the title of Professor 
Emeritus of Literature.
DR. KATHLEEN H. GRUBEN, Associate Professor of Marketing 
and Director of the Center for Retail Studies, who retired July 31, 
2020. Dr. Gruben earned her B.B.A. in marketing and her M.B.A. 
from Stephen F. Austin State University and received her Ph.D. from 
the University of North Texas. At the time of her retirement, she 
provided Georgia Southern with 22 years of distinguished service. 
During her tenure at the University, she gained national attention 
for the University through the National Retail Federation, received 
several awards and recognitions, provided students with countless 
professional development opportunities, developed a reputation as a 
leading expert in the promotional products industry, and raised over 
a half a million dollars in grants, scholarships, and funding for the 
Center for Retail Studies.  Dr. Gruben is the recipient of numerous 
awards including Professor of the Year, the Martin NeSmith 
Outstanding Service Award, the Brown and Williams Award, and 
Citation for Student Engagement—all Parker College of Business 
awards. She earned “Outstanding Research Paper” at numerous 
conferences. Several students named her as a mentor through 
Omicron Delta Kappa where she was eventually inducted into the 
organization as a faculty member. Dr. Gruben was awarded research 
grants from Promotional Product Association International where 
she developed a reputation as an industry expert.  These grants led 
to other grant opportunities to research for organizations such as the 
Atlanta Braves.  These studies raised the University visibility through 
the books published from the research and citations in the media. 
During her time at the University, Dr. Gruben raised $521,165 in 
grants, scholarships, and funding for the Center for Retail Studies. 
The majority of this funding was invested in research and student 
development. In one case, she developed the Georgia Index of Retail 
Trade, a quarterly publication which was eventually taken over by 
the FDIC in Atlanta. For these and many other contributions to the 
department, college, University, and profession, Dr. Kathleen H. 
Gruben merits the title of Associate Professor Emerita of Marketing.
DR. TODD HIZER, Associate Professor of Chemistry, who retired 
July 31, 2020. Dr. Hizer graduated with a B.S. in chemistry from Old 
Dominion University and received his Ph.D. from the University of 
South Carolina in 1986 with a specialization in physical chemistry. 
He spent four years at Claflin College in Orangeburg, S.C. before 
joining the faculty at Armstrong State College (now Georgia Southern 
University) in 1989. At the time of his retirement, Dr. Hizer will have 
provided over 30 years of distinguished service to the University. Dr. 
Hizer may best be known for his commitment to students and their 
success. Students knew he was “pulling for them” and would help 
anyone who needed it. He also encouraged them to become involved 
in the discipline through the American Chemical Society (ACS). 
Early on, he was asked to be a part of the Savannah Science Seminar, 
working with scientists and engineers to expose regional high school 
students to the University’s programs and laboratories. He also 
worked with the Science Olympiad, the Science Bowl, and the Math 
Tournaments. He has judged dozens of science fairs, including the 
Savannah Ogeechee Regional Science and Engineering Fair, the First 
District Science Fair, and the Georgia State Science and Engineering 
Fair as well as numerous preliminary school-level science fairs. It is 
impossible to know how many young science students first learned of 
the mystery and magic of chemistry from him and chose to continue 
their study of it. For his numerous contributions to the department, 
college, University, and community, Dr. Todd Hizer is recognized as 
Associate Professor Emeritus of Chemistry.
DR. KAREN HOLLINGER, Professor of English, who retired July 
31, 2020. Dr. Hollinger earned a B.A. degree in history magna 
cum laude from Loyola University, Chicago, in 1972. She went on 
to receive an M.A. in history from Loyola in 1975 and an M.A. 
in English from the University of Illinois at Chicago in 1981. In 
1990, she obtained her Ph.D. in English with a specialization in 
Film Studies. Joining the faculty at Armstrong State University in 
1990, she taught film studies and literature. In recognition of her 
teaching, she won the Propst Award for Outstanding Achievement 
in Teaching in 1993 and the Outstanding Contribution to the 
Discipline Award in 2008. During her tenure, she published over 
20 articles, book chapters, book reviews, and five books: Biopics 
of Women (Routledge, 2020); Feminist Film Studies (Routledge, 
2012); The Actress: Hollywood Acting and the Female Star (Routledge, 
2006); In the Company of Women: The Contemporary Female 
Friendship Film (University of Minnesota Press, 1998); and 
Letter from An Unknown Woman, edited with Virginia Wright 
Wexman (Rutgers University Press, 1986). In addition to her 
scholarship, Dr. Hollinger served on a wide variety of university 
and departmental committees and was a member of the Faculty 
Senate. For these and many other distinguished contributions to 
the department, college, University, and profession, Dr. Karen 
Hollinger has earned the title of Professor Emerita of English.
JOHN G. JENSEN, Professor of Art, who retired May 31, 2020. 
Professor Jensen earned his B.S. in Art Education from the University 
of Wisconsin (1978) and received his M.F.A. in Combined Media 
from the University of Arizona (1985). Beginning his esteemed 
career at Armstrong College in 1985 as an assistant professor in the 
Department of Art, Professor Jensen taught numerous courses and 
created lasting contributions to the department and campus seeing 
it through three transitions: Armstrong Atlantic State, Armstrong 
State, and finally Georgia Southern Armstrong campus. He has 
earned the admiration and respect of his students and colleagues 
at Georgia Southern for his unapologetic dedication, sincere 
collegiality, loyal professionalism, odd sense of humor, and tireless 
hard work. Professor Jensen’s passion and dedication for teaching 
were honored by the University as he has received both the H. Dean 
Propst and the Kristina C. Brockmeier Award for Excellence in 
Teaching. This dedication to his students is apparent in the success 
they have had beyond the classroom in establishing their own careers 
as entrepreneurs, teachers, and recreation specialists for the City of 
Savannah or continuing their studies in graduate school. Professor 
Jensen never missed a student exhibit and taped hundreds of hours 
of videos for each student’s senior show speech. He has also served 
his profession, offering local and national organizations his expertise 
with workshops, jurying exhibitions, and always willing to share his 
wide breadth of knowledge on professional panels. Artist John Jensen 
sculpted the reliefs of every past Armstrong president on view in 
Burnett Hall and continues to exhibit his work all over the country. 
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He has a strong regional following. Professor Jensen believes in the 
students at Georgia Southern and their potential, instilling a life-long 
love of creativity and learning as key ingredients of a good life. For 
his many distinguished contributions to the department, college, 
University, and profession, Professor John G. Jensen has earned the 
title of Professor Emeritus of Art.
PROFESSOR MARK BABER JOHNSON, who retired May 31, 
2020. Professor Johnson received his B.M.Ed. degree from Murray 
State University (1982) and earned his M.M. from Louisiana 
State University and A&M College (1984). Joining the faculty at 
Armstrong Atlantic State University in 1997, Professor Johnson 
provided 23 years of distinguished service to Georgia Southern 
University. He served as the Director of Bands and Wind Studies 
from 1996 to 2020. Additionally, he served as the conductor of the 
Armstrong Wind Ensemble and Armstrong Chamber Winds, and 
he continues to serve as the principal conductor and music director 
of the Savannah Wind Symphony in Savannah, Georgia. Beloved by 
students, Professor Johnson was selected twice as an Armstrong State 
University Distinguished Faculty of the Decade. He was the 1992 
national recipient of the ASBDA Outstanding Conductor award and 
has appeared in the Who’s Who Among American Teachers registry. 
Moreover, Professor Johnson is in demand as a conductor, clinician, 
and adjudicator throughout the United States and South America. 
He has participated in numerous commissions of new instrumental 
music. Under his direction, the Savannah Wind Symphony 
continues to present world-premier performances of commissioned 
compositions from world-renowned composers. His professional 
affiliations include: College Band Directors National Association, 
Phi Beta Mu International Bandmasters Fraternity, National Band 
Association, Georgia Music Educators Association, Phi Mu Alpha-
Sinfonia, International Trombone Association, and Pi Kappa Lambda 
National Music Honor Society. Based on his outstanding teaching 
and conducting and his exemplary service to the department, 
college, University, and profession, Professor Mark Johnson is clearly 
deserving of the title Assistant Professor Emeritus of Music.
DOUGLAS E. MASINI, Professor of Respiratory Therapy and 
Department Chair of Diagnostic and Therapeutic Sciences, who 
retired June 30, 2020. Dr. Masini began his career as an emergency 
medical technician and was trained on-the-job as an inhalation 
therapy assistant at Bryan Cameron Community Hospital and 
Heller Memorial Hospital in 1978. He attended the University of 
Toledo on the GI Bill, graduating in 1983 with an A.A.S. degree 
in Respiratory Therapy Technology. In 1984, Dr. Masini moved to 
Florida and assumed the duties of instructor of Respiratory Therapy 
at the Inhalation Therapy Services Respiratory Therapy Institute 
in Jacksonville, FL where he was named Instructor of the Year in 
1985. In 1986, he became the Clinical Coordinator and Manager of 
Respiratory Services at Memorial Medical Center of Jacksonville, FL. 
He attended the University of North Florida and in 1990 received 
a B.S. degree in Liberal Studies from the University at Albany, State 
University of New York. He completed a M.A. degree at Tusculum 
College and was awarded the Shirley Beck Outstanding Graduate 
Student in East Tennessee award in 1997. In 1998, Dr. Masini began 
doctoral studies at East Tennessee State University. In 2008, he 
accepted the position of Program Director of Respiratory Therapy 
at Armstrong Atlantic State University. He was elected a Fellow of 
the American College of Chest Physicians in 2013. As primary or 
co-investigator, his research teams were awarded over $3.5 million 
in grants. His work on projects related to the fledgling Georgia 
Asthma Coalition has received local and national attention, and 
for this work he was selected as the recipient of the 2019 Georgia 
Society for Respiratory Care Morton B. Duggan Distinguished 
Service Award. He received the Georgia Southern University Award 
of Excellence in Community Service in August 2019 and was named 
the East Tennessee State University Distinguished Alumni from the 
College of Rehabilitative Health Sciences in October 2019. Prior 
to his retirement, he served as the Program Director of Respiratory 
Therapy and the Department Chair of Diagnostic and Therapeutic 
Sciences at Georgia Southern University. He will continue as a 
volunteer respiratory therapist with the St. Joseph’s Candler Health 
System/Good Samaritan/St. Mary’s Clinics, the Georgia Asthma 
Coalition, the Georgia Composite Medical Board, the State of 
Georgia Council on Respiratory Health Promotion, and as a Clinical 
Assistant Professor of Internal Medicine at Mercer University School 
of Medicine in Savannah, Georgia. For all of his many distinguished 
contributions to the department, college, University, profession, and 
community, Dr. Douglas Masini has earned the title of Professor 
Emeritus of Respiratory Therapy and Department Chair Emeritus.
DR. DENNIS DAILEY MURPHY, Professor of Criminal Justice 
and Criminology, who is retiring December 31, 2020. Dr. Murphy 
earned his B.A. degree in Political Science from the University 
of Florida (1969). He received his J.D. in 1974; his M.Ed. in 
Educational Administration in 1975; and his Ph.D. in Educational 
Administration in 1979 also from the University of Florida. 
Following service as a U.S. Army commissioned officer, he served 
five years as a full-time professor at Rutgers University and then 
39.5 years at Armstrong State/Georgia Southern University. At 
heart a student-centered professor, he served administratively as 
Armstrong’s Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs, Interim 
Dean of Enrollment Services, Interim Director of Computer and 
Information Services, and academic Department Head. During the 
relatively brief inter-institutional arrangement christened “Georgia 
Southern University in Affiliation with Armstrong State College and 
Savannah State College,” he served simultaneously as an Armstrong 
State College professor and the Georgia Southern University Director 
of the M.S. in Criminal Justice program. Dr. Murphy passed the 
separate bar examinations of three states, culminating in admission 
to the Florida, New Jersey, and Georgia Bars. His undergraduate 
and graduate courses and his several published articles typically 
centered on legal issues, and he was never more professionally proud 
than when a number of his former students went on to succeed 
in law school and the legal profession. For his many distinguished 
contributions to the department, college, two universities, and the 
profession, Dr. Dennis Murphy merits the title of Professor Emeritus 
of Criminal Justice and Criminology.
ASSISTANT DEAN CINDY H. RANDALL, Assistant Dean in 
the Parker College of Business and Assistant Professor of Business 
Administration, who retired June 30, 2020. Assistant Dean Randall 
earned her Bachelor of Business Administration degree from 
Georgia Southern College in 1978. She received her Master of 
Business Administration from Memphis State University in 1981. 
Joining the faculty at Georgia Southern in 1982, she taught classes 
in the quantitative area and programming languages and served 
on numerous departmental and college committees. In the last 
nine years, Ms. Randall served as the Assistant Dean for Student 
and External Affairs, providing steady leadership in the area of 
undergraduate instruction in the Parker College of Business. As a 
scholar, she published peer-reviewed articles in a number of well-
regarded journals, which included the International Journal of 
Research in Marketing and the Journal of Marketing Management. 
Ms. Randall’s commitment to the college has been recognized by 
her peers. She received the Eugene M. Bishop Award for Sustained 
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Excellence (2009) and the Bank of America Faculty Award (2003). 
Her exemplary service to the University and college is demonstrated 
by her membership on the Institutional Effectiveness Team (2013-
2015), Chair of the AACSB Reaccreditation Team (2011-2012), 
and Advisor/Treasurer to Beta Gamma Sigma (1999-2009). 
Throughout her 38 years at Georgia Southern, Cindy Randall has 
made a difference in the lives of thousands of students through 
teaching, mentorship, and leadership as Assistant Dean. For these 
and many other distinguished contributions to the department, 
college, and University, Ms. Cindy H. Randall has earned the title of 
Assistant Dean Emerita and Assistant Professor Emerita of Business 
Administration.
DR. DEBORAH REESE, Associate Professor of Writing and 
Linguistics, who retires December 31, 2020. Dr. Reese earned her 
B.A. in English in 1990 from the University of Texas-Arlington. 
She completed a 91-hour interdisciplinary M.A.-Ph.D. program in 
Humanities at the University of Texas-Arlington in 1999. At the time 
of her retirement, she will have provided 21 years of distinguished 
service as a dedicated faculty member on the Armstrong campus. 
Dr. Reese has taught undergraduate courses in subjects including 
basic composition, first-year writing, argumentation, introduction to 
communications, introduction to business/technical writing, utopian 
literature, detective fiction, American literature, literary nonfiction, 
advanced composition, and Honors English. She also taught graduate 
courses in rhetoric, popular literature, contemporary literature, 
psychoanalysis and literature, and world literature. Dr. Reese regularly 
presented at the Southeastern Writing Center Association meeting, 
along with the national Conference on College Composition and 
Communication. Her written scholarship appeared in peer-reviewed 
publications such as Southern Discourse in the Center: A Journal of 
Multiliteracy and Innovation and The Proceedings of the International 
Conference on Arts and Humanities, and in guest chapters in textbooks 
such as Nancy V. Wood’s Perspectives on Argument. Dr. Reese 
enjoyed serving in a support capacity in her department. She served 
on numerous University and departmental committees and also 
supported local high schools and the DEEP Center in Savannah. For 
ten years, Dr. Reese coded and maintained the former department’s 
and the Writing Center’s web pages, and she developed a popular 
online writing lab as part of the Center’s website. Dr. Reese found her 
passion in directing Armstrong’s Writing Center and served students 
generously. Dr. Reese also organized writing competitions, advised 
and supported Sigma Tau Delta members and their ceremonies, and 
prepared graduate and undergraduate students to make presentations 
at academic conferences. For her many contributions to the 
department, college, University, and the community of academic 
writing centers, Dr. Deborah Reese has earned the title of Associate 
Professor Emerita of Writing and Linguistics.
DR. JORGE W. SUAZO, Associate Professor of Spanish, who 
retired July 31, 2020. Dr. Suazo earned his B.A. in English from the 
Universidad de Chile-Sede Ñuble (now Universidad del Bío-Bío); 
an M.A. in Modern Languages together with a TESOL certificate 
from Ohio University; and a Ph.D. in Spanish Golden Age Literature 
from Ohio State University. Dr. Suazo has been a member of the 
Georgia Southern faculty since fall 1993. He has taught all levels of 
Spanish both at the undergraduate and graduate levels. In addition, 
he directed study abroad programs in three Spanish cities: Segovia, 
Cordoba, and Seville. Dr. Suazo is a native of San Carlos, Chile. He 
arrived in the United States in 1980, invited by the Amity Institute of 
San Diego, California. As an Amity Scholar, he team-taught Spanish 
at two high schools and a college in West Virginia, Wisconsin, and 
Virginia before pursuing graduate studies. His areas of scholarly 
interest and general expertise range from Medieval Literature, Golden 
Age Peninsular Literature (poetry, especially metaphysical/religious 
poets; the picaresque novel; early-modern women literature of Spain, 
especially conventual literature), Spanish for the professions, and 
online teaching. He is actively involved in departmental, college, 
and university committees. Most recently he served in the Faculty 
Senate, representing the College of Arts and Humanities. He has 
participated in several technology and academic workshops, such as 
Teaching Online, Teaching Portfolio, and Spanish for Business. He is 
the founding director of the Southeast Coastal Conference on Languages 
& Literatures (SECCLL, 2004) and the founding editor and former 
editor-in-chief of The Coast Review: An Online Peer-reviewed Journal 
(2007), either of which cement his legacy and contribution to the 
Department of Foreign Languages. Dr. Suazo is an active participant 
in professional conferences at the local, regional, national, and 
international levels. He has delivered more than thirty papers in the 
United States and abroad. Over the course of his career, Dr. Suazo 
received many invitations, locally and regionally, to share his expertise 
in education, Spanish for business, and Chilean life and culture with 
the community. Dr. Suazo published selected articles in literature, 
culture, and pedagogy. He also published a book, Mary Symbolism 
in the “romances” of Francisco de Medrano (2004). For his many 
distinguished contributions to the department, college, University, 
profession, and community, Dr. Jorge Suazo has earned the title of 
Associate Professor Emeritus of Spanish.
DR. GAIL G. WYNN, Assistant Professor of Biology, who retired July 
31, 2020. Dr. Wynn earned her A.A. degree from Armstrong Junior 
College (1957); her B.S. degree from Oglethorpe University (1959); 
and her M.S. degree in Zoology (1962) and Ph.D. in Entomology 
(1968) from Louisiana State University and A&M College. Dr. 
Wynn’s association with Georgia Southern University began over 
65 years ago as a student at Armstrong Junior College pursuing her 
interest in life sciences. While a student at Armstrong Junior College, 
she became an undergraduate lab instructor for a comparative 
anatomy class, and thus her love of teaching began. In 1991, she was 
recruited by the Department of Biology to become an educator, so 
she sold her tire company and joined Armstrong State College as an 
adjunct professor. In 1992, she became an Assistant Professor and 
a permanent member of the department. Over the next 28 years, 
she remained dedicated to her students as Armstrong State College 
became a university and eventually was consolidated with Georgia 
Southern University. During her 29-year tenure in the Department 
of Biology, Dr. Wynn taught several courses, but her greatest 
accomplishments were her contributions in service to the instruction 
of Human Anatomy and Physiology. Dr. Wynn not only taught 
thousands of Human Anatomy and Physiology students, but she also 
served as the Human Anatomy and Physiology lab coordinator and 
authored the lab manuals, versions of which are still in use today. 
Her passion, dedication, and vision for the instruction of Human 
Anatomy and Physiology not only influences today’s students but will 
impact students long after she has retired. For these accomplishments 
and her legacy of commitment to undergraduate education, Dr. 
Gail G. Wynn is deserving of the title Assistant Professor Emerita 
of Biology. 
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PREVIOUS HONORARY DEGREES AWARDED 
BY GEORGIA SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY
The Board of Regents approves the awarding of a highly selective honorary degree, which is conferred by University System of Georgia 
institutions to recognize individuals of notable achievement in an academic field, the arts and letters, their profession or public service. Since 
1996, Georgia Southern University has been privileged to confer Honorary Doctoral Degrees to the exceptional individuals listed below.
THE HONORABLE CARL SANDERS Doctor of Laws August 11, 1996
BETTY FOY SANDERS Doctor of Fine Arts August 11, 1996
ALLEN E. PAULSON Doctor of Science June 14, 1997
THE HONORABLE F. EVERETT WILLIAMS Doctor of Humane Letters December 8, 1997
JACKIE ANDERSON STRANGE Doctor of Letters June 14, 1998
THE HONORABLE ARTHUR GIGNILLIAT Doctor of Humane Letters December 19, 1998
WILLIAM FREEMAN Doctor of Letters May 8, 1999
EMMA KELLY Doctor of Fine Arts May 9, 1999
EUGENE M. BISHOP Doctor of Letters May 13, 2000
IRVING VICTOR Doctor of Letters December 15, 2001
MARY V. BURNETT Doctor of Letters December 14, 2002 
ROBERT A. BURNETT Doctor of Letters December 14, 2002 
H. DEAN PROPST Doctor of Letters December 13, 2003
HALA MODDELMOG Doctor of Letters May 5, 2007
NICHOLAS J. MAMALAKIS Doctor of Letters December 8, 2007
PHILIP SOLOMONS Doctor of Letters May 9, 2009
FRANK BARRAGAN Doctor of Letters May 8, 2010
ALVA B. LINES Doctor of Letters December 11, 2010
LUIS A. AGUILAR Doctor of Public Service May 11, 2013
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1. From hum–ble  farm be  –   gin – nings Sprung up  from  san - dy   earth    A-
Caryl Cain Brown David Mathew
Georgia Southern University
Alma Mater
mong the tow-’ring pine trees  stands  a  trea-sure  of  great  worth. Her  price  can - not   be
mea –  sured  in     sil  – ver   or    in     gold  but    in    the    love   and  loy  - al - ty  that
ma - ny hearts  en – fold. 
2. Through tri-umphs and through  tri –    als       Our      Al – ma  Ma - ter’s   stood   as
sol– id   as    the   oak  trees   for –    jus – tice and  for     good.  As through these gates we
tra  –  vel   and though our way must  part  our   Geor-gia   Sou–thern mem’–  ries we’ll
keep with - in    our   hearts. 
Georgia  Sou-thern U - ni -ver-si-ty,  On  ea-gles  wings  you
Chorus




Did You Know? 
The bald eagle is found only in  
North America.
The bald eagle became the official 
symbol of the United States of 
America in 1782.
Georgia Southern University adopted 
the eagle as its symbol in 1960.
The bald eagle owes its name to 
the Middle English term “balled,” 
meaning “shining white.” The adult 
bald eagle’s head and neck feathers are 
all white, giving it the name “balled 
eagle,” meaning “white eagle.”
The bald eagle has a wingspan of 6-8 ft., 
and makes its home along coastlines and 
large bodies of fresh water.
Eagles are mature at five years of age.
Eagles require a 25-mile hunting 
territory and appear to mate for life 
(can live as long as 50 years).
More than forty years ago, the bald 
eagle was nearing extinction with just 
417 nesting pairs of the birds known in 
the United States. Today, the bird has 
made a remarkable comeback and is 
now off the Endangered Species List.
In 1983, no nesting pair of eagles 
could be found in Georgia. Today, 
Georgia has more than 177 known 
nesting pairs throughout the state. Freedom is a non-releasable American Bald Eagle permitted to Georgia Southern 
University’s Center for Wildlife Education & Lamar Q Ball Jr. Raptor Center 
Today, Georgia Southern University acknowledges the remarkable achievements of our 
graduates and celebrates a popular and enduring commencement tradition with the appearance 
of Freedom, our American bald eagle mascot. Freedom’s appearance during the singing of the 
Georgia Southern Alma Mater signifies the conclusion of the commencement ceremony. He 
serves not only as an ambassador for wildlife, but as an iconic reminder of the strength and 
majesty of our nation.
Freedom is a male Southern bald eagle that was found knocked out of the nest in Maitland, 
Florida. Only weeks old and appearing like a “brown ball of fuzz,” it was discovered that the 
young eagle had an injury to his beak and suffered from an infection. Rushed to the Florida 
Audubon Center for Birds of Prey, Freedom made a complete recovery from the infection, but 
the injury to his beak was permanent, preventing his release into the wild. With the permission 
of the United States Fish and Wildlife Service, Georgia Southern acquired Freedom in 2004.
Through the Georgia Southern University Center for Wildlife Education and Lamar Q Ball Jr. 
Raptor Center, thousands of visitors young and old are embraced by the power of Freedom. 
Freedom is one of three American Bald Eagles housed at the 18-acre sanctuary, located in 
the heart of Georgia Southern’s campus. The Center also contains numerous species of native 
raptors, reptiles and amphibians. 
For more information visit GeorgiaSouthern.edu/wildlife
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Congratulations 
Graduates!
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